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Foreword
Endeavoring to describe the contemporary role of a commtmity college

presidential partner/spouse is akin to snapping a picture. Because so little atten-
tion has been given to this subject in community college literature some practi-
cal assessment of this role is long overdue.

What happens to marital bliss after a particularly acrimonious meeting
between the Chief Executive Office and the Board of Trustees? Do college
Boards of Trustees know what they expect from the presidential spouse, and if
they do, are clear signals given about those expectations? How does the spouse
view his or her role in the life of the college? Can a spouse who subscribes to an
elitist view of higher education be comfortabk in and around an open door
community college?_Have the key executive officers of community, technical,
and junior colleges failed to achieve their full potential because they have not
given appropriate attention to the role of their partner/spouse? These ques-
tions and many more are addressed in this thought-provoking b6ok published
by the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and edited by
George B. Vaughan, president of Virginia Piedmont Community College.

Some sigmficant changes hae taken place among the spouses of the
community college leaders over the past 20 years. It is estimated that two out of
three of the current presidential spouses work outside of home. Twenty years
ago only one out of four of the spouses were so engaged.

TOday there are 104 female community, technical, and junior college
chief executive officers. Twenty years ago that figure was less than 30. As a con-
sequence there is an increasing number of male spouses involved in the current
community college scene. The modern women's movement has had an influ-
ence upon the rolc expectations of the spouse. The impact of multiple role ex-
pectations of the presidential spouse deserves some attention in the contempo-
rary community college literature.
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Certainly, each individual partner/spouse will handle his or her role diffe:
rently. This will range from a total indifference to the college and presidential
responsibilities to total involvement. Regardless of the role played, where does
the presidential spouse turn for counsel; advice, and knowledge? Many presi-
dential spouses do not consider themselves a part of the feminist women's
movement Other spouses whoneartedly support and participate in the
women's movement and arc impatient with their colleagues who do not share
their views. There seems to be a persiFtent tension between these points of view
as related to the role of the community college presidential spouse. Added to
this tension are an increasing number of male spouses who often represent
another set of interests and relationships in the presidential spouse partnership.

This book represents an initial effort to analyze the oft conflicting views,
opinions, and winds that flow around the heads of the community college pres-
idential spouse. Whether young or o!d, male or female, black or white, the
presidential spouses all have one thing in common: an intimate relationshk)
with an individual who happens to be the leader of a veiy important ana
unique American collegiate enterprise. Is that enterprise better or worse be-
cause of the contributions or non-contributions of the presidential spouse? Or
is the spouse irrelevant to the work of the college president?

The contributors to this publication are to be commended for taking on
the analysis of these tough issues. They have provided a refreshing and insight-
ful look at the modern community; technical; and junior college presidential
spouse. Special thanks must be extended to editors Peggy and George Vaughan,
who fulfill the presidential and spouse roles in such exemplary fashion.

This book is not a theoretical treatise; but rather a practical and down-to-
earth examination of a neglected role in the contemporary corrununity college
movement. Best of all, this analysis has been conducted by individuals who can
show the bruises but share the joy of being a parmer in an important collegiate
enterprise.

Beverly Pamell

PartnerlSpouse of Dale Parnell,
President of
the American Association of
Community and Junior Colleges
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Preface
Ks one of the first publications to discuss the complexities surrounding

the community college as seen though the eyes and experiences of the spouse,
this book is devoted to providing an understanding of an important but
heretofon aeglected subject, the role of the spouse of the conimunity college
president. The spouse of a community college president contributes so much
to the chemistry that makes up most presidencks that it is difficult, if not im-
possible, to understand the complexities of the presidency without some un-
derstanding of the spouse's role. While an understanding of the presidency is
important and can be enhanced through a better understanding of the spouse's
role, there are other reasons for seeking a better understanding of the role the
spouse plays in the total scheme of things.

The majority of the spouses work either part-time or full-time outside the
home. Also, most spouses are females, and most assume many of the duties of
home and hearth as well as those associated with being the spouse of a college
president. The result is often a tension that places many spouses in the role of
"superwoman," a role that is difficult if not impossible to maintain: This aspect
of the spouse's role must be understood; appreciated; and dealt with if spouses;
prcsidents; and trustees are to comprehend the complexities associated with
the delicate balance that often separates successful and satisfied presidential
families from those that do not understand or even recognize the tensions in-
herent in the spouse's role:

While much of the literature on leadership discusses the great sacrifices,
devotions; and skills of the leader of the enterprise, few books have been de-
voted to the people who are married to those leaders. Indeed, even today in
spite of the many changes that have taken place in the role of women in society,
the spouse's role is often thought of in terms of the "behind every good man ic a
good woman" syndrome. This type of thinking is not only grossly outdated
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(one wonders how the male spouse reacts to this type of thinking) but grossly
unfair. As this volume clearly demonstrates; spouses are intelligent and sensi-
tive individuals who have their own lives; their own careers; and their own
ways ofinfluencing not only their own destinies but also the lives of those with
whom they come into contact; including their own spouse: While the influence
the communitycollege itself has had on the lives of spouses varies from college
to college and from individual to individual; two things arc clear: the spouses
who have contributed to this volume understand; believe in; and are devoted to
the community college philosophy and mission; and; these spouses; as well as
hundreds of spouses across the nation; have played and will continue to play; a
major role in the success of community colleges.

On behalf of our_profession; it is_ my pleasure to thank those who have
contributed to this volume. As presidents; spouses, trustees, scholars; and
others interested in the community college read the chapters; I hope they too
will take a moment to reflect on the role of the spouse and to :icknowledge the
debt we all owe to those spouses who have brought some light to bear on thl,
important subject. I hope that this volurne is a first important_step towaid
bringing Coe spouse of the president into the mainstream of the debate on the
role the community college plays in American society.

Ah Overview

Chapter one presents some of the conflicting %iews on the role of the
presidential spouse. George Vaughan contends that the spouse of the commu-
nity college president has much in common with spouses of other leaders; in-
cluding the spouse of the President of die United States. The chapter also dis-
cusses perceptions of the spouse's role and gives examples of personal values
clashing with the spouses role.

Chapter twoplaces the role of the spouse ofthe comrnunity colkge presi-
dent into the broader context of the role of thc presidential spouse as that role is
interpreted at four-year colleges and universities. Roberta Ostar brings her vast
knowledgeknowledge gained through years of studyin_g_the spouses of the
presidents of members of the American ASsociation of State Colleges and
Universitiesto bear on the role of the spouse in general, thereby pro-
viding a broad base for interpreting the role of the spouse of the community
college presAent.

Chapter three examines the impact of the women's movement of the rok
of the spouse, both male and female. Muriel Kay Heimer, one of the relatively
few female community college presidents in the nation, brings her own experi-
ences and those of her spouse to bear on the relationship of the spouse to the
presidency. The result is an interpretation that meshes the women's movement
with the community college movement, both of which peaked at the same time.

A trustee's perspective of the role of the_spouse is presented in chapter
four. What do trustees expect of the spouse? What should they expect? What
can the spouse expect from tnistees? Sheila Korhammer, a trustee and a na-
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tional leader in the Association of Conlmunity College Trustees, provides an-
swers to these questions and much 019te. This chapter is absolutely "required
reading" for all trustees as well as for others who wish to tmderstand the
spouse-trustee relationship.

Chapter five discusses the "dailY double faced by the career spouse. Re-
jecting the role of "superwoman" as Ot_;tehable, Peggy Vaughan examines how
the carcer spouse can successfully lugWe the roles of wife, teacher, mother, and
spouse. The result is an understanding of the spouse's role that should he in-
valuable to those spouses who have er3intn1tted themselves to playing not only
the "daily double" but succeeding in each aspect of the various roles associated
with their lives.

Chapter six provides a penetrating analysis of the role one spouse has
carved out for herself Relinquishing her own role as teacher, Bonnie P.
McCalie does not work in a paid P°sition. Instead, she devotes her time,
energy, and numerous talents to pronl°ting the college with INDth internal and
external constituents. Indeed, this ense has not only created an important
role for herself with community and COUege leaders but with students as well.

Chapter seven is by a male spoOse Whose wife is in her second presidency.
Arguing that role definition, whether °tie is a male or female spouse, is the key
to success not only for the spouse but for the president as well; Colin Shaw
shares his own insights as a male spouse who has not only adjusted to the role
but who has recently moved to a nevi icscation because his wife assumed a new
position. He contends that male spou_ses of female community college presi-
dents are a phenomena in the forefront_of a wave of significant change in com-
munity coVege leadership and in soeietY in general.

Chapter eight describes the spouse as a volunteer. Playing the role of vol-
unteer for 24 years; Pat Goodpaster sh,atts the rewards of her role. She has no
regrets about the role she chose for tietself and; in fact, recommends it to
others: Hey chapter is inspiring and relfant to the role many spouses have cho-
sen for themselves. In essence; the ainitOt Views the total community and not
just the campus as her field of work. Work she believes, enhances the rok
of the college in her conununity and °le welfare of the community itself.

Chapter nine shares a "moving "Perience with the reader. Having just
moved to a new city, Ginger erawfoi'd discusses the joys and frustrations as-
sociated with moving, including the problems faced when one has to tell the
children that a move is being considered. Those spouses and presidents who
arc contemplating relocation will find comfort in the moving experience of one
presidential fainily.

Chapter ten says in a scholarly Way that the other chapters have implied:
the most successful relationship is wben the spouse and president fiinction as a
team. Carol Parker Thompson, a Ph.1,- and spouse of a male president, discus-
ses how she brings her own discipline t° bear on the president-spouse relation-
ship. The result of viewing the presidencY as a team consisting of the president
and spouse is that the capacity for learici_rship of hoth members of the team is in7
creased. This chapter may well deseri"e. the wave of the future as more and
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more women who are married to community college presidents not only enter
the workforce but enter it as academically well prepared as their husbands.

In chapter eleven, George Vaughan provides a brief summary statement
and makes recommendations regarding the role of the spouse ofthe commurn7
ty college president. This chapter, rather than ending the volume, is intended
to open the discussion for the next step in examining the role the spouse plays
in understanding and carrying out the leadership function inherent in the com-
munity college presidency.
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Opening
Debate
by George B Vaughan

ecently I completed a study of the presidents of public two-year col-
leges that was published under the title of The Community College

residency. One chapter in the volume examines the role ofthe spouse
of the community college president and in a separate section, Peggy Vaughan,
a "presidential spouse" for the past 15 years, offers her observations on what it
is like "being there." The reaction to this chapter among spouses, presidents,
and trustees convinced me that there was a need for further research and obser-
vations on the role of the spouse of the community college president. One of
the conclusions I reached in The Community College Prestitluy was that the
community college presidency cannot he fully understo-od or appreciated with-
out a better understanding of the role the spouse plays in the total scheme of
things. Another conclusion was that the spouse determines, in part, the effec-
tiveness of the president.

Much of the chapter on the role of the spouse was based on surveys of
spouses and presidents and on personal interviews with spouses, presidents,
faculty memtiers, and trustees. For the most part, I resisted tht; temptation to
inject my own opinions. Since completing the b6ok on the prz,sidency, I have
continued to study the research on the role of the spouse of college presidents
(all of which pertains to spouses of presidents of four-year institutions) and to
talk with community college presidents and spouses about the spouse's role. In
some respects, this current chapter is a conthmation of the discussion I began
in the previous volume.
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2 George B. Vaughan

Those who have not read The Community Coltege Presidency might find it
useful to read it in conjunction with this volum. Indeed, the previous &ook
might serve as a useful introduction to the spouse's role and as a preface to this
volume: As was the case with the previous study, I make no attempt to evaluate
the differences in the spouse's role when the spouse is male (the chapter by
Shaw in this Aolume and other sections of other chapters discuss the spouse's
role from the perspective of the male spouse); to the contrary, my perspective is
to view the spouse's role as if the spouse is female, which of course the great
majority are.

Mixed Signals

As the other half of the team the spouse has a strategic role to play. Amer-_
leans. . . won't see her in the private role . . . that of presidential confidant and
sounding board, someone to whom (the president) will turn with observations
about his rneetings . . ., or with questions about the character and motives of
the people involved .. What they will see is ... a carefully thought-out public
role, one designed to provide what one insider calls a "warm, fuzzy" side of the
administrations's image Her biggest contribution . will be to reinforce
some of the president's positions, . .. encouraging him to be up for it, watching
his moods, his health, his diet, his hours of sleepthings of that nature so that
he is in good shape (Washington Post).

Many spouses of community colleges presidents will identify with the
a&ove comments_about the role of the presidential spouse; Those who do are in
select company, for the observations were made about Nancy Reagan's role at
the Geneva Summit during November of 1985 (Washington Post); November
18, 1985, pp. B-1, and B-9), Mrs. Reagan, perhaps even to a greater degree
than Lady Bird Johnson and Rosalynn Carter, has elevated the spouse's role to
heights not seen since thc ascendancy of Eleanor Roosevelt. Nancy Reagan
spealcS on the issues of the clay regularly, often, and forcefully. She has her
causes, including serving as a leader in the war on drugs. On the other hand,
she often reverts to the traditional "Warm, fuzzy" role (the ever-loving wife)
identified by the Post writer without breaking stride, thus giving oif mixed
signals, which makes describing her role as the spouse of the most powerful
and influential kader in the world difficult.

In many ways the role assumed by Mrs. Reagan and those of the more as-
sertive first ladies, is similar to the role assumed by the more assertive spouses
of conununity college presidents. That is, the rok of the community college's
"first lady" is similar in many respects to the role of the nation's first lady; For
exampk, many presidential spouses have their_causes and crusades and can
readily identify with the human rights crusades for Mrs. Roosevelt, thc volun-
teer projects of Mrs. Johnson, the assertiveness of Mrs. Carter, and the dualism
of Mrs. Reagan. These presidential spouses, like the first ladies of the land, use
their position as a forum for promoting their own causes, causes that may or
may not have a direct relationship to the college but that are very important to
the spouse as an individual. In some cases, these spouses may reject working
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Opening the Debate

outside the home in order to devote more time and energy to their favorite
cause. In other cases, promoting the college becomes their cause. Just as Mrs.
Johnson was able to preventher "Keep Atherica Beautiful" project from being
sucked into the quicksand of Southeast Asia, which finally engulfed President
Johnson, some community college presidential spouses are able to rause their
causes to a level well above the daily machinations on most college campuses.
The identity and effectiveness of these spouses is almost always enhanced by
their husband's position.

Presidential spouses, hoth at the national and campus level, make a con-
scious effort to define the limits of their role. Hugh Sidey writes in the October
6, 1986 issue of Time regarding the role Mrs. Reagan has charted for herself:
"AS First Lady, she could have eased up, turning away into antiques or garden-
ing. To her critics, she is the most infuriating, contradictory and perplexing
person in this Administration. Yet she could emerge as one of the most notable
First Ladies in history" (p.22). Sidey's comments on Mrs. Reagan provide in-
sight into the complexity of the presidential spouse's role, not only at the na-
tional level but at the campus level as well.

Just as not all first ladies of the land want to carry the flag or influence na-
tional policy, no- 111 spouses of community college presidents want to break
out of or evoi ..,:..shape the mold associated with the more traditional
homemaker. !.-:r.s..,:esi--spouse. Many spouses are, as one spouse noted, ats liber-
ated as they to be; they are perfectly content to turn "away into antiques
or gardening." They do not want a career (or even a job) outside the home;
they do not have a cause; nor do they want to be "the power behind the
throne." They want to be good wivcs, good mothers, and good 'first ladies" as
defined by their own value system and circumstances. (This is not to imply in
any way that the more politically and socially active spouses; whether married
to the president of the United States or the president of a community college,
are any less effective or less devoted to their roles as mothers and wives than are
those spousc; who are less involved in causes outside the college and home. To
identify the more traditional spouses with the more traditional roles is simply
one way cf saying that some spouses are content with more traditional roles.)

'lost two-thirds of the spouses of current community college presi-
dents work outside the home, xnd 43 percent of them work full time (Vaughan
1986; p. 144). These spouses have what at times may be the dubious honor of
juggling their roles as presidential spouse, career women, wife, and mother.
These spouses may find that their career leaves little time for college-related
activities; this cause may well be their own career; and what time is left after
working at a fill-time position is quickly absorbed by home activities. Since
this group is so large, the implications for the presidential spouse's role are
great._ (Of course, many of these spouses have a "job" and not a career and
therefore continue to perform man:of the tasks associated with the traditional
homemaker-hostess-spouse role.) Their identity with the college often de-
pendS upon how much time and energy they devote to their own careers. For
example, a career woman with a position equal to or nearly equal to the presi-
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4 Opening the Debate

dency will likely establish her identity through her profession; a spouse who
holds a job with little prestige or opportuni'y for personal involvement or time
in the limelight will likely continue to identify closely with her husband's posi-
tion as president and will gain prestige from that identity.

Some spouses of community college presidents simply want to pursue
their own lives independently of the college. They just happen to be married to
a community college president and have litde or no intemst in the affairs of the
college as those affairs relate directly to them. These spouses make a clear dis-
tinction between being a wife and being a presideneal spouse. They may or
may not have careers of their own; they simply rejcct for their own reasons any
role associated with the college that would place demands on rnem and that
would suggest (and in some cases demand) that they act a certain way. They ex-
pect nothing special to come from tieing married to a collempresident, and in
turn they give nothing because of their husband's position. These spouses are
in a very small minority for, by definition, being married to a college president
demands a certain commitment to the husband's career and therefore a certain
involvement with and loyalty to the college.

The gist of the argument as presented here is that once someone assumes
the college presidency (even a rejection of the presidential spouse's role does
not allow one to ignore the presidency), the spouse feels the impact of the ap-
pointment Indeed; the impact of the presidency is often just as great, and in
some cases greater; on the spouse as on the president. At least the person as-
suming a presidency; even for the first time, has some idea of what to expect;
rarely does the spouse of the president know what to expect, although many
four-year colleges and universities have a clearer vision of what is expected of
the spouse than do community colleges. Approximately 16 percent ofthecom-
munity colleges fiirnEh touses for their presidents (Vaughan 1986, pp43, 52),
whereas 72 percent of 0-.L. presidents who are members of the American Associ-
ation of State Colleges and Universities (26diSCU) live in homes furnished by
the college (Ostar 1986, p.103), and the percentage of college-furnished
homes is certainly higher for presidents of research universities. College-fur-
nished homes bring certain expectations to the spouse's role that are often not
present when a home is not provided by the college; a situation that might be
an advantage or a disadvantage.

The president has instant name recognition, prestige; and a built-in cadre
of supporters (and detractors); rarely does the spouse have any of these. The
president, while bringing his own style to the position, has years of institu-
tional tradition on which to build; the spouse may, on the other hand, find that
the traditions associated with the spouse's role depend largely upon the role as-
sumed by the former spouse and may be in stark contrast to her own lifestyle;
values, and wishes. While the spouse's role differs in degree rather than kind, it
is nevertheless the differences in degree that malce the spouse's roleso challeng-
ing, so frustrating, and, one hopes, so interesting and rewarding. Adding to
the complexity of the spouse's role are the mixed signals she receives fiom the
college, from the college bOard, from society, and, in some cascs, from her hus-
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George B. Vaughan 5

band regarding not only her role as the president's spouse, but as a wife, as a
mother in many cases, and more and more as someone who works outside the
home.

Searching for an Identity

The struggle for identity among presidential spouses was clearly illus-
trated this past summer in Vail, Colorado; at the annual meeting of the Presi-
dents Academy of the American Association of Community and Junior Col-
leges (AACJC). The participants in the workshop included 51 presidents (all
male) and approximately 32 spouses. In recent years, it has been the tradition
for the spouses to present a short skit during the closing banquet. The grand
finale of this past summer's presentation was a song sung by the spouses to thc
tune of "In the GoOd Old Summertime." The wercls of the song are as follows:

Calleg Presidents wives must be
Multifacetedyes sircee!
Wives and mothers, chauffeurs too
Often serving tea. . .

One moment we're spouse, the next we're mom,
And later we ask "Who am I?"
But through all the stresses and emotional strain
We continue to stand by our guy . . .

We entertain with flair
Even though the budget's not there . . .

We're sounding bkisaidS for hubby's cares
And sometimes it takes half the night. . .

And when we think all is going well
He say; "It's time for a change.
Just pack the bags; and sell the house,
And please; don't look strange at me"

There are meetings here and there,
And we're often left alone
With homes to manage and things to do
Like answering the confounded phone!
But when he returns
We're glad we're there
To welcome hini home, cause you see
We'rz CEO wives and we're mighty proud
TObthebt*ecàhbd

Beth Hasemeyer
North Platte, Nebraska
(Used with perniission of the author)

Several spouses sang the song with gusto; others appeared to be good
sports and joined in; a few spouses not only did not join in the singing but
found this diversion less than enjoyable (a number of jokes were told by some
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of the presidents that were mterpreted by some women as less than flattering)
and, in fact somewhat demeaning to them as women and, one would a: cume,
in conflict with how they view the spouse's role.

I came away from the conference feeling as if I had witnessed a mini-ver-
sion of a chil rights movement, with certain spouses tieing viewed by their
more liberal associates as insensitive to the changing role of women in relation-
ship to their role as spouses. Many of those placed by their colleagues in the
role of clinging to the status quo seemed unaware that anyone would or could
find fault with their involvement in the evening's activities. Indeed, most of
them will likely be surprised to find out that not all of the women at the confer-
ence identified with or appreciated the evening's activities. (Some male presi-
dents also expressed displeasure with the evening's activities, even though in
two instances their spouses were not present. A female president who only at-
tended the evening banquet was incensed over the evening's activities, as was
her spouse.) It is important to note that most spouses and presidents occupied
the middle ground and took the evening's activities in stride, enjoying some ac-
tivides more than others:

The Vail incident illustrates the complexities of the search for identity on
the part of a number of presidential spouses: Are the more secure and con-
tented of today's spouses those who continue to "stand by their guy?" Or; are
they those spouses who reject the whole notion of women spouses providing
entertainment for 51 male presidents; the ones who best understand the
spouse's role? Or is the truth somewhere in between the two extremes? Of
course, the answer lies deep within the 1,000 or so women who are married to
male community college presidents. As more and more attention is focused on
the role of ihe spouse, one can expect increased tension among spou -s, presi-
dents, and trustees regarding the spouse's role. One result will be that some
polarization will take placejust as it did, and in somc cases continues to do,
with the women's movement, the black :novement, and other aspects of the
civil rights movements of the past two decadesuntil some consensus is
reached .

Other Perspectives

A day after a meeting with a group of spouses in which I shared some
of my findings on the role of the spouse, including pointing out that many
spouses would like more money for entertainment, travel funds, and some
other "basics," I was approached by the husband of one of the spouses who
had been in the group. His response to my workshop with the spouses:
"George, you had better watch it. You are going around getting all of these
women upset. They come home after hearing of all of these benefits other
spouses are getting and press the hell out of us."

The point made by the president, while offered somewhat in jest, serves
to illustrate another "danger" of critically evaluating the spOUSeS role. Again,
the civil rights analogy seems appropriate. Once you see others of your group
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riding in the front of the bus, you will never again be content to ride in the back
again. (This analogy is in no way used to imply that the seriousness of the two
situations is the same. While evaluating the role of the spouse is important
within its context, it is certainly not of the magnitude of the issues emanating
from the bus illustration.) Or, to put it int:1 the context of the spouse's role,
once the spouses start talking among themselves and the "have nots" hear that
some spouses have relatively large budgets for entertainment while they have
none, that the 'ooard of trustees agrees to pay the cost of the spouse to two pro-
fessional meetings of her choice (as is the case with the spouse of the president
of a small, rural college in the Midwest), while they have no travel fimds, there
is likely to be trouble in paradise in the homes and perhaps on the campuses of
these presidents and trustees who have chosen to ignore the role of the spouse.

The trustee's perspective on the role of the spouse is mixed ranging from
benign neglect of the spouse in involving her actively Li many aspects ofcollege
life. Most spouses, however, are neither neglected by the board nor actively in-
volved; they are just "there" to fill certain ceremonial roles (serving as hostess is
ultimately ceremonial; although those spouses who do their own cooking,
cleaning; etc may question this assertion) and to carve out their own roles, or,
in some cases no role; as they deem appropriate

Trustees have mixed views on thr :mportance of the spouse's interview:
It varies from college to college, even in states with strong state systems ofr.om-
munity colleges that have rightly drawn regulations and procedures for select-
ing presidents. (Incidentally, any mention of the spouse is missing from the
procedures of at least one statewide system.) For example, in filling its presi-
dential vacancy, the board at one cot. tmunity college in this same state system
not only invited the spouse of the candidate to be interviewed; but a member of
the board gave her a tour of the area, including showing her potential homes
and schciols, and the board had a reception and dinner during the evening that
was as much for her benefit as for the presidential candidate's.

At the other extreme is the college in the same strong state system that re-
cently filled its presidential vacancy. In this cas; there was no oppormnity for
the spouse to meet with I:bard members, no reception in the er ning, and no
acknowledgment that the spouse even existed other than the offer of a secretary
to by to arrange a tour of the area, should the candidate care to bring his spouse
along.

The spouse who was interviewed approached her role with confidence
and a feeling of l:eing an important part of the presidential partnership; the
spouse who had the offer to be "brought along" and mho did not go since
she had already spent three days touring the area on her own, is approaching
(aq of this writing, she has not yet assumed the presidential spouse's role)
her role with a degree of =certainty that might not have existed had the
board interviewed her.

The above examples illustrate the complexities surrounding the role of
the spouse, even at the interview stage. One is tempted to conclude that the
board that gave attention to the spouse during the interview wants the spouse
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involved in the activities of the college and sees her as an important part of the
presidential team; while the other board does not view the spouse's role as im-
portant. Herein lies the danger: It is a mistake for the spouse who is ignored in
the presidential selection process to assume that nothing is expected of her as
the spouse of the president It is also a mistake for the spouse who received the
"royal treatment" to assume that the board members will appreciate, under-
stand; and support her role. In fact a conversation with members of the board
that gave the reception revealed that little thought had been given to the
spouse's role during the three years since the interview. The conclusion here is
that there may be little or no relationship between the actions of the spouse
once her husband becornes president The board may take it for granted that
the spouse will act in a certain way; will fill a certain role; and will by some
strange process know what is expected of her;

When Values Clash

The spouses role is often in conflict with personal and professional val-
ues. Two rather diverse examples illustrate these conflicts. During a spouse's
seminar this past year; the discussion turned to whether or not alcohol should
be served at college-related ftmctionsspecifically; should the spouse serve al-
cohol in her home at receptions for trustees; I assumed the discussion would
last at most a couple of minutes; since the use of alcohol is so widespread in
Arnerican society. My assumption probably would have been correct had the
discussion taken place in those sections of the country where the words "recep-
tion" and "cocktails" are synonymous. This discussion; however; took place
amoung a group of spouses from a section of the country where the use of al-
cohol is not only not taken for granted but is specifically prohibited by one of
the major religions of the area; it took place in an area where the Church of
ksus Christ of Latter-Day Safins (the Mormon church) is a dominant force.
The general conclusion among the spouses (Mormons and non-Mormons)
after 30 minutes or so of discussion was that if one did not endorse the use ofal-
cohol, one should not be expected to serve it in one's home. One spouse, a
Mormon, was far from being at ease with the discussion and its conclusion, for
the hoard at the college where her husband is president is split between Mor-
mons and non-Mormons. AS a result, she always feels ill at ease because she
cannot satisfy the non-Mormon members of the board, who prefer that
cocktails be served, while maintaining her own values. (If she relinguished and
served alcohol, she would likely encounter hostility from the Mormons on the
board as well as suffer from having violated her own values. Catch-22 is alive
and well in this situation.) She helieves, should her husband leave the presi-
dency of that college, some board members would not want another Mormon
as president simply because of the clash in values.

In another instance where values clashed, a spouse who is a public school
teacher from a highly unionized section of the nation found herself in an awk-
ward position because of her membership in a union. It seems as if the same
union that represents the teachers of her schbol also represents the faculty r.t the
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community college where her husband is president. She was immediately sus-
pect among her colleagues since her husband represented the management side
of the debate. Was she ready and Willing to "sell out" her colleagues and join
her husband on management's side of the negotiating table? Although from a
practical point of view the fact that her husband was a "symbol of manage-
ment" and by definition "the enemy" had no impact on the outcome of the bar-
gaining agreement at her school, the spouse nevertheless felt tremendous pres-
sure from how others viewed her dual role of presidential spouse and career
educator. While her professional allegiance remained with the union that rep-
resented her professional interests and while she continued to fill the spouses
roleincluding entertaining the ultimate symbol ofmanagement, members of
the governing boardher values clashed to such an extent that she briefly
questioned the desirability of maintaining her career while filling the role of
presidential spouse.

Certainly there are many examples where spouses are faced with clashes
in values. In the final analysis, the spouse must decide where her compromise
line lies and, if she is asked to cross it and is unwilling to do so; determine if she
can effectively perform the role that is expected of her as the spouse ofthe presi-
dent at that particular college. Unfortunately; too few spouses know the rules
of the game prior to finding themselves in the heat of the contest; therefore;
when values clash; a crisis occurs that can have a major impact in the home and
on the college.

Symbols of Satisfaction and Respect

Based on my prevkms research and on recent conversations with spouses;
a number of issues that most community college presidential spouses believe
are important to the satisfaction and respect associated with their roles
emerged. The great majority of the spouses agreed that their role wotd-I be en-
hanced if they had adequate funds for entertainment; funds for travel to profes-
sional meetings, some recognition of their role by the governing board, and
some idea of what is expected of them when they assume the role of presiden-
tial spouse.

In discussing sources of stress on the presidential spouse; Roberta Ostar
reports that the spouses of presidents who are members of the PASCU also
ranked a lack of identification associated with their role and a lack of apprecia-
tion of their role by the governing board as major concerns when the spouse's
role was discussed in a public forum She notes; however; that on a confidential
survey of PASCU spouses; those responding to the survey identified a lack of
time and the effects of a campus crisis on the health of the president as the
major causes ofstress. Her conclusion is that the apparent contradicticm results
from the spouse's tmwillingness to acknowledge family stresses in public and
therefore turn to the "safer" grounds of role identification and appreciation
(Ostar 1986, p.112).

Assuming Ostar is correct in her analysis of the AASCU spouses (al-
though I fail to see any reason for spouses' timidity in publicly discussing a lack
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of time and yet being willing to air their feelings on the more personal issue of
lack of appreciatión), she niight well have reached different conclusions had
she studied jhë SpouSes of the community college presidents. A lack of time is
certainly a factor in the life Of many community college presidential spouses,
especially when one considers thenumber who work outside the home. Pres-
sure on the president, regardless oldie source (I discovered that "bad press" re-
garding the college, and eSpecially the president, results in near paranoia on the
spouse's part), also creates stress on the spouse of the community college presi-
dent. However, at this stage in the development of the cormnunity college and
the spouse'S part in that development, the most important issues related to the
spouse's role center around the more basic concerns such as creating an identity
and obtaining satisfaction from the role.

In creating respect for the spouse's position, fimds for entertainment and
travel are important synibolS; they say that the spouse's role is important. The
same is true of recognition of the importance of the spouse's role by the gov-_
erning board. Indeed, if no other argument could be made (and there are
many) for interviewing the spouse as a part of the presidential selection process
other than the fact that she is intetvieWed, thiS act alone sends her a message
that she is important; m turn, this meSsage alone Would justify the interview.
As one writer observes regarding the spouse's Interview: "Search committees
are well advised to invite the spouse tci campuS for the interview. While some
have been skittish that such an mvitation Will be IniSeonStrued as a sexist as-
sumption that the wife is the unpaid team themhet, it iS, rather, a courtesy to
the candidate and the spouse and an acknowledgement that family members
are profoundly affected by the presidential role" (pr,....Ti 1986, p. 62). In at-
tempting to understand and define the spouse'S role, it iS ithportant to recbg-
mzed that there are certain basic needs associated with the rOle and that theSe
needs must be ma beiore the president-spouse teamtan reach itS full potential.
Until that time it is unlikely that the community college will reach itS full po-
tential, for without the best possible leadership at the top, no organitation Can
achieve its potential. In the case ofmost communty colleges, "leaderthip at the
top" 02n-sises of a president and spouse who understand, appreciate, and are
committed tO the institution's mission and to the roles they play in achieving
that mission.

Conclusion

The _major coriclusiOn teached here regarding the role of the spouse ofthe
community college president is that the spouse's role will increasingly become
a subject of debate in the foteseeable fithite. While it is unlikely thata consen-
sus will or should be teached Oh the tote Of the Sponse; it is_ likely that as the
spouse's role is analyzed, some consensus will be reaehedon the purpose of the
spotne's interview; on funds of entettainment and travel; and on the board-
spouse reki. lonship. _As spouses, ptesidents, trustees, and Seholars continue to
evuate the spouse's role, ptesidents and triiSteeS Should (and in some in-
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stances, will be forced to) evaluate their own role in relationship to the spouse's
role and evaluate the spouse's role in the presidency and the college's mission. The
results of these evaluations, while creating tensions at times, should result in
more effective presidents and spouses and ultimately more effective colleges.
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college's second most visible public relations officer, a finder of fund-
ing sources for endowed chairs and donations of property and funds
to the institution, a part of the university's living logothus has the

college president's spouse been characterized and praised:
Who are these spouses, and how did they come to this position of public

prominence? By marriage and by happenstance; most would say: Unlike the
politician's wife who, when her husband declares for office; has a pretty good
idea of her impending public role, the college president's spouse; pleased at her
husband's appointment to head an institution of higher learning; probably
feeling a part of the higher education scene with past experience as a professor's
or dean's wife, may be astounded at what liesahead for her. While representing
the institution along with the president is an honor most spouses arc pleased to
accept; spouses usually are surprised to fmd, particularly in communities where
the institution may he the "biggest show in town," that their choice of hair-
dresser, clothes (and where they are purchased), and even the foods they eat are
matters of avid public interest.

The "Princess Di syndrome" catches most president's spouses unaware,
but the siinilarity of the lives of the college president and spouse to our coun-
try's president and first lady is remarkable. Since we are without b-enefit of sep-
arate ceremonial persons heading our institutions in this countryas Great
Britain has in its monarch and prime ministerpresidential couples serve hoth
functions and fuid that public interest in their symholic "heacIS-ofstate" roles is
very much a part of their lives.

Even the advent of the male spouse does not lessen the feeling that the
spouse of the president is an important part of the public picture. Since colleges
and universities in this country were traditionally headed by a male president
with a spouse who volunteered her time to furthering of the institution, evcn
presidential spouses with their own careers report that they still fulfill most of
the obligations assumed for the role of spouse of the president.
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While the public is aware, then; of the ceremonial role of the president's
spouse, they_ lack an equal awarcness of the timc and hard work that go along
with the public recognition. The public also lacks knowledge of the many
achievements for the institution accomplished by the president's spouse.

Yesterday and TOday

Historically, as David Riesman writes in "The President's Spouse: The
University's Addcd Dimension," our first colleges were religine:liy sponsored
institutions, headed generally by ministers (1980). The spousc of -clic president
was a minister's wife and as such carried on the traditional helping role to hcr
spousea total timc and, of course, unpaid commitment to this role.

Referring to Riesman's quote from Alexis de Toqueville in the same
paper, one should note, however, that whik these ladies willingly gave of
themselves to assist their husbands, they were not subservient in this role: De
Tcxjueville &scribed the women in America of that time (1831) as indepen-
dent, essential partners to their husbands, visible to the public, and active in
such volunteer movements as the fight against 'demon rum," for prison re-
form, and, of course, a little time thereafter, for the right of women to vote in
publk elections (Riesman 1980).

TOday, the women's movement, in terms of the growing number of
female presidcnts and male spouses, of single presidents with no spouse to take
on the volunteer role, and of president's spouses with their own careers, has
made it possible for each person to fashion a pattern for her life as a presidential
spouse that meets her own, the president's, and the university community's
needs. (One really does say and think "her." The numhers of male spouses are
so small that their own particular approach to the role of presidential spouse is
best described in its own section.)

In making her choice, however, the president's spousc has little to guidc
her. The dearth of literature on this subject and the lack ofeasy communication
with peers make fashioning a sensible life pattern as spouse of the president dif=
ficult to do.

Research and Literature

Substantive programs for spouses as part of the annual meetings of as-
sociations of higher education are of real assistance, the spouses say, and arc
3rowing in numbers and depth. The American Association of State Colleges
and Universities (AASCU) has offered such a program to the spouses ofpresi-
dents since 1974. The National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges (NASULGC) initiated similar programming after Joan
Clodiu.s became its presidential spouse in 1979, and the American Askiciation
of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), under the guidance of its presi-
dential spouse; Beverly Parnell, offers stimulating and renewing programs at
retk-CJC meetings:
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Research and literature show similar development. In 1977 Marguerite
Corbally, spouse of the president of the University of Illinois, initiated the first
research on the spouses of college and university presidents, covering Uoth
public and private institutions. Her report and interpretive commentary, pub-
lished in The Partners: Sharing the Life of A Collwe President, was a first in the
field and is of value today with its overall picture of the president's spouse and
its insightful comments (Corbally 1977).

Surveys of college president's spouses of the 370 AASCU institutions
were conducted in 1981, 1983, and 1986. The last survey is reported in The
Partnership Model: A Family Perspective on College Presidency, which includes not
only the report of the 1986 survey, but also essays on male spouses, on children
of presidents; and on single presidents who cope without the volunteer spouse
(Ostar 1986): The President's Spouse: Volunteer or Volunteered; published in
1984 by NASULGC; reports their presidential spouse survey and includes
chapters on a variety of aspects of the presidential spouses' lives; each written
by a different NASULGC president's spouse (Clodius and Magrath 1984):

In previous literature on die college presidency; the president's spouse
was generally not mentioned. In today's literature one is likely to find substan-
tive sections or even an entire chapter devoted to the spouse's role as part of any
volume on the presidency. One such publication is Presidents Make aDifference:
Strengthening Leadership in Colleges and Universities, a report of the Commis-
sion on Strengthening Presidential Leadership sponsored by the Association
of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB), directed by Clark
K6rr (1984). Here presidents' spouses were included in the interviewing that
formed the basis for the bookincluding 13 male spouses. Also, note that
Marguerite Corbally was named to serve on the commission by AGB. Other
publications include The Many Lives e Accickinic Presidents: Time, Place and
Character, Clark Kerr and Marian Gade (AGB), which devotes one section to
"Looking for the Ideal in Presidents and Spouses" (1986), and, of course, The
Community College Presidency, by George Vaughan (American Council on
Education/Macmillan), with its chapter on the spouse from both the perspec-
tive of President Vaughan and of Peggy Vaughan (1986).

One may assume that as this Uody of literature continues to grow, so will
the awareness and depth of attention given to the description of contributions
and the options in carrying out the role of the president's spouse. Thus tciday's
presidential spouse is more amply supported and informed by programs and
personal contact with peers at association meetings and through the current lit-
erature on the presidency.

Comparing the responses of the urban presidential spouses to those of
the medium or smaller communities is enlightening. While urban spouses
compete with a plethora of other organizations and may struggle to give the
college staff; faculty, or students a sense of community, spouses from less
populated areas struggle to distance themselves somewhat from the college,
trying to install a modicum of privacy in the face of an overwhelming sense of
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community. Whether one is an urban spouse in a condo or a suburban spouse
in a grand, university-owned historical house, space for entertaining, type of
entertaining, and resources are equally pressing problems.

Woman's Work

One wonders if the root of problems regarding entertaining could be
traced to the fact that the college presidential spouses are so overwhelmingly
female and their task§ for the college fit so closely mto the traditional "Woman's
work" of cooking, cleaning, and caring. The obligations of the president's
spouse mirror almost exactly what any woman would do for her own tangly:
maintain a clean, comfortable, friendly house; provide go-Od food and drink;
and welcome guests gradously in her home.

Only, in the case of the president's spouse, home may he a twc lye- room
affair including large entertaining rooms; food and drink may be for 100 or
more; and the guests the spouse is graciously welcoming may have been there
for this annual event for years. Nevertheless, because of the traditional scene of
"woman's work," the many guests at the fimctions may be seen by campus and
community alike as personal friends of the president and spouse; as in: there
they go again; they're always having dinners and parties, aren't they? Really liv-
ing it up; and in the college-provided house; too.

One president's spouse almost broke up a meeting with her salient com-
ment at a spouses' program; In reporting on such occurrences, the speaker
made the comment that those are college guests; No one has three or four
thousand personal friends. Her comment was: "and certainly not a college
presklent!"

The President's Spouse as Volunteer

Presidential spouses with their own careers; the growing number of male
presidential spouses; and the growing number ofsingle collegepresidents have
made it easier to identify the contribution of the volunteer presidential spouse
and thus somewhat easier to achieve support and recognition for all spouses;
However, because of the relative isolation of each institution; it becomes the
job of the spouse, or president and spouse; to make known these contributions
to the enhancement of the institution brought about by the volunteer spouse;
In traditionally identifying certain activities as "woman's work," there is a trad-
ition whkh even the most "liberated" presidential spouse finds herself reluc-
tant to break: the self-effacing contribution of oneself in volunteering. The dif-
ficulty in the presidential spouse's volunteering is that no one formally asks her
to volunteer her time for the college and she belongs to no identifiable group of
volunteers (perhaps she could be listed in the members of the Booster Club!).
A great deal of the lack ofsupport and appreciation for the contributions of the
volunteer spouse can he traced to the total ignorance on the part of both the
campus community and the larger college community of the time and effort
devoted to the college by the president's spouse.
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Certain actions can be taken by thc president and spouse to improve this
condition. SeveraL institutions, either by their own enlightened sense or at the
request of the president, have appointed a governing hoard committee to work
with the spouse on maintenance and furnishings for the president's home. This
provides support for the items necessary for official entertaining, and prevents
as well the houses from falling into disrepair because of the reluctance of the
presidential farnily to seem always to tie asking for something to be done.

A growing numbier of spouses prepare a schedule of the college activities
they organize and supervise which the president presents to the governing
hoard at the start of the school year. Boards' reactions to this kind of reporting
has invariably been positive and helpftil. They simply had not paid attention to
the extent of time and involvement of the presidential spouse.. Boards have
been known to insist on a lighter schedule for the spouse in some cases.

The spouse would do well to heed the advice of Grace Fulkerson; spouse
of the president of Alamosa State College in Colorado, who, at a program for
new spouses, urged them to also "do something for yourself" Mrs. Fulkerson
reports that not only does her time lifting weights at the gym contribute to her
physical fitness and sense of well-being; but the community's reaction to the
sight of the wife of the president jogging along in her sweats on her way to the
gym has been unfailingly positive; It makes her more human, more a part of the
community; while the actual activity gives her a sense of personal separate-
nessof "doing something for herself"

Compensation for the rob of Presidential Spouse

One of the newest topics for discussion in terms of the vokmteer spouse
is that of compensation for the "job." Both NASULGC and AASCU surveys
queries their spouses on this subject. While 80 percent of NASULGC and 63
percent of AASCIJ spouses did not feel that compensation was desirable for
the duties of presidential spouse, the fact that in both organizations between
one-fifth and one-third did feel a need for compensation is worthy of note.
Comments on these questions by the spouses reveal the source of their an-
swers: Most predominately; spouses feel that while many of their duties are
"mandates," pay for these duties would remove whatever degree of flexibility
they now have in responding to them. One presidential spouse wrote that

Of course much of my college volunteer work is done evenings and
weekends. To be paid for this work, even as a part-time position,
would make a big impression on the tax-paying pubik. An essential
big part of my own physical fitness program involves tennis and
our court parallels the road. I can just hear people driving by, ob-
serving the president's wik at play, and muttering: that's what
were paymg her for?

If the spouse is paid, who should pay? Spouses who favored pay for their
duties were divided between having the cost come out of the college budget
and having such compensation come ftom the college's foundation. As a job
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that currently is not even identified as a volunteer position, with the lack of visi-
bility of its duties; the unconventional hours; and the mixture of work and en-
joyment that the work includes; compensation for the work of the presidential
spouse may be an idea whose time has not come:

The discussion of such compensation, however, may bring more support
services both in financial and personnel services for the presidential spouses as
their contributions are more readily recognized. Other avenues of compensa-
tion for the spouse are also being explored. A retirement account and insurance
for the spouse are two of the other means of compensation that are beginning
to be explored:

Male Presidential Spouses

Spouses who are nontraditionalthe spouse with her own career; the
male spouse, and also the group of unmarried college presidentsmust ad-
dress the obligations usually taken care of by the traditional; female spouse of
die president. At AASCU irstitutions, the male spouse and president usually
live on or near the campus, often in the traditional college-owned house: Ex-
pectations of the mak spouse mirror those of a female presidential spouse in
that he is expected to be suppor6ve of the college, to conduct himself respecta-
bly in the community, and to be on hand to help host at kast the important col-
lege social functions that occur in the home. These are expectations that have
always also held for female presidential spouses.

However, the idea drat the male presidential spouse should select, buy,
write, and send the invitations; plan and perhaps prepare the menu; or arrange
the flowers would seem ridiculous to bOardS of trustees. Yet, expecting that the
president's wife carry on these actwities may cause little concem by even the
most friendly, supportiveb6ard.

The very real contribution of the male spouse may he his willingness to
move when the opportunity to become president arises for his wife. However,
most professional couples made the decision to accommodate to each other's
professional advancement early in their marriage. What they may not have
foreseen, however, is how completely the role of college president dominates
family life.

Recreation time, selection of a house appropriate for the obligatoty en-
tertaining (if one is not provided), the necessity of the absence of the president
at some family celebrations, all come doubly home to the female college presi-
dent who still fills the traditional roks of wife and mother in addition to the job
of college CEO: Not just a one time pronouncement of support for his
wife; but constant and ongoing support actions are needed on the part of
the male spouse.

Joel Siegel; spouse of the president of Kennesaw College; Georgia; both
a professor and a law student; illustrates:

I remember one day I had to get up at 5:30 a.m. to leave the house
by 6:30 to get through traffic and teach. Then I had my own law
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classes, which are not finished until 9 at night. So fmally, about
9:30 or 10 I was smiling to myself; looking forward to putting on
my little pajamas with the feet in them and having a glass of warm
milk and going to bed. And I walk into my house and Lave to break
into an immediatesinceresmile; because; my heavens; it's the
Chinese delegation; "Hello; how are you!"

Professor Siegel goes on to say, "In our busy lives in our busy world, un-
expected events often turn out to be wonderful and satisfying events, for they
afford us the opportunity to meet important and interesting people (Ostar
1986). Professor Siegel's sense of humor, good nature, and genuine interest in
the college events are illustrated here; all are qualities that the successful male
presidential rpouse really needs.

Another male spouse; contributor to The Partnership Model; Dan Preska;
spouse of the president of Mankato State College in Minnesota and a consult-
ing engineer; makes the point that college presidential spouses; male or female;
face similar situations; and responsibilities must be shared.

The nature of the specific responsibilities assumed may vary due to
each individual's strengths and interests. Flexibility and ability to
adapt to new situations (often on very short notice) is common to
both and may well characterize best the general role of the univer-
sity president's spouse: (Ostar 1986; p; 51)

Single Presidents

In the case of the single president male or female, it becomes quickly
clear to the president staff; and board that a person must be assigned to fulfill
the traditional spouse functions. The president's time, should he or she be will-
ing to attempt these obligations solo, simply will not stretch to encompass them.

Judith A. Sturnick, president of the University of Maine at Farmington,
writes in her essay "Partnership in the Presidency, Past Present and Future":

In fact, as college and university presidencies are now constructed
and as the campus expectations for the president are expressed (for-
mally in position descriptior.3, informally in taken-for-granted an-
ticipations), the job can rarely be accomplished by a lone indi-
vidual. It is essential to have one or more reliable back-up persons
willing to work strange hours, to have endless patience in handling
the infinite details of scheduling events at the president's house and
keeping the calendar straight (Ostar 1986, 57)

President Sturnick took several actions to cover the job of the volunteer spouse
.-3n her campus: she hired a housekeeper, she invites faculty or townspeople to
co-host events with her, and she utilizes her college-provided home to its full
potential as the setting for college hospitality for town and gown and for fund
raising. Her coirununity was astounded and delight4 she reports, that this
single, female president "from away," as the Mainers say, could offer the col-
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lege community this warm, hospitable environment that her president's home
now provides.

Because of the nature of the ro' e, many spousesemployed, male, or vol-
unteerdo not step back to assess it as they would a paid position; Lack of or-
ganization of goals; resources; expectations; and pitfalls can result in a hodge-
podge of efforts and disorganized attempts to request support services; Presi-
dent Starnick's approach was to identify the problem (lack of a traditional
spouse); identify the necessary and desirable achievements of the traditional
spouse's efforts; and find other means to accomplish these achievements; Such
an approach might be mere satisfactory for all presidential spouses since
it would identir their contributions and help them identify possible
support resources.

Presidential Spouse with Her Own Career

Two-thirds of community college presidential spouses are employed out-
side the home (Vaughan 1986, p. 144). One-third of the AASCU and
NASULGC presidents' spouses are also employed (Ostar 1986; p: 100). What
does this mean for their role as presidential spouse?

Generally sprnses report that governing boards today are more apt to
offer support services to the spouse with her own career. It seerns easier to rec-
ognize the demands upon the time of the employed spouse and the need for
assistance to her in her role of presidential spouse than is the case with spouses
who are not employed outside the home; However; in the past; boards have
often stated that the presidential spouse was not to work in order to keep her
time free for her obligations as the president's spouse. Credit the women's
movement with the removal of that as a norm. Flowever, as late as 1983 a sur-
vey showed one spouse being "forbidden" to work by the governing board, so
it is quite likely that if all colleges were queried, a few might still be found
whkh insist upon having a volunteer spouse available.

Several other aspects of the "career spouse" are interesting. AASCU sur-
veys demonstrate that these spouses were generally the older spouses, those
whose childrenhad grown and gone. And these wcmien had begun their paid
employment after serving as the volunteer spouse. In fact, some had turned
skills acquired in their volunteer experience into paying jobs.

Statistics for the number cif employed spouses of AASCU presidents are
unavailable for the years prior to the AASCU survey in 1981. Howeveroince
1981 the percentage of these spouses has remained constant at al5Out 30 per-
cent for presidential spouses at these institutions. It would be most interesting
to know whether the size of that group had remained constant for an appreci-
able time before 1981. It had, of course, 1:een assumed at the time of the first
survey that the number of employed spouses would rise dramatkally over the
coming year:. The fact that the group remains largely the same size does not
lend itself to easy interpretation without prior stadstics. Is this basically the
number of spouses who wish to have their own pitiful employment? Did the
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downturn of the economy in the 1980s keep the number from increasing?
Perhaps statistics from subsequent surveys will solve this mystery.

One thing that did change c .rer the course ofthe three surveys was the na-
ture of employment of the presidential spouses. At the time of the first survey
almost all thc spouses were engaged in some form of education, social service,
or other traditional fields for women. By 1986; however, positions held in-
cluded scientific jobs, some management and business, and entrepreneurial
positions. Considerable freeing up of the choices of profession has taken place.

The Seareh Process and the Presidential Spouse

The degree of involvement of the spouse in the process of the search for a
president is a matter of considerable debate. The spouse's part in the presiden-
tial search has ranged from always being invited to the campus with the presi-
dential candidate to be "looked over" by the search committee or governing
board and possibly asked pointedly if she enjoyed entertaining or even if she
drank, to not being shown the campus at all in some ofthe more recent extreme
cases of b-oards feeling that since the spouse is not being hired, no contact
should be made. With more awareness of the choices that a president's spouse
should have in respondhig to the role, a more sensible approach to the spouse's
part in the search process is evolving to the benefit of both institution and
spouse. One member (a:a board of trustees described it thus:

Governing boards are charged with the successful running of their
institution. A change of presidents whether through retirement or
replacement is disruptive to the institution; therefore, a board must
attempt to make a durable choice for president; I insist on meeting
the spouse with the candidate; I have no requirements for this
spouse; I look rather for a peaceful relationship. The position ofthe
presidency is a stressful one, one I do not feel can be borne without
adequate emotional support. Whether the spouse works, volun-
teen, or whatever is not the point. But the relationship between
president and spouse should appear to be mutually supportive and
that it is so, is ofirnportance to the scarch committee and the board.
(AASCU Annual Meeting, 1981; unpublished)

From the point ofview of the spouse, initial contact with the search com-
mittee and the governing board generally results in later positive support. Al-
though the interview is hardly a time to issue a long list ofdemamis ofessentials
for support services, still this inItial contact serves to identify the role of the
spouse. Both candidates and spouses have used this occasion to ask about
expectations of the presidential spouse, Some boards, of courw, assure the
candidate and spouse that the spouse is fire to be herself, that there are no ex-
pectations. Further discreet conversation, however, can usually elicit several
assumptions whkh can then be discussed from the point of view of that par-
ticular spouse. Spouses who were involved in these initial contacts report that
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support services for fulfilling the obligations of the presidential spouse were
able to be achieved at that time.

The American Council on Education's publication, Deciding Who Shall
Lead, a primer 'or search committees, has a section entitled "Special Focus on
the Social Responsibilities of the President." The tale of the section makes the
most important point, which, in the willingness of the presidential spouse to
serve, has been ahnost totally overlooked and misundersttiod. The social obli-
gations are those of the institution and the president; they are neither the
privilege nor the responsibility of the presidential spouse. A part of this sec-
tion, "Consider the Options," offers five distinct ways of meeting these obliga-
tionsthe paid staffperson, the spouse, other family members, a volunteer just
as other organizations use volunr.ters, or a combination of these. "If the spouse
volunteers; recognition by the board and community of the job performed,
and clear signals to college employees about their responsibilities to the spouse
are essential;" the publication says (ACE 1986). The most significant fact is
that such a topic received full attention in this publication on the search for a
college preAdent.

In Retrospect

College president's spouseswho are they? Women and men dedicated
to the cause of higher education, providing the essential emotional support
within the presidential family to enable the college CEO to do the job effec-
tively; producing in many ways through their own efforts financial and public
relations support to the college itself; and most would not choose to do any-
thing else. Consider these comments from presidential spouses responding to a
request to describe the assets of their role:

Work with young peopk who will be the center of our future;

Access to interesting intellectual networks;

Contact with youth and the opportunity to have an impact on
their life;

Association with a valuable and time-honored institution.

The primary advantage, wrote one spouse; is the satisfactio:i that we feel
as we observe young people obtaining an education and working toward their
careergoalS.

The role of the college presidential spouse? Let this presidential spouse
who responded to the 1986 AASCU Spouses' Survey make the definitive state-
ment: "The assets far outweigh the liabilities and I fiAd life in the role exciting
and rewarding. In fact that's why it is aifficUlt for me to identify hours spent...
because our role IS our life."
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The Impact
_of the

Women's
ovement on
the Spouse's

Role by Muriel Kay Heimer

The impact of thc modern women's movement has created dramatic and
sweeping changes on women's roles in society, including economic,
psychological; sociological; and political changes. A careful review of

the laws; federal and state; relating to equity of the sexes aptly illustrates these
role changes-. The thesis of this chapter is that the role of spouse of a college
president hm been influenced and changed significantly by the modern
women's movement

A seconday and related aspect of this thesis is that since the devecpment
and expansion of the community college movement paralleled the Feminine
Mystique years of the modem women's movement (Friedan 1963); cornmunity
college spouses were more affected at the outset than were the university and
the four-year college spouses. The university and four-year college presidential
spouses had centuries of tradition, often affluent foundations, and cornmunity
precedence for the spouse's role, a background that was lacking in the new, ex-
panding years of the community college. The university spouse has additional
financial and personal resources _when compared to the comiaunity college
spouse; but the university spouse's role is also in transition with Finances, with
secretarial assistano; and with entertainment expectations, as well as with per-
sonal identity for me spouse. The author of this chapter, experienced as a facul-
ty memher and college administrator, is currently one of the few female presi-
dents in the United States. She is also a president with a male spouse. ThiS
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chapter will focus primarily on the community college spouse and secondarily
on the four-year college and university spouse.

Women's Self-Concept

The women's movement provided insight into the self-concept of
women and how the effect of high or low self-esteem can determine a woman's
goals; ambitions; and achievements just as it can for a male. An individual who
applies for a community college presidency, male or female, must be prepared
to risk rejection. Any individual who aspires to seek and maintain the presi-
dency must have emotional resiliency which is based directly on a strong self-
concept. No "Cinderella Syndrome" would be appropriate here: "Cinderella"
waiting for her prince is analogous to a presidential candidate waiting to be
asked, rather than actively seeking. "Cinderellas" rarely are invited to be presi-
dents or chief executive officers. An article by Benton; "Women Administra-
tors for the 1980's: A New Breed," mentions that in the 1979 study of women
administrators, one characteristic stressed by the women achninistrators inter-
viewed was the development of a positive self-concept and confidence in one's
administrative ability (1980). Benton reported that all the women who were
part of the study indicated that motivation and determination to succeed were
significant factors in their selection for a top administrative position. This par-
ticular "self:concept" strategy is not new in the literature. Betty Friedan ex-
pounded on the loss of self esteem that women suffered by living most of their
lives through other individuals (1963). In other words,Friedan believes that
identity by or through association lowers self-esteem. This need for a strong
self-concept and strong identity was clearly discussed by Nadelson in "Adjust-
ment: New Approaches to Women's Mental Health" (1974). Between 1974
and 1978, there were numerous studies of reentry women retUrning to college
and of the relationship of their success to enhanced selfkoncept. All of the new
women presidents of community colleges and several presidents of four-year
colleges and universities who were interviewed exhibited strong selfesteem
and strong self-concept.

In relating self-concept theories from the women's movement to the re-
lationship of the spouse, women presidents who maintain that they have a
satisfactory relationship with a spouse or significant other indicate that the
spouse or other individual is not threatened by their achievements and has a
good self-concept In reading The Communiv Cottege Presiient (Vaughn
1986); the chapter by Pew Vaughan was impressive as she candidly
explained her relationship with her husband in his presidential roles; and one
reading her chapter senses a strong sense of self-identity which illuminates her
writing. Often spouses of male college presidents are regarded as unpaid labor
by a college, taken at times for the maid; sectetari, arid not "seen" as a living
breathing person in her own right: Almost without exception, regardless of
whether or not the spouse works outside the home, a strong sense of selfassistt
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both partners to withstand the stresses placed on the relationship by the pres-
sures of the presidential role.

Women's Expanding Rola
The second impact of the women's movement was to destroy forever the

myth that a woman is and will be what society tells her is her "acceptable" role.
This breakdown of social stereotypes also has affected the traditional role of the
male in a positive way. It is "OK" for a man to be a nurse, and it is "OK" for a
woman to be a president, as well as a teacher or a cattle dealer: It is "OK" to win
and to be an achiever. It is "OK" to be a great football player and yet cry if your
pet dia. Many women in the fifties and sixties straggled over who they were in
relation to their families, to their dreams, to themselves:

Spouses of male presidents are breaking through the socialization roles
that formerly placed them in the shadows of their husbands: This thesis is not
saying that be;.anse of changes in the socialization of women every female
spouse of a president must work outside the home or inside the home. The key
to socialization change is the option of choice. The particular career or the role
the spouse of the president plays in the college should be one of choice. The
trend is toward a role that spouses create in tenns of their own identiFy and
goals, fieely chosen. If a college or board's demands are different fiom what a
president or spouse expects, compromise, separation, or refusal of the position
must result if the relationship of the spouses is to continue to be healthy and if
the college is to be served according to its expectations. Recent psychological
literature on the passages individ ials make through the stages of adult develop-
ment indicates that we might want different roles at different times in our lives
(Sheehy 1976). The new definition of societal socialization bnngs. to the
spouse of a president, male or female, a new freedom to choose and to
negotiate his or her own destiny.

Women's Networks

The interesting and humanistic contribution of the women's movement
to expanding networking, first for emotional support and then for carefully
planned occupational advancement, paralleled and then overlapped the nadi-
donal, male occupational network. New dimensions to traditional organiza-
tions that emphasize this networking are evident in the Leaders for the 80's
Project sponsored by the League for Innovation and the American Association
of Women in Community and Junior Colleges, the National Identification
Program (N/P) network of the American Council of Education (ACE); the
presidential search activities of the Association of Community College Trus-
tees (ACCT), planned.activities involving spouses at the national meetings of
major education associations, and the new activities of the prestigious Presi-
dent's Academy held at Vail each summer. Professional activities at the Presi-
dent's Academy encourage the presidents to interact professionally to assist
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them in improving and strengthening their leadership skills. Recreation and
some of the sessions of the Academy involve spouses. Spouses, male and
female, are an indispensable aspect of a successful networking system. This as-
pect of the influence of the women's movement on the spouse-president net-
work has often been overlooked.

Most successful men and women who assume a presidency have had
mentors as confidants and role models. The increasing numbers of women in
positions of power in every phase of life in the United States, from business
owner to governor to college president, will have its effect on the future gener-
ations of men and women.

Women's Self-Actualization

The women's movement forced psychology as a discipline to rethink the
theories regarding the self-actualization of women, as well as men in their indi-
vidual paths through the various identifiable stages of adult development.
Women; because of their societal socialization; have often diffused ambition
and the lifelong journey that an individual must take with oneself in order to
pass successfially; even if painfully; from one state of development to another.
New studies indicate that women are becoming more sensitive; as are men; to
their own feelings and personal goals. The women's movement has em-
phasized this factor to the benefit of both sexes (Sheehy 1976). Recent exam-
ples with which the author is familiar indicate a strong reluctance on the part of
individuals (men and women candidates) to take just any presidency in order to
become a president. Spouse career opportunities, location of the proposed
presidency in relation to other family members, quality Of life, and expectations
of that particular appointment are all important factors in deciding whethe, to
seek or accept a presidency. These considerations indicate that candidates are in
touch with the stages of adult life and maintain priorities that they have
negotiated with their respective spouses.

Sheehy, in Pathfinith indicates that there are three criteria for those indi-
viduals who are on the path toward selfactualization and continued adult de-
velopment first, an individual has completed a passage from one life stage to
another and emerged stronger; second, the individual shows concern for his or
her intimates; and third, the individual has a commitment of purpose beyond
his or her own immediate advancement or pleasure (Sheehy 1981, 46).

In Pathfinden Sheehy quotes Henry David Throeau:

I learned at least this by my experiments. That if one advances con-
fidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life
which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in
cominon hours. He will put something behind and will pass an in-
visible boundary. (1981, 55)

Sheehy states in Passages:

Everyone has difficulty with the steps of inner growth even when
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thc outer obstacles appear easily surmountable. What's more, the
prizes of our society are reserved for outer, not inner, achieve-
ments. Scant are the trophies given for reconciling all the forces
that compete to direct our development, although working toward
such a reconciliation hour by demanding hour, day by triumphant
day, year by exaaing year is what underlies all growth of thc per-
sonality . . . yet the older we grow, the more wc become aware of
thc commonality of our lives, as well as our essential aloneness as
navigators through the human joumey. (1981, 23)

Two examples of resolved and unresolved conflicts in the quest toward
self-actualization by presidential candidates and their spouses illustrate somc of
the dilemmas of the presidential pursuit. Both examples involve women presi-
dential candidates. The first woman candidate, in apparent agreement with her
retiring executive husband on her next career move, accepted a chancellorship
at a four-year graduate university. Both president and spouse moved to this
new location where he began his retirement while she was thrust into the busy,
exciting cauldron of fund raismg and intense community contacts. Very soon
the relationship, which had been considered a pod relationship by both,
began to founder. He was bored, he would not seek counseling with her, and
he steadfastly insisted that she leave her office at 5:00 p.m. and be at home for
companionship and a hot meal to be served at a time specified by him. After a
tumultuous six months, the marriage ended in divorce. These two individuals
were in different passages in their lives. Two years later, the woman chancellor
met and married an outstanding and well-known journalist, who had a strong
self-concept, was very proud of his wife's accomplishments, and gave optimum
support to her in her profession, as she did in his.

The second example involves a talented provost of a midwestern com-
munity college who aspired to be a president Eventually she attained an inter-
view at three community colleges; each located in a different part of the coun-
try. Family discussions were held; and presidential aspirant and spouse traveled
to each area in order to see which location offered the maximum quality oflife
for both of them. A location was mutually agreed upon; and that particular
presidency was accepted. Both the new president and her spouse appear to be
excited and pleased with thc choice. The latter two individuals had come to
terms with their own stages of adult development and with their own mutual
goals.

Androgyny

The women's movement also gave a new dimension to the concept of an-
drogyny as it refers to the similarities, overlaps, and commonalities in social be-
havior for males and females. For the brevity of this essay, this analysis will be
limited to two factors, benefit of emotional support, and quality of life. This
thesis referring to androgyny maintains that the women's movement impacts
the wilege presidency by giving choices and options to both sexes, president
and spouse.
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In studies on the presidency and in parallel studies on sound human re-
lationships, the value of a supportive spouse or significant other is unques-
tioned. By the fact of society's prior socialization of females, this emotional
support is expected as a certainty from female spouses of male presidents.
Times are changing, however. Current research indicates that the new women
college presidents of the 1980s are more likelyto have children, to be married,
and to place a high value on their family life (Bird 1984).

Apparently, since support (other thaeconomic) has not been
viewed as part of a husband's role responsibilities, women adminis-
trators married to men who assume a nurrurant role in their lives
feel especially fortunate and often mention it as a contribution to
their success, bOth at home and on the job. (Bird 1984, 27)

The following statement of a former male colleague married to an ambi-
tious, talented, career-oriented woman _aS cited by Na4elson and Eisenbery in
their study was used by Natasha Josefowitz in her landmark work Paths to

We have hadand continue to havea quite extraordinary experi-
ence in marriage, not one we were perceptive enough to seek when
we fell in love not even one we welcomed fully when its depth first
became manifest, but one with unique meaning for our own
growth: The experience of living with a complete woman. We had
been socialized to expect less and settle for the creature comforts
that C Ile with the acceptance. Along the way, we may have shown
some lack of grace in surrendering the customary conveniences; yet

return we have been granted a love the richer and fuller for hav-
ing its roots in mutual respect and growing maturity. That, we ac-
knowledge; we owe to our wives; Had it not been for their capacity
to insist on respect for their integrity; it is doubtful we would have
achieved what we now enjoy; Of course it was not unilateral; we
claim our due for what we have fashioned together; but we know it
would not have happened without what they brought us; gentle
courage, soft strength; selfless individuality; Our wives; our "suc-
cessfiil professional women" are our lovers; our friends; and our
comrades in loves and lives of high advenftire: We consider our-
selves the most fortunate of men. (1980, 134)

Industry is also feeling the impact of the dual professional couple in that
over 300;000 business executives will be requested to move each year-, and cur-
rent trends indicate that over half will object because of family and dual profes-
sional reasons. Just a decade ago the refusal rate was barely ten percent. The
trend of the increasing number of dual career families will also have an impact
on clecisionmaking on the part of many college presidential candidates, both
male and female (Josefowitz 1980):

One phenomena of the dual career family is that of commuter marriage;
A number of current college presidents are in such a situation; Few like it, but
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the creative and innovative ways in which they keep the quality of their re-
lationship intact is noteworthy. However, almbst all involved m such arrange-
ments complain about the bouts of loneliness, the tremendous energy it takes
to keep two households going while maintaining even the most stable marriage
trouble free. This thesis does not maintam_for a moment that the women's
movement invented commuter marriages. Men have had commuter marriages
for years in many professions,especially that of sales. However, the increase of
dual careers, resulting in highly paid couples, has increased the number of such
arrangements in industry and in education. At cited by Buscaglia, David ViS-
cott in Risking said:

The effect of the women's movement has brought more insight on
the values of relationship and the values of nurturing that a gi:-.:4:)d
and meaningful relationship needs to survive. A relationship is
viewed as a living, changing situation. A rewarding and supportive
relationship for both president and spouse benefits from the identi-
cal attention that an artist must lavish on his or her art. (1977; 193)

In Kauffinan's study of the universitypresidency, he succinctly describes
the loneliness of the presidential chair and the undisputed value of the support
of a loving spouse or significant other. Kauffman states, "Presidents, while
gregarious in politically effective ways, are often lonely people" (1980; 89) -.
Kauffnian also issues a warning that the profession of education and educa-
tional institutions must evaluate the emotional price that presidents payboth
mak and female.

As the role of president becomes more and more temporaiy and
lacking in security, we in higher education will need to discover in-
centives to attract the quality of leadership so greatly needed. In-
creasingly, disincentives are comphcating our choices. People corn:
mitted to humane values and human growth must be the leaders of
our educational enterprise. If pedple with such commitments are
driven away from such posts, we will be in danger of making true
the charges that we are running factories; not schools: (1980; 92)

Kauffinan's observations support the stand that the extended dimensions
of androgynous concepts of support and value of quality oflife emphasized by
the women's movemem. fbr both sexes will reinforce the compassion and hu-
manity that not only brings to education the finest leaders; but in so doing also
offers choices and opportunities to both male and female

Women's Professional Status
The percentage of women who hold top management positions is less

than 15 percent for all full-time employed women. This figure excludes many
women who own and operate their own businesses. In tile community college
system in the United States, even though the number of women presidents has
increased by over 300 percent in the last five years, there are approximately 66
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women who hold the title of president: Approximately 50 report directly to
their own board of trustees and not through a chancellor: This number of
women presidents is still a small percentage compared to the 1;100 or more
other community colleges who have a male chief executive officer: Future di-
rections are positive for women and minorities in search for the presidency in
community colleges, especially since there are a significant number of retire-
ments predicted for the 1980s and a significant number of highly qualified and
experienced women and minorities ready to bid for the top positions.

John Naisbett in his bookMegatrendr (1982) points to the new projected
definition of the family. For instance, by 1990 husband-wife households with
only one working spouse will account for only 14 percent of all households.
These working wives will contribute about 40 percent of the family incomc as
compared to only 25 percent presently. Women will increase in the profes-
sions, have children at later ages because of their careers,and start new busi7
nesses at a phenomenal rate (five times the mc:ease noted for new male-owned
businesses).

As women continue to exercise personal options, choices for men
will increase as well. Some men will have the fteedom to become
fulkune fathers, students, part-time workers, or to share a job with
their partner, But one thingis clear: The traditional nuclear family
(which has always depended on the wife subordinating too many
of her individual mterests to those of her husband and children)
seems unlikely to return any time soon. (Naishett 1982, 2356)

The women's movement has had an impact on the office of the college
president by dramatically increasing the number of women presidents as well
as in the definitive changes taking place in the expectations of the role of
spouse, particularly the female spouse: Kauffinan quotes these words from a
female spouse, as used in the 1977 Corbally study:

I suspect that most of us (presidents' wives) resent many nmes
being an unpaid adjunct of our husbands, often ignored as to
ability and intelligence no matter what his job. I do wish I could
stay around long enough to see what women's lib makes of our
problems in another generation or so. (1980, 128)

In conclusion, some of the questions raised by Vaughan in his 1986
study of the Community College Presidency will be used for the basis of the fol-
lowing predicdons and recommendations:

1. In regard to the genei dized profile of the presidents' spouse, it is pro-
jected that spouses in the future Will have higher educational attainments
than spouses in the past.
2. There will be an increasing number of spouses who work outside the
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home; and the dual professional career families will assume increasing
importancc.
3: There will be more married women presidents with children in the
coming decade. There will also be additional numbers of single presi-
dents; male and female;
4: Fewer changes in the presidential spouses' role will occur in very trad-
itional; church-related colleges where the "dual package of male presi-
dent and spouse" will continue to be the norm for the immediate fiiture.
5. The entertainment role of the presidential spouse will be altered. The
entertaining and ceremonial fiinctions of the presidency are there
whether the spouses role changes or not. How that entertaining is per-
formed has anci is changing.
6. The role of the spouse, male or female, Will continue to be significant
to the college and to the image of the president. Single presidents suc-
cessfiilly overcome this particiflar factor in a variety of innovative ways
that fit the special need§ of that college; community, and bbard of trus-
teeS.
7. The spouse of a president will bt as much of a confidant as in previous
years. To have the emotional support of a confidant is not necessarily to
request advice or to encourage the spouse to make presidential decisions,
but the support provided by a caring spouse.
8. Most of the spouses, male and female, will continue to feel that there
are rewards for them as the spouse of a president. Many spouses will con-
tinue to arrange their schedules so that some travel may be shared.
9. The influence of the women's movement has caused many men and
women applicants for presidential positions to deprecate the board of
trustees' interviewing the spouse or even meeting the spouse before a
presidential appointment is made. This omission of spouse interview;
formal or informal; is not a wise decision. Boards of trustees; regardless
of expectations of spouse; should meet the spouse during the presidential
selection process;
10. The women's movement by enhancing the freedom and choices of
both men and women has been beneficial for spouses and presidents. As
stated by Vaughan; it is agreed thac ": . just as community colleges do
not exist in a vacuum, neither do the spouses of presidents. One major in-
fluence on the role of the spouse has been the changing role of women in
society" (1986; 165); For any man or woman in our society to say that
the women's movement has had absolutely no effect on their lives is insu-
lar. No one lives in a vacuum. Some presidential spouses' lives may follow
the same pattern they did in the past, but the women's movement has
already changed the very fabric of the workforce, family structure;
economic units; and political life.
11. Indications are that the college presidency; although more political
and more transient than ever, is alive and well. The presidency has and
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*ill continue to benefit from the influence of the women's movement by
not only releasing spouses from roles that may be constricting but also by
attracting to the presidency only thc most excellent and "aware" men and
womenpresidents aid spouses.

The full impact of the women's movement on the role of the spouse of t'le
con.anunity college president is yet to be determined. However, one certainty
remains: the spouse's role Will never be the same because of that movement;
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P-1-11 here is no Miss Manners for community college president's spouses,
r no one to guide them through their perceptions of self and the per-

ceptions of others with respect to role expectations. In the grey area
which surrounds the role that the spouse is supposed to play, the relationship
between the spouse and the board of trustees is pmbably the most mis-
understoo& Board members' perceptions of the role range the full gamut frOm
the "two for one salary' theory to e.xpecting absolutely nothing at all from the
spouse. And in this nondefinition of role lies the dilemma.

This chapter deals primarily vvith &Male spouses for two reasons:
(1) most community college presidents' spouses are women, and (2) since
trustees confer no or minimal role expectations on male spouses, the onus for
pedorrnance is on women spouses. The male spouse is pemitted to lead hit in-
dependent life with impunity and without interruption of his calendar. There-
fore, much of what is 1:ieing written abOut governingbpard expectations does
not apply to the male spouse. From a trustee's viewpoint the male spouse is ad-
mired and respected for whatever support he gives his wife, the college presi-
dent But he has the privilege of not 'king expected to perform most of the
duties expected of the female spouse. Is this reasonable? No, but it is reality in
manyi_if not most cases.

Public figures, particalarly men, include their spouses in efforts to gain
and sustain public trust The higher the public office, the more the family por-
trait is enlarged to include other family members. When it comes to the presi-
dent of the United States, the fish bowl even includes the family dog-. In all but
a very few instances, the community college president is very much a public fig-
ure. Beyond the institution, the president interacts with community organiza-
tions, business and industry, and legislative bodies: Many assmne leadership
roles on community boards.
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Trustees often assume that the spouse will be ar the college president's
side in support of his efforts on behalf of the college. (The masculine pronoun
iS used Ikcause this assumption is not generally made when the president is a
woman.) In most cases, however, this belief is nor communicated to the
spouse. If the spouse has the same expectation as The governing board, then
there should be no problem m that particular relationship. Unfortunately this
laissez-faire attitude perpetuates the concept that communication is not neces-
sary. The very first time a 1:bard in this situation hires a president whose wife
considers her time her own there Will lk problems.

This leads to an important question. When should communication with
the spouse take place, hiefore the_president is hired, or after? Common sense
dictates that a bbard with specific expectations regarding the spouse's role
should communicate these expectations before the contract is signed. If the
board is going to let the spouse set the parameters for her involvement, the tim-
ing is not so critical. Communication is still essential _and shoUld take place
early in the new president's tenure. The spouse must lk informed of what is ex-
pected in a manner that permits quesitoning on b-cith sides. The ideal time to
take care of this critical building block in a successfiil presidential search is dur-
ing the interview of the finalists. Whether the spouse is mterviewed formally in
a structured setting or informally in a social setting, communication serves as
preventive medicine in the future well-being of the institution. Ifa social setting
is used for the interview, a portion of the time should lk set aside forat least one
board member to communicate the board's expectations and to ask and re-
spond to questions: The greater the expectations of the board, the more struc-
tured the interview should be, e-specially if negotiating is going to be necessary.

The real issue, though; is whether trustees should have any expectations
with respect to the role of the spouse at all. The world of education has not al-
ways kept abreast of the real world; as the phrase "ivory tower" denotes. The
role of women in general has becn changing rapidly, fostered by both thc
women's movement and greatly increased numbers of women in the work-
force. Since most community college spouses are women; these social factors
should be considered in defining the presidenti spouse's role:

Part of the problem is that few boards have ever formally assessed their
expectations regarding the role of their president's spouse: These expectations
should lk examined to determinc how realistic they are in terms of today's
sociology. This especially should be done by any board currently involved
in a presidential search. Boards with sitting presidents may find this exer-
cise useful alSo.

In one case, a wife of a sitting president had played the traditional
spouse's role for five years, as gracious hostess and member of the boards of
community organizations, when she was offered a position in the profession
she had practiced prior to her husband assuming a college presidency. Shevery
much wanted to return to work, but bOth she and her husband were apprehen-
sive about the board's reattion. In the end she did go back to work, with mini-
mal consternation on the part of the board. The activities of the spouse on be-
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half of the College Were not eliminated but were significantly curtailed: One
truStee (feniale) mourned the fact that the wife could no longer travel with the
preSident to the edutational meetings attended by administrators and trustees.
She felt the wife and husband as a team made her attendance at such meetings
More comfortable and productive. The wife has now been working for four
yearS, and her college involvement is limited to serving as hostess at occasional
social functions for staff, board, and community: While the board is now very
COmfortable with the arrangement a self-examination of the appropriateness
of the expectations of the president's spouse and wmmunication of its conclu-
SiOn8 might have spared this couple a great deal of stress.

Although the concept of a spouse's interview is controversial; Vaughan
The Co,nmun:ty Catege Presikncy, that interviewing the wife has the

backing of most spouses, presidents; and trustees (1986; 159). Vaughan's sur-
vey indicated that 30 percent of the respondents to the spouse's survey had ac-
tually been interviewed: The Association of Community College T-ustees
(ACCT) presidential search service; which is fast becoming the most efFectiVe,
successful, community college search service in the country, highly rectini=
mends that there be communication between the board of trustees and the
spouses of the final candidates: While not specifying a need for a forthal inter=
view; ACer search team members (each team is comprised of a truStee and a
president) recommend bringing in the spouses at the time the finaliStS thre in=
vited to campus for thcir interviews; ACCT further recommends that this
should be done at the expenses Of the hiring college. Ari opportunityshotild
made for the spouse to get to know the area and the college that Will play Such
an important part in her future.

Staff, advisory committee members, or interested community leaders tan
describe the area, explain schdol SyStems, and identify social and job oppor-
tunities. Interviewing the spouSe iS one part of the process, selling the spouse
on the area is another. Boar& ctincetined with a spouse's involvement on the
college's behalf Should also pay attention to the picture they paint of the com-
munity she might be joining aS well as determining the level ofher participation
on behalf of the college. In an interview by George Vaughan for his study, one
spouse remarked, "I think the governing board should interview the spouse
and I think the Sponge should interview the board. I think there should be some
very dear diScuSSion bn what the expectations of the spouse are and what the
hoardpropoSeS td do in terms of support, finandal included" (1980; 159-160).

Her final tOrrirtieht opett8 up another area in the definition of the
spouse's rdlt. If the board's expectations of the spouse's involvement are high,
what reSourteS i8 the board willing to offer to support the efforts of the spouse.
Mai-1y, if not most boards have not even considered this aspect of the presi-
deticy. The president, whose wife went back to work had a hospitality budget,
but his wife's travel to professional meetings was not covered by the bciard.
After a few years salary negotiations resulted in a travel allowance for the Wife,
but within a couple of years; she went back to work and could not travel aS
freely. Did her husband actually receive a cut in salary?
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In another area, just how mych are the spouse's efforts on behalf of the
college taken for granted? Many trustees, after reading Vaughan's chapter on
the president's spouse in The CommuniV Coltege Presitteney would line up and
call themselves guilty. When the spouse of the president performs admirably at
a college function or a home function on behalf of the college, a thank you is
generally freely given by the individual board members in attendance. But sel-
dom is there genuine official appreciation expressed by the hoard for the efforts
expended by the spouse, especially for those finictions not attended by board
members. This is not to say that thank you notes from the board should be sent
after each even but rather once or twice a year a sincere recognition of the
spouse's efforts should be made: The chair of the board should also try to keep
abreast of the spouse's efforts in community participation. While some of these
activities (possibly even all) may be individually motivated; often participation
is a result of trying to enhance the image of the college: It is not unusual for
the spouse to discuss with the president which organizations would bring the
most prestige to the college. This is not to say that the spouse becomes involved
only for image, but to suggest that in dividing up a limited focus of energy;
some spouses look to college needs for guidance. These efforts 1so need to be
recognized.

Perhaps the most significant area, and the most invisible area where a
spouse serves the governing board, is in coping with the stress and burnout
that almost automatically goes with a college presidency. A community college
president faces many challenges from divergent constituencies. Prioritizing the
roles that must be played can turn into a tightrope act, and if it is acted without
the benefit of a safety net, the stress can be enormous. According to William
Wenrich:

Many of the difficulties associated with the presidency have to do
with opposing dernands. The president simultaneously seeks co
serve and attend to the needs and interests of students, faculty,
other administrators, trustees, business/industrial groups, and the
cormnunity at large. The position is enshrouded with ambiguity,
which serves as defense mechanism against the many and varied
groups and individuals who seek something from the institution.
(1980, 37-40)

Another view, somewhat more jaded, comes from former Swarthmore Presi-
dent; John Nason who observes:

The president is expected to he an educator, to have been at some
time a scholar, to have judgement abbut finance; to know some-
thing of construction, maintenance and labbr policy; to speak vir-
tually continuously in words that charm but never offend, to take
bold positions with which no one will disagree, to consult everyone
and follow all proffered advice, and do everything through com-
mittees; but with great speed and without error. (1980, 13)
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While prcsiucrits generally mask the symptoms of stress in their role as
presidents of the institution, playing the role of the "in control" leader in front
of the management team; the fainily usually knows when there are "troubles in
River City" as professor Harold Hill would proclaim. As some spouses de-
clared, a normally insignificant complaint becomes a monumental war issue.
As one wife put it he "begins to nitpick." A newspaper left on the breakfast
table can become "a really big event" (Vaughan 1986, 135). All interviewed
spouses felt that stress invoked short temper in their husbands.

While any complication in running a college can create stress, generally
the board-president relationship holds the most potential. According to
Vaughan; "One presidential spouse who has been in the role 13 years and who is
a former school board member, goes to the very heart of the matter in discussing
stress on the presidency: 'having to deal with board mk...-nbers who don't know
their role, don't know what a board of trustee's role is. That's the hardest part.
They don't realize; don't recognize that they are policy makers and not admin-
istrators.' While she feels that her husband handles the stress extremely well,
this spouse nevertheless believes that the board-prcsident relationship always
holds the potential for creating extreme pressure." The widespread acceptance
of this feeling should truly give governing boards pause for reflecdon. "Can I
be counted among the guilty?" Vaughan goes on to say tha "There is nothing
new here except that the spousc rather than the president is making the obser-
vation"(1980, 134).

So what the president takes home to the spouse is the magnified combi-
nation ofthe original stress coupled with the stress of masking his frustration in
front of his staff. While this problem may net be so different ftom that encoun-
tered by thc &rallies ofCEOsin business, it does not diminish the strain placed
on the family relationships of the community college president. The spouse is
left to :ope with what the president brings home.

Governing boards of community colleges deal with budgets which
must balance and stand up under public scrutiny. In fact, it is the very public
nature of the job thi. can create some of the stress. One president remarked on
how hard it was on him and his family to see his salary on the front page of the
newspaper each year. H : went on to say it was particularly hard on his children
who were m their early teens. The educational efforts of the boards of trustees
and presidents also must bear the close scrutiny of taxpayers and in many in-
stances sponsoring governing bodies. Many trustees do not give full considera-
tion to di- fact that the president's spouse is also drawn into the fishbo*l.

Whether or not it should, a board's assessment of the spouse can affect a
presidential candidate's chances. In one case one of the top three candidates
was dropped after the board met his wife. She was described by one of the
board I.:embers as too quiet and frumpy looking, not projecting the dynamic
image the board was loxilting for in its president's spouse. In fact, it was the
dynamite wife of one of the other two candidates that gave him the edge in get-
ting the job. On the other hand; experience can change a trustee's mind. One
woman board member declared during a presidential search that her college's
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current search was her third. She went on to say that during her first search, the
board wanted a spouse who did not work, the second time they wanted a
spouse who was a career woman, and since neither time did it work the way the
board wanted; this, the third time, she herself could care less what the spouse
did.

It should not be a surprise that the impression the spouse ofthe candidate
makes might play a role in the selection process. The higher an executive rises in
the business world, the more image comes into play: If social responsibilities
are included, then the image the wife projects is going to be a consideration. A
board, in hiring its college president, is hiring the institution's chief executive
officer. The board, in envisioning the roles of the president and spouse will
tend to picture them as a social team out in the community. In so doing, boards
could be reflecting Roberta Ostar's observation in Myths and Realities that "a
competent, active, dedicated-to-the-university spouse cannot compensate for
an inadequate president, but an unhappy, recalcitrant, disruptive spouse who
leaves a trail ofbad feelings and dislike in university and community groups can
rapidly ruin a competent president's effectiveness!" (1983, 27). While every-
one is usually on their 15estkhavior dunng the interview and true colors are
not likely to show, some trustees feel that one can get a sense of atutude by see-
ing the candidate and spouse interact.

Most presidential candidates realize that a board's appraisal of the spouse
could possibly affect the success of their candidacies. Some even refer to the
wife's role in their letters of application. In a recent search with which I am
familiar one president wrote, "Both my wife and I work as a team within our
community. We are involved in many civic activities including volunteer or-
ganizations such as The United Way, Helpline, American Diabetes ASsocia-
tion, as well as in church and other social organizations. The purpose of these
activities is both to serve the organiz-ations of which we are a part, but also by
example to create visibility of the college by our association." Another states,
"Most assuredly, my own work with community colleges and my work in
quasi-community colleges; as well as my wife's long career in community col-
leges, make me most anxious to become meaningfully involved in the kind of
instirution brst designed to expand educational opportunities for all people."
This type of communication anticipates the interest boards may have in the
spouse's role. Since such inclusions are not unusual, it points to the fact that
many male candidates expect the board to care about the wife's role on behalf
of the college.

Are governing boards which have set expectations for the spouse's in-
volvement in the community being reasonable? Should spouses of presidents
assume that community responsibilities that enhance the image of die college
go with the territory? Some feel that in cases where a president has no wife or
the president is a woman whose spouse does not have the same traditional re-
sponsibilities assigned to him, college resources should be available to get the
job done. These same accommodations can I5e made for a president arriving
with a wife, so argue those who support the right ofthe wife tol:ie her own per-
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son. While this author supports the notion that no demancis should be placed on
the spouse of a president that the spouse does not fully endorse, she also feels
that efforts should be made by the spouse (whether the spouse is male or female)
to cultivate the gOod will of the community. Having access to the right ears can
help make things happen. Having the reasonable attention of community lead-
ers is important. To act as if it were otherwise can be counterproductive.

It would seem that the final decision comes down to the governing board
and its most serious charge, that of setting priorities. If hiring a president who
has a wife who can and will fulfill significant community and college responsi-
bilities is a top priority, then an interview with the candidates' spouses is an ab-
solute must. If the potential president and his qualifications are the top pi iority
with no major expectations on the part of the spouse, ther the meeting with his
spouse is a plus, and perhaps even essential, but should not greatly influence
the board's choice of president. The college board has to assess whether or not
activities of the spouse are going to have a major impact on the college. If the
consensus is that an active spouse's role is essential for viability of the institu-
tion; then she has to be told this; and this should be settled before the new presi-
dent is hired: In the final analysis; it is determining what matters most to the
college: If the problem is image, the governing board might decide that an
important issue in filling the presidency is how the spouse will enhance the
college image in the community. In any case the board should hire the most
qualified, effective leader, but most importantly, give the president every re-
source to get the job done. The board should commend the president for every
success he or she achieves, back him or her when it does not go so well, and
finally, convey gratitude to the spouse, be it wife or husband, who provides the
healing support.



The
Career Spouse:

Piapng
the Daily

Double
by Peggy A. Vaughan

nless a woman makes a conscious choice to live her life first and fore-
most as a professional with any thought of family or home secondary;
if at all, then I submit that that woman will have many days; perhaps

years, of conflicting choices, of frustrations; indeed often of feelings of unful-
filled expectations. While one could point to notable exceptions who appear to
have found the magic formula for a seemingly effortless transition ftom suc-
cessful woman of the world to supermother-wife; most of us who attempt to
combine the two worlds do not always find the racc going to the one who runs
the swiftest; and certainly we do not always find the path smooth and clear of
obstacles; Those detours and swerves we all too often find along the way are
not because of the mythological golden apples glintingin the grass.

There is a whole wodd of women outthere who choose, out of necessity
or otherwise; to live the "daily double" of racing the clock 5oth m the mar-
ketplace and in the home. The woman who occupies a position equivalent to
that of her husbandor perhaps even superior in terms of salary and responsi-
bility will certainly find herself in a more demanding situation than those of us
who tread the safer waters of the small streams and inlets of lesser degrees of
prOfeSsional involvement in the marketplaces of the world. Whatever the de-
gree ot involvement in the world of work, however, every working woman
who leaves the workplace every day to come home to another set of family
commitments has more potential for conflicts, for frustrations, and for burn-
out, but certainly for more satisfactions.

This present chapter is ftom the relatively "safe" environment of the
spouse who experiences the average pressures and responsibilities of the daily
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double of work and family. Thus it is from the perspective of a spouse who, al-
though having her own profession to attend to, is not of the same professional
level of her spouse, a community college president. However, being the spouse
of a community college president may add another layer of responsibility to the
daily double and thus, depending upon one's individual perspective, increase
the potential for stress or satisfactionor perhaps some of both. My own ex-
periences as the spouse of a cormnunity college president have generally fallen
somewhere berween these two polarities:

An interesting statistic at the outset is that, according to a recent survey,
two thirds of the spouses of community college presidents either work full- or
part-time outside the home. This leads to speculation on whether community
college spouses work outside the home because the spouse's role itself is not
challenging enough or whether to increase the household income. My own
perception is that any fdll-time spouse's role, be it that of a community college
president or of a president of the United States, could not possibly provide
enough "payoff" versus practicing one's own career and following one's own
interests. Indeed, why should anyone give her all to the spouse's role? (The use
of ber here is advised; would anyone expect a mak spouse to devote all of his
time and energy to the spouse's role? I think not.) For instance, a career has not
meant that I have had to sacrifice the volunteer role perhaps expected olme. A
career has insured that I can legitimately avoucl the volunteer role. I am _just as
convinced that some spouses enjoy and perhaps thrive on this role. Thank God,
many of you are saying (I am too!), for them.

My owninstinct tells me too that in this worV of ours my future is taking
shape in and through my present. Husbandseven community college presi-
dentshave a nasty habit of dying and leaving us widows, often for many years
when one considers that men often tend to marry women younger than them-
selves and that women, on the averagei live longer than men. Another consid-
eration is that the "empty nest" has an inexorable way of arriving all too soon.
Personally nearing this point myself, I know this too shall pass and leave in its
wake an oppornmity to devote more time to myself; to my interests, and tomy
profession. Time that has been spent in circumscrib-ed rounds for others now
becomes more one's own to command. A potential loneliness can become a
golden exploration of self. However, a renewed interest in self and one's career
at the end of this phase of family responsibilities may also result in less attention
or less interest in the spouse's role. Think about the "empty nest" without some
resources or career of one's own to fall back upon. A career can be an insurance
policy in many respects: One hears all too many horror stories about the wife
who, after the proverbial sacrifice upon the altar of her husband's educationor
start in the professional world; finds herself left behind by the husband, some-
times both literally as well as figuratively. A career can be a powerful preventive
action to begin with, It is difficult for one who has kept moving forward to be
left behind, at least for long.

What problems do female spouses who have their own professions en-
counter? In being the working spouse of a conununity college president; I per-
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sonally have encountered difficulty in establishing myself as a professional in
my own right, with my own image. There are many reasons for this situation, I
think. First and foremost is that my own position (high school English and
Humanities teacher) carrics far less prestige and salary than that of my hus-
band. Thus, it becomes a necessary fact of existence, it seems, that I be intro-
duced as the wife of the college president rather than as an educator in my own
right. Even the most well-meaning friend, in introducing me to someone; will
seek to "legitimatize" me by quickly adding that my husband is a college presi-
dent. Establishing one's own identity becomes a real challenge and must obvi-
ously be done in one's own world and on one's own turf,

Does one; then; accept this second bcst (or maybe second-hand!) status
and plod ahead? Well; there is a revenge of sorts to be had. For example, I refuse
to wear a name tag at a conference that simply identifies me by my husband's
name: (Yes, these conferences not only exist, they seem to abound.) I either dis-
card it completely (thus admitting the anonymity to which I have been rele-
gated) or else mark through the original and add my own name but leave the
original legible enough to make my point, which is particularly gratifying if I
encounter the conference sponsors themselves, (Small victories arc necessary if
one is to win the war!) Recently I attended with my husband a nationdl confer-
ence for community college personnel. Each attendee wore badges, which in-
cluded titles, colleges, and such. Spouses had no titles, of course, and were
given a red ribbon (not blue, mind you, but reddid I say second best?) with
spouse written prominently on it. (I shotild add that I was quite pleased when I
attended my first annual meeting of AACJC and found that the name tag not
only used my first name but included the name of our college.) During the
conference at one of the receptions a woman approached a small group of us
who were involved in talk. In introducing herself to the circle, and noting my
badge without any accompanying title (I did not have the red ribbon flying);
she noted, "Oh, and you're just a spouse." My less than kind reply to her was;
"No, but I trust you are." Let me hasten to clarify what points about women I
felt the two of us were making in that brief interchange: I felt sure then and still
do that her question to me grew out of a generally pervasive attitude about
women and particularly housewives who arc perceived as having no lives, let
alone identities, apart from their husbands: The woman's observation to me, I
am convinced; grew out of that perception. While I do not share that percep-
tion; my response to her intended to place her in her own category. My own ex-
perience has been that some of the most vital and selffulfilkd women I have
ever known have been "just spouses." Unfortunately, we women are indeed
sometimes our own worst enemies in propagating myths al5out ourselves. Of
course; we do have centuries of tradition to fall back upon for this attitude. In
Biblical times, Deborah and the apocryphal Judith were singled out in amazed
wonder because of their nontraditional accomplishmentsaccomplishments
accepted as matter-of-fact in men. I can still recall vividly an incident from my
high ,ehool days which has become somewhat of an epiphany for me. While
passing the time one day with a group of fellow seniorsboth male and
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femaleone of the young men bewailed the fact that in our particular class the
girls were brighter than the boys and consequently always stayed at the head of
the class and would graduate as such. Even as he made the comment, I re-
member thinking immediately that none of that really mattered because the
males would be the leaders and movers once we left school. I was not bitter
about this knowledge; I think it was more of a sad acceptance which even in the
late 1950s was more fact than frustration: To borrow the words of a prominent
woman today, so it goes

Be that as it may, the day-to-day world keeps moving, and we adjust to
the lives we live, whether by choice or by chance. So how does the career
spouse of a community college president meet both the opportunities and obli-
gations of her own position and the expectations of her in her role as spouse?
Pick and choose carefully, my own experience tells me. Assessyour own needs
and those of the college, and then assess your strengths ancl limitations. AS I
have written elsewhere, the needs of a new; rural community college placed
demands upon me and therefore necessarily limited my professional under-
takings. However, that was some years ago, and whether I would be willing to
expend the same amount of time and energy upon college and community
commiunents that I once did is now moot. The fact of the matter is that I see
our present college as generally cosmopolitan and self-sufficient in term:, of any
needs that a spouse might feel she should cater to. Therefore, I see this as a real
opportunity not only in terms of being able to have the time to cater to my own
life and profession but also in being able to enjoy what I feel are the real fringe
benefits of being the spouse of a community college president without being
weighed down by the burden of feeling of always being on call for the college
community For example; I do not feel obligated to enteitain the faculty and
staff throughout the year: Community college budgets are limited . While we
do have some resources for catering faculty and staff receptions; we have no
other support for these functions. And; as we all know; food is only one aspect
of entertaining. However, I very much enjoy giving a welcoming reception for
the faculty and staff at the start of the new school year. This reception allows me
to meet new faculty as well as to spend time with those I already know: I do not
think they either expect or desire that 'provide similar services throughout the
year. For me to do so would perhaps place as great a burden upon them as upon
me. They have their work; I mine.

I think a similar premise holds for the members of the college board. A
yearly reception and buffet dinner in our home niovides the oppotunity for me
to talk with the members of the board on a personal basis and with their
spouses as well. This is parucUlarly important since I often encounter the board
members separately or in groups at other social functions. Thus, I have a base
already built for these further interchanges.

Do I feel obligated to attend special community fiinctions such as
Chamber of Commerce dinners? I do indeed. More than an obligation, I feel
that these are fringe benefits that go along with whatever role I mayperceive I
have: Functions such as these require no prior effort on my part, only my pre-
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sence. Again, I have the opportunity to mix with friends, local leaders, and ac-
quaintances, and enjoy gdod food and conversation at a minimum of effort on
my Part. The same principle workS for our college functions. Graduation,
drama department prdductions, faculty get-togethers again provide oppor-
tunitieS for Me to mingle with the faculty and staff with a minimum expendi-
ture of effort and yet a maximum potential for social encounters with members
of the college community.

At the risk of being considered Machiavellian, I see many OpportunitieS
to parley seemingly routine affairS info hi j. yield situations both to enhance
my role and perhaps even that Of the college itself. The Virginia Communit5
College System's annual meeting is a case in point. The meeting takes place
every November and i§ Well attended by presidents, college board members,
members of the State Bdard fOr ornmunity Colleges, and spouses of all these
groups. Meetings, intimate recytions, dinners, and shopping provide many
opportunitie§ for me to intert with each of these groups to some extent: I see
thi§ function a§ a "loW energy, high yield" situation. I definitely feel I play a
public relations role for our c.cllege in affairs such as this: Again; lest I sound
tdo Machiavellian, let me confess immediately that perhaps no one who at-
tend§ theSe functions for vc,iiatever reasons, enjoys them any more than I. I at-
tend them primarily for that reason although; ofcourse; I do feel an obligation
to do so.

Not only do I fcel that I play a public relations role for the college
through functions midi as the one just referred to, but I also feel that I make
contacts through jily own career that work to the advantage of the college
through workinE with counselors; teachers, students, and parents. Might not
my career then he a more decided advanteage to the college than Would be
another coffee; teq; or the like? For example, because of various *lea§ of my
work or f- 7comp1ishments, from time to time I have received preA ciaverage
which has; hi my mind at least, served our college well.

With all of these fringe benefits which I see as available to preSidential
spouses, are there hazards aSsociated with the role for that same working
spouse? Obviously First and foremost perhaps is the fear of moving and start-
ing over. If the preSident mOves voluntarily, then more than likely he is mov-
ing because of a more deSirable college, location, or perhaps salary. In other
words, he is moving closer to the top. In my profession when I follow along
behind him, chance§ are that I will he moving closer to the bottom. For most
assuredly I Will have ta start all over again in a new school. It is not likdy that a
neW §chdol SyStem Would give any new teacher the proverbial cream of the
crop of §tudentS or the freedom to experiment with aad :lesign new programs:
Sci WhereaS the president in his new position wcmld have built-in prestige and
ready:made "close" professional colleagues, the process of cultivating these
muSt 1:egin ail over for me. I speak from experience; I have gone through the
proceSS three thnes. In a new situation another potential hazard looms on the
horitOn. The working spouse must also fit into the new spouse's role, which
may Come with a set of expectations entirely different from the ones left be-
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hind: I have been fortunate in that my first role as a community college presi-
dential spouse was with a new college; and the demands were so many and var-
ied that moving to an established college in itself brought a measure of relaxa7
tion. However, were I now ro be called upon to follow in the footsteps of
someone like a Bonnie McCabe of Miami-Dade Community College who
speaks of her massive cooking and entertaining role elsewhere in this volume, I
would decidedly be weighed in the balances and found wanting-. (I am notori-
ous among my friends for my lack of culinary skills; although they do admire my
pristine collection of cookbooks.) A hazard indeed.

Another potential area of conflict for the working spouse and for the
president may lie within the constraints of time itself. For example, just finding
time to talk about my own work without "usurping" the time my husband
wishes to use in discussing college issues can be a problem. Accordingly, I think
the tendency may often exist for the president to assume that his roleand
therefore the spouse's responsibility in that roletakes precedence over the
spouse's obligations in her own work. I have not found that situation to be a
particular problem in my own experience although I have definitely encoun-
tered it To illustrate, for years I have gone with friends to New York every
spring to sec Broadway shows since Ials teach drama. VVhile in the past my
husband has encouraged these trips, they have interferred with my attending
the annual meeting of AACJC: It is now his feeling that I should reserve that
time for his convention: Having done just that this past April, I must admit
that I think it is another function that should fall under the "low energy, high
yield" fringe benefits umbrella. However; I am just as convinced that I will
again feel the call to do my "thing" sincc the two necessarily seem to overlap.

In a similar vein; my husband would, I think, were one of my school time-
dons to fall on the same date as that of something as important as the college
graduation; insist that I accompany him: Again, while he makes a determined
effort to attend functions connected with my work, he understandably seems
to feel that my attendance at college and community functions with him is
more important than his arcompanying me to functions connecteid with my
work. I say "understandably" because I generally agree with him for those
reasons which I have spoken to earliernotably a public relations aspectand
I do not think that principle necessarily works in the reverse; given the nature
of our respective positions. Compromise seems to me the most feasible method
of dealing with conflicts of this nature. Earlier my travels to Greece and Italy
with a group of Humanities students resulted in my missing a major confer-
ence that my husband had counted on my attending with him. This past sum-
mer, then, I withdrew from a similar tour in order to attend conferences with
him. Consequently, I feel the coming summer is "mine."

There are, of course, other conflicts and disadvantages for the working
spouse. For example, my husband expects me to read and edit ali of his
speeches and writings even though I may have 75 compositions ofmy own to
grade and the last thing I want is to look at another paper, no matter whose,
But I do not have that luxury, for I must make the time somewhere. Tasks of
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this nature for one's own profession as well as for one's husband's can leave pre-
cious little time for self, not to mention being both physically and mentally
draining. Not surprisingly, then, I often have the feeling that there are many
facets of my life that I never have time to attend to sufficiently, if at all. Things
such as those long walkS that not only help one's mental well-being but prove
necessary for one's health are sometimes pushed way down on the priority list,
health or no health.

Family itself can lead one to feelings ofguilt because of perceived neglect.
Obviously, there is only so much time one has left in the day after work,
time which must be apportioned out preciously. So many things go by the
board. Sometimes even the most insignificant things one never has time for can
cause frustration: those flower arrangements, those Southern Living recipes
waiting to be tried, those friends waiting to be invited for the weekend. Occa-
sionally, if we organize our time especially well; we can squeeze in these little
extras. Unfortunately, I find myself with las and less time for these things at
the present stage of lily career. I do not particularly like that situation; and I am
making a conscious effort to balance my life more equally among all my roles.
However, I can only close by reiterating the sentiment I expressed earlier
given the choices; the "daily double" is the most appealing payoff for me.



I Don't Have
A Bouffant
by Bonnie P. McCabe

s a panelist at the 1986 annual meeting of the American ASsociation of
Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), I was delighted with the
hance to introduce my "charming and gracious" husband. The only

words that received a more enthusiastic reaction at our spouse workShop were
suggestions that our (the wives') travel and conference expenses be assumed by
our institutions. We are accustomed to being presented a namelessbut "charm-
ing and gracious" appurtenances, and paying for our own plane ticket, registra-
tions, meals, and even the difference between the singles and double hotel rates.

Our session began early that Monday morning, and I started my presen-
tation by recounting my day exactly one week earlier. When I was stirring the
morning's second pot of fudge, at 8:30 a.m., Mrs. Walker, who comes on
Mondays to help with cleaning, had just called to say she had the flu. Seventy-
five to one hundred people were expected for a reception at 5:00 p.m. Wednes-
day, so this was not good news. Sunday, I had prepared turkey salad using a 22-
pound fresh turkey purchased at a poultry farm 45 expressway minutes away
and baked on Saturday. Pound cakes had --en made and frozen; Pineapple had
been pickled and refrigerated. Buttercream candies had been formed; dipped in
chocolate, and stored. My kitchen reflected all this activity;

Before that day was over I had made 15 pounds of fudge (different sized
hearts, a hen on a basket, and a turkey were the shapes chosen from my antique
mold collection), baked five pounds of black walnut cookies; spiced four gal-
lons of apple cider, gone to the delicatessen for the cheeses; brought home (I
hoped!) the last load of groceries; and done some cleaning of the house and
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patio; Much of Tuesday was reserved for personal commitments, including a
class. Wednesday would be a wild whirl; so it was essential that all jobs listed
for Monday be completed that day.

When our guests arrived at that reception (honoring the visiting actress,
Uta Hagen), 16 cups of just-finished-roasting giant cashew nuts were warm
and waiting. With the turkey salad; pineapple pickles; and assorted cheesec and
crackers there were marinated raw vegetables; smokcd sausages; and dried
beef The dessert table featured large, fresh strawberries with the cakes;
cookies, and candies. Kim and Elena, students, hadbn scheduled to serve the
chilled cider,_sodas, wine, and coffee. They stayed after the reception to help
with some of the putting away, but most of the cleanup would be waiting for
me Thursday morning.

We have receptions often. In this period of uncertain ffincling and sup-
port, we place a heavy emphasis on involving the community with the college,
and on building positive feelings among college faculty, staff, and administra-
tion. Receptions have celebrated staff engagements, weddings, and the 25th
anniversary of a vice-president and his wife. We use them to share college visi-
tors and our own personnel and students with community friendS and repre7
sentatives, and to applaud the achievements of different college groups and
campuses. Ours is such a large institution (approximately 2,400 fiill-time and
1,500 part-time employees) that our home sometimes has the first face7to-face
contact for Miami-Dade Community College (M-DCC) colleagues who have
only communicated by phone or memo. Receptions have helped maintain
good working relationships with the community college coordinators from
Florida's state and private universities and colleges, and with legislative and
other state and local groups. They have provided informal gatherings for our
faculty senate and honored Miami-Dade's alumni association, foundation, and
board of trustees. Our special guests have included Alex Haley, John Ciardi,
Jonathan Miller; John Hope Franklin; Michael Tilson Thomas, Richard Vale-
riani, and John Knowles.

We have "received" thousands. A combined line of our guests to date
would reach past our South Campus and make a good start toward our down-
town Wolfson Campus. Numbers var: from small; about 50; to well over
1000. One week we had three receptions in a five-day period; and all were large
groups! The host has been absent so often, sometimes on last-minute notice;
that I have considered stuffing one of his suits to stand as a proxy at the front
&dr.

Not all our entertaining taxes our home's capacity. A vice president with
his family may be invited for dinner. Lunch may be scheduled to observe Sec-
retaries' Day or another holiday. Visitors to the college are frequent guests. I
rememl5er preparing breakfast for Alex Haley at 6:00 a.m., then dropping him
off at -he airport (with leftover sausage and cornbread tucked in a carry-on
bag) for his return to Los Angeles. Someone from the college or the communi-
ty who could not he fitted into the Miami-Dade schedule may come at day's
end or on weekends and stay for a meal. During the summer session the college
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has a four-day week (closing Fridays permits a substantial saving of air-condi-
tioning costs); and it is not unusual for working meetings to be scheduled at
the college residence on this day: Usually this includes lunch or dinner; always
coffee breaks:

For many years we have continued the tradition of Sugar Plums, our
Christmas day open house. Guests, about two-thirds from the college and one-
third from our community are invited to attend with husbands, wives, chil-
dren; and other relatives and friends on that special day. The mailing list for
this, my favorite celebration; had grown to 130 families last year: At least one
family group filled a van; and three generations were not unusual;

When we entertain, I usually assume the responsibility for the invitations
and final guest list, and always for the food and other arrangements: There is no
compensation for my a., expenses, although more than one-half of my mileage
is ccllege-related. The college foundation reimburses me for the documented
expenses of ingredients and supplies. I am very cost-efficient. As a "ftom-
scratch" cook, my meat loaves and chili start with a piece of beef I grind. My
sausage balls are mixed with "homemade" sausage ftom whole pork loins and
the seasonings I learned to use as a child. Vegetables, I peel, string, and shuck.
Nuts (pecans, black wahmts, and cashews) are ordered in bulk and frozen in
measured amounts. Roasting is timed to the first arrivals. This adds a welcom-
ing fragrant smell, and also covers any lingering traces of onions used in earlier
preparations.

I grew up on a farm, and still cook as my mother and grandmother did.
As a little girl I saw the preparations for family reunions and harvesting crews. I
still remember the bustling kitchens with piled platters, filled bowls, and the
array (and aroma) of pies and cakes. So large numbers do not intimidate me.
My country foods fmd heaity appetites in this sophisticated city. (I could not
resist billing a dinner featuring chili and mostly chocolate desserts as Miami
spice and chocolate vice). One friend still teases me about my overheard insis-
tent correction that the food being complimented by a guest was meat loaf and
not pate. A collection of old American glass, especially the compotes and trays,
includes a ranbow of color choices to complement the food and flowers. An-
tique stoneware crocks are used to serve some beverages. They arc especially
good in retaining cold temperatures. Freezing some of the actual drink pre-
pared; to use instead of ice; facilitates chilling without diluting. Using plastic
containers of interesting shapes for this; and adding slices of fruit or flowers;
can add a special floating touch:

A friend with the college often loans me his lushly blooming orchids to
enhance our food tables and home. When I buy flowers, I usually choose
potted plants, or select a mixture of stems ftom the locker of a ffiendly florist,
and use different, sometimes unusual, containers to gain maximum results.
Because of aesthetic preference, and cost awareness, I never purchase profes-
sional arrangements; sometimes I use folk art or my own art as a centerpiece.

I have learned which desserts freeze well, and feel very insecure without a
constant generous supply of these cakes, cookies, and candies. Casseroles, chili,
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cornbread, and other "emergency meals" are always in the freezer. Some basics
are always stocked in the pantry and our two refrigerators.

Napkins, plastic cups, glasses, and plates are purchased in quantity from
commercial suppliers. An important find was 24-inch-wide plastic wrap,
which lets me prepare and easily package oversized food trays and large fudge
sculptures. I use restaurant-size pots, pans, and mixing bowls. To illustrate the
storage problems presented, my largest frying pan can hold nine pounds of
chopped beef being browned for chili;

I take or send food to many college and community locations (and occa-
sionally out of town) for many different functions. Included are lunches; holi-
day celebrations; retirements; receptions; recognition awards and special
achievements. Always; this means fudge; often; cakes; cookies; or more sub-
stantial food. I have provided for 600 people at a reception for Edward Albee,
and filled two giant-sized, heavy-duty shopping bags with black walnut
cookies for one campus-wide picnic (students included), baked with our air
conditioning broken. I have been a sponsor of the Wild Turkeys, a service club
on our South Campus that is wildly successfUl in blood drives and other com-
mendable activities including CPR and disaster-rescue-training workshops.
My support has included making fiidge for all donors and workers.

Two Campuses have a Performing and Visual Arts Center (PAVAC) pro-
gram. This program, in conjunction with the public school system, brings
talented young students to Miami-Dade for intense instruction and training
each afternoon; mornings are spent at their home high schools. They usually
sweep the competition at state and regional levels, and win national honors.
Our George Gilpin, as an example, was one of only 20 high school students m
the country named as a presidential scholar m the arts last year. Through sup-
plying fudge and making more conventional contacts, I know many of these
young people by name, and always find them a joy. The success of PAVAC iS
the basis for the developing New World School of the Arts, a project to which I
continue to be committed.

Rennie Perez was last year's national president of Phi Theta Kappa
(PTK) while 2 student at our North Campus. When I first met him, he was one
of the stars of a successful Brain Bowl team which had tieen awarded my con-
gratulatory fudge trophy. When asked what I could do to help with his presi-
dential campaign, he suggested fudge for the Florida convention just tiefore
the national meeting when the election would be held. He thought fudge for
the 300 to 400 at that state-level meeting would help to promote his candidacy.
I made and delivered the fudge; he and others insisted it did indeed help. (I am
now an honorary member of PTK.)

Our Silver Ball was the night following the PTK state convention, and
made a giant cake comprised of 70 silver foil-wrapped slabs of fudge, weighing
over 100 pounds. It was served to the 700 people celebrating the 25th anniver-
sary of Miami-Dade. This was in November of 1984; the year I recorded mak-
ing more than 1;000 pounds of fridge for college functions-. I sometimes tape
my fmgers while stirring to prevent blisters; our house often smells like the
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chocolate factory it is.
Graduation is always a demanding time, especially when spaced over a

weekend to make it possible for the president to attend all events. One record
year I went with him to four csmpus ceremomes; two dinners for guest speak-
ers; and took food to a district awards group of200. (And I still remember how
tired my feet were!)

Holiday periods are always frantic. _My Christmas shopping must be
done early; before the beginning of a busy December. We usually have a lunch
at our home for the district group; and the different campus parties are con-
stant. Finding time for Sugar Plums preparation is a real challenge, especially
since this is also peak time for friends and the community to schedule social
events. Our 25th wedding anniversary was barely noted this past December. I
did make a silver heart for the top of our Christmas tree instead of the usual
star. And we did indulge ourselves with a long-desired folk-art purchase in the
brielltill before New Year's events accelerated.

I usually shop for and wrap the Christmas gifts for college colleagues and
employees. I choose and purchase most other gifts as well; including those for
birthdays, weddings, and new babies. My husband likes to recognize special ef-
forts and projects with the presentation of an inscribed appropriate book.
These selections are most often mine.

There are always overwhelming choices and conflicts for our calendars
during the college year. Each of our four major campuses and five outreach
centers are active. We have four art galleries and one museum; with ftequent
openings of new shows: There are presentations by our outstanding music and
drama departments: Our fashion departments stage wonderful productions;
and there are constant athletic contests to cheer.

Special campus events of 1985 included preparing paella for 5;000
people on our Wolfson Campus: (Paella is a local favorite Spanish food and for
this occasion it was cooked in 12-foot-wide pans.) The International Book Fair;
in its second year last November; brought many authors including Garrison
Keillor; Bob Greene; Tracy Kidder; Calvin Triflin; Elizabeth Spencer,
Smith; Chaim Potok. Allen Ginsbec:. Jerry Kesinski; and Gwendolyn Brooks
to Miami-Dade. More than 50;000 p :-r3ie attended this literary festival at our
downtown campus I do have a goo a- at all college events, and frequently
sit at head tables arou -id town. Durir::: ..2s I have discussed: Eudora Welty
with Governor Winter Gf Mississipi :olate_ and cooking with Nora
Ephron; and my astronomy student ric;,.-1.m. Carr Sagan.

Pad and pencil is a must for ever sma lest c ning bag so I can jot
down names; addresses; and phone nurnt .. I a: proti,:' of the gOOd records I
maintain; and often get requests from th. co leg.. For infol,,lation. I read local
newspapers and other publications; notiuL zi 'at requ; re attention. I also
share the sting of the unkind, aid l-:eadirr es.

Our telephone number is listt:d, sc i quenr calls. Taking mes-
sages for my hu.band is constant, but then: arc ::ollege-related inquiries
or discussions directed to n-te. (A longer cord fot the ki!:chen phone was an es-
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sential need discovered soon after moving in: The original did not stretch to
the stove; and calls always came at a critical stage of cooking)

My husband is out of town often: There are trips to Tallahassee (where
he will likely carry my fudge); and sometimes to Washington on college busi-
ness dealing with the state and national legislatures.

National organizations also require travel. Currently he serves on the
boards of the_ Council for Finandal Aid to Education, The President's Advis-
ory Board of the Association of Governing Boards; The College Board, the
Southern Regional Education Board; the Ainerican Council on Education,
and The League For Innovation in the Community Colleges. When I accom-
pany him to these meetings, I am impressed with some of the programs
planned for wives, and would go more often if travel expenses were not a con-
sideration. Often I am the only community_ college wife there; and; it has not
escaped my nonce that I am also the only wife paying my own expenses. Some
wives of university presidents attend with their social secretaries! These univer-
sity spouses discuss caterers, party decorators, college coordinators, house-
keepers who supervise staffs, and,_of course, social secretaries.

The Miami-Dade College Residence now ha, a fraction of a staff In
November of 1984 my frustration and dchaustion resulted in a detailed written
account presented to my husband to accompany a demand for some help with
the homework. Probably it should have also gone to the board.

A ckaning hdper now comes one day each week except on holidays and
during vacations. The college grounds department continues to send someone
to cut the grass since we live in a college-owned house. I take care of the indoor
and patio plants, requiring several hours weekly. I call college maintenance for
problems with our chronically leaking roof and faltering air conditioning and
plumbing. These employees are skilled and cooperative, but scheduling times
for needed attention can be difficult.

I was enrolled in a class before my husband became president, usually in
the art department: This year; for the first time since becoming "first lady," I
am taking classes; despite my time constraints: Few of my classmates know that
I have riy special connection with the college: I stand in the registration lines
and park in the student lots:

I make many of my clothes; especially the head table black tie wardrobe:
(Some tmiversitv wives have made cases for clothing allowances!) My dress is
casual whenever have that option. My =IL: are not manicured; and Igo to the
hairdresser only ;*or occasional cuts: An extroverted student assistant in my
husband's office once demancki him; "Is that woman with long hair really
your wife? I thou& she'd have ,!-.Duffant!"

Wi ":in the c,:lle!,7 wc are of:m referred to as "Dr. McCabe and Bonnie."
I rather that. wat, told that a recent thvia game on , arnpus included a
two part. c Vhat is the narne of the president's wife ard what is she fa-
mous for? ; Ilave bcer aIion g rhe first to learn of engagements and pregnan-
cies; and lavt f.!cei,.rd cral jubilant cc lls from Fospitais mcin the arri-
val of new baes. different facility senate presidents i-Lwe been and re-
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main people I enjoy, even during times of salary negotiations. W.. have ex-
changed books, video cassettes, recipes, lirnes, and fresh brown eggs. Often I
have lunch or attend a play or art opening with faculty or staff friends. I really
do not feel my husband's position has interfered with or restricted these re-
lationships, except in diminishing my available time: I have heard other wives
offer words of caution about socializing with their husband's colleagues and
employees, but I see these contacts as positive.

I have also heard wives of multicampus presidents or chancellors express
the opinion that thcir entertaining efforts might be resented by the campus
heads and spouses. In our situation two of our campus vice presidents are mcn
not currently married, and one is a woman; making three without supportive
wives. The wife of the fourth is employed full-time; in a responsible role; on her
husband's campus: Of the five district vice presidents; only onc does college-re-
lated entertaining at home with any frequency; Each of our campus vice presi-
dents is responsible for many events on his or her campus ranging from simple
to spectacular; Some events limited to college personnel; many involve the
commtmity. There are also college functions scheduled off campus. I attend
many of these feeling totrily carefree since I am not responsible for anything
unless it is to hand over the fudgc, cakes, cookics I might have brought. But en-
tertaining at home is personal and to many, more significant and special. M .
involvement seems necessary, or at least desirable; like Tot sy, it "just grew

When my husband was in his first role at our cones.. (the Dade Co...
junior College) as assistant to the president, he was given the assignment
preliminary planning for the second campus. He understoOd that a ir
perienccd (and older) vice president would be hired. Meanwhile c . .

apartment was the setting for many small group discussions and intervicwt.
staff and faculty for that evolvmg position.

We had just moved into our first home when, despite his handicaps, he
was chosen to head that campus. Classes the first year were held in improvised
and sometimes ingenious locationsa nursery school, a music shop, and a
movie theater, as well as in a cooperating high schoolwhile the permanent fa-
cility was constructed. Offices were in a portable building, many with desks
very close l'ogether. So our new home, in the neighborhood, was convenient.
would come home from teaching to fmd our yard filled with cars and serious
sessions going on inside. I purchased a coffee urn with a 36-cup capacity (still
in service), and began keeping cookies in the freezer. Evening gatherings were
frequent; many included husbands and wives. Student groups were invited.
My serious involvement had begun.

When Bob became executive vice president for the then three-campus
Miami-Dade, we moved to a new house we had built with a deliberately larger
living room and a better-equipped kitchen: Invitation lists were expanded to
cover the total college operation and the community: Ore early group ate chili;
then sat spellbound as Alex Haley talked about his boolq Roots; which would
soon be released. The outcome was Miami-Dade's development of a complete
course package to coordinate with the Roots telecast; Over 500 colleges and
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universities purchascd thcsc materials. After more than a decade as executive
vice president, my husband was selected as president in 1980. We moved into
the offrcial college residence and my involvement with the college intensified.

I know "What's happening" with the college. I understand the frustra-
tions of less than adequate funding and the happy excitement as enrollment fig-
ures exceed projection. When the study ofour studeats' latest CLAST (College
Level Academic Skills Test) scores is released, I can read it with comprehen-
sion. Somctimes I am mu; .2 aware of issues within a department, cr a campus;
than anyone, including my husband, realizes. Were I less a participant, I am
sure my tolerance of the demands the college makes on my husband and me
would be affected.

Much in our life gets pushed forward to next week, next month, and next
year "when we'll have more time." There are weeks so filled that a night when
we don't have to do anything is a gift. Noncollege personal friends are trea-
sured; we appreciate their understanding whcn we abruptly change or cancel
planned times together.

My community activities are carefully chosen. I am supportive of the
Theatre Arts League, which has given scholarships to our drama students for
more than 20 years: I have served on the board of our historical association
(and one year made and donated 60 fudge turkeys to our Harvest Fair held the
weekend before Thanksgiving): The beginning planning session for an ambiti-
ous countywide environmental project was held in our home; and I continued
my participation through the successful completion and presentation of the
boolq The Dade County Environmental &my; at a reception at our downtown
campus. As a founding member, I am working with a group currently organiz-
ing a folk art museum for this area: I have donated fudge to cancer society fund-
raising functions and my soft-sculpture hearts to Heart Association raffle
lunches. I ha participated in Artists' Days in elementary schools, savoring the
children's r, n to my work and their wonderfully phrased and illustrated
thank-you L ers. Interaction with our public library system is enjoyed. Cur-
rently 42 of my chocolate molds are on exhibit in one of the major branch lib-
raries.

Years ago I started writing a cookbook, an annwated collection of family
"heirloom recipes that have never been committed to print or precise mea-
surement, with my own derivations and originals. Before giving my recipe for
peanut butter cookies, I will describe the growing and harvesting of the
peanuts, and the steps by which they were parched (roasted) and hand proces-
sed before being ground into peanut butter. When I was a child, an older rela-
tive at our family table would refuse the seconds pressed upon her with: "No
thank you, I've had a gracious plenty ."A Gracious Plenty will be my title. With
the planned special section on cooking for crowds, the temptation is to subti-
tle:A Charming and Gracious Plenty. My stack of recipe cards is inches thick and
well tested. Sometimes I despair of ever completing this cherished project.

_I have some ability and strong interest in art. I would like more opportu-
nity for the study and collection of Arnerican folk art. With my own work, my
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file of planned soft sculptures and collages could bccupy me full-time for at
least a few years. Ideas come freely, sometimes aS I stand stirring in the kitchen,
and other times while not listening to one-too-many-droning speakers.

It is difficult to be productively creative when weary. I'm more prone to
spend a few hours "ofP with my feet higher than my head and a book propped
open on my stomach. I have been a voracious reader for as many years as I can
remember. Some nights, eSpecially when I am just too tired to sleep, I find sal-
vation with my books. There are weeks when I h ive spent many more hours on
this firSt lady "rob" (for which I Was neVer hir,d) than I ever did as a salaried
teacher or librarian. I knOW the thmgs I do are important to my husband and to
the college. I also know that few are aware of my contributions:

Over the years almost every aspect of Miami-Dade has been studied; re-
ported on, and often (especially during our prime winter months) visited.
Until George Vaughan mcluded me in his survey and interviewed me for the
chapter on spouses in The Cornmuntty College Presidency; no one had ever indi-
cated any interest in my role (Vaughan 1986): When the adviser for one of our
campus student newspapers asked me to write a guest column, his suggested
title was "The Life of a College President."

People express surprise that I no longer teach. I am often asked, "What
do you do?" Sometimes this question comes from guest at a large reception in
bur home, for which everything from the invitations through the preparation
and presentation of the food and drink and the final spOt removal ftom the
carpet has been and will be my work.

I have never had a discussion with our board of trustees, either collec-
tively or individually; about any expectation they may have Of me, ot of their
awareness ofwhat I am domg; Of the current seven meml*ii Of the Eioard, only
two have attended more than one event at our home, and two have not yet ac-
cepted an invitation: I admire their business and professiOnal Success, and their
commitment to our community and to Miami-Dade. The hours and hours
they spend with the operation and advocacy of our college are subtracted from
personal and family time, and I am truly appreciative of their support. I wish
they were more aware of and more responsive to my involvement.

The advent of the community college did not introduce the concept of
"getting two for the price of one In recent yearS I have come to a tardy but full
appreciation of my hometown's ministens' WiveS. They graced a church func-
tions; were often involved with families in congregations, and responded to
town :tecds. Military wives have long been enlisted in promoting their hus-
bands': : vances in rank. Many large cortorationS Still have expectations of the
CEO's wife. And, of course, most wive§ of -college and university presidents
have veil/ visible roles.

For the feminists who would, if possible, pounce upon me at this point; I
stress that I am writing from my personal perSp-cctiVe. I know there are women
who are ministers, adnurals and generals, presidents of large businesses and
agencies, presidents of colleges and universities, and yes, even ptesidents_of
community colleges. I also realize that if all my efforts and energies were pro-
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claimed as my own, and if I were given the level ofsupport I am now providing,
I could possibly be a published author or recognized artist, probably launch a
successful catering concern (Carolina Cookin'?), and positively become a
candy mogul.

Compensation is a reality for a few college and university wives, and I
have heard it discussed with emotion and contention by others, including
wives of community college presidents: I do not expect or want a salary, but I
think it tacky that I paid my own expensm to the Orlando meeting of AACJC.

The college's yearly budget is now just over $100 million, but I can un-
derstand that it may not be legally possible or politically prudent to use tax-
payers' money to pay my travel expenses: I have sat through enou.:!: meetings
of our college foundation (sometimes taking the dessert) to cite expenditures
that demonstrate more flexibility in spending-. I could have attended several na-
tional meetings; for example; with an amount equal to that used to purchase
balloons for a car- ,us event.

In these day !, of user-friendly skies of dueling airlines' furs, the actual
plane ticket cost is less important. Having my expenses paid occasionally
would be a gesture of appreciation and recognition of my worth to the institu-
tion which I have given thousands of hours, hours enjoyed and hours endured.

In 1985 a study by the University of Texas named Miami-Dade Commu-
nity College as the best community college in our nation. My husband; of
whom I am very proud, is frequendy recognized as a leader. I know that I have
helped.

I need this soaphox. A legion of charming and gracious voices should be
heard. Is anyone listening?



The Male Spouse
by Colin S. Shaw

ale spouses of female community college presidents may be the ex-
ception that proves the rule or the momaly that shifts the paradigm:
My own experience as the spouse of a female president in two very

different contexts suggests to me that male spouses do not at all fit the tradi-
tional image (if one ever really existed) of the presidential spouse. Mak spouses
are confronted with ambiguous expectations regarding their performance in
their roles as presidenfial spouses _and may have great flexibility as they
negotiate their roles. Male spouso face a continually evolving role and most
likely must adapt to some nontraditional tasks within an intricate role as both a
marriage partner and a presidential spouse.

Women community college presidents are rare; the men they are married
to are somewhat rarer. But occasional variety can be quite instructive sinz...r an
unexpected phenomenon (in this case, the male spouse) tests conventional wis-
dom. By understanding a male spouse's role as it relates to a presidency filled by
a woman and how that role evolves, a better understanding of the spouse's role
in general may be developed. Besides, mak spouses are becoming less rare, and
perhaps a description of a male spouse's role will provide sorne direct, as well as
comparative, insight.

When I first became a presidential spouse (at age 40, suddenly and
unexpectedly), I noticed little change in role. My wife and I 1::ioth had worked
fbr a number of Years in a large multicollege system, which had had several
women presidents over a pericid ofyears. What is perhaps instnictive abbut this
situation is that presidential roles in inulticollege systems are more predsely and
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narrowly defined than in other settings, so the spouse's role; as it related to
work, is more precise and narrow. Further, the fact that there were other
women presidents meant that there were prior examples: what role bargaining
there was to be done had akeady been explored by others.

I presently find myself as a spouse of a woman president (the same one; I
might quickly add!) but in a new context. My wife presides over a large, single-
college institution that recendy saw the retirement of its first, only, and male
president. While it is too early to tell what precisely wil be the result of role bar-
gaining, I am in a position to note that this particular context is quite different
from the previous one.

Both institutions are about the same age, are located in downtown sites,
and provide comprehensive services to a diverse student hody. But the former
college is smaller and parr ofa multicollege system, and the present college has
a single campus. Furtfr, the urban area served by the mUldcollege district has
a population of nearly two million prople while the college with which I find
myself presently ...issoeivted serves a population base of approximately one-
half million.

But what cc th: hay.: re iwith the role of a presidential spooe? Or-
ganizations evole thc :..eans to al with the environment within whicl they
operate; they areshaf aptfl, in turn (though to a smaller dcgr), haiT 2

impact on it: The ine-ns tt at a college chooses in dealing with its environment
can be described ultii/ as roles that members of tile college immunity
perform;

In the forme,- zase a larger muldeoilege organ ization, preddents of col-
leges have less unportant -1-o1es as public figures bi-. thcre is a district or-
ganization with a chancellor and vice-chancellots who firic6 ma more promi-
nently in the public eye: In addidon; there are specialists, sLch as a legislative
liaison, within the organization whose role it is to deal with :elected publics. It
could be argued that such specialization is a necessary response to the sheer size
and complexity. Whether or not this is actually the ci---se matters little: It is part
of an organizational reality that results in a less expansive role for a college pres-
ident and, in turn, directly affects the role of a presidential spouse:

In the present situation, the president performs the main boundary-
spanning function as a result of choices that this organization has made to deal
with this environment This case contains a number of other differences;
loosely described as a community problem-solving style, that impinge on the
presidential role. It is not simply a matter of the president being a bigger frog in
a smaller pond; the whole ecology of the pond is different!

Lest I dive too deeply into the flog-pond/president community analogy
(others have done that more resonantly than I could ever hope to); I will quick-
ly make my point. The size, complexity, and problem-solving style of the com-
munity is part of a context that has a direct impact on the role of the president
and hence on a presidential speuse.

The extent to which the differencein context will have an impact on my
role as the male spouse of a woman president is personally quite interesting. I
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strongly suspect that tie evolution of my role will depend much less on the his-
torical precedent set by the former president's spouse and much more on an
intricate set of developing expectations, which sift through various aspects of
some potential role against the backdrop of my prior actual role.

Potential roles are defined by what needs to bt done; what functions
need to be performed. There is a lengthy (sometimes interminable) list of
things that might be done, could be done, or should be done. They range from
taking out the garbage, cooking the evening meal, or feeding the dog to
planning strategy for a legislative budget session. The answers to questions
al5out who does what, when, where, hOw much, with what degree of accounta-
bility, and with what amount of continuing responsibility defines actual roles.
Roles are an amalgam of tasks to be performed, attitudes to be maintained;
fimctions to be fiilfilled, and responsibilities to be carried out In a sense; roles
are more or less permanent individual solutions formulated to perform needed
social functions.

I sometimes suspect, though, that community college presidents are
among those toward the less permanent ,d of the role-stability specti uni.
Being the personification of an organiz.,,ion that is "most things to most
people" in a time of rapid change creates a situation in which individual solu-
tions are fleeting; and potential roles are global; There is a growing gap be-
tween what might be done and what could or should be done.

Some things that might be done arise from the explicit expectations of
others; some arise from our (sometimes erroneous) perception of expectations
of others; and some arise simply from our own perceptions. Sometimes the ex-
pectations and perceptions come from dimly remembered early socialization
and sometimes from pressing current situations.

I subscribe to a point of view that explains role definition as the result of
role bargaininga complex and iterative process that ultimately brings into
agreement expectations, perception of expectations, and behavior in role per-
formance. While some behavior patterns may be innate (and hence not subject
to negotiation) and even gender related, the vast balance of Fiehavic. related to
presidential spouse role performance are superficial and subject to negotiation.

The statement that such behaviors are superficial does not mean that they
are unimportant nor that negotiation and resolution in simple. On the con-
trary, traclitional_priorities of work and marital roles form an interdependent
system that is difficult to alter.

Perceptions of the general public and various constituencies about the
role of the president and the president's spouse certainly have an impact on the
male spouse's role. But male spouses have an opportunity for greater negotia-
tion in a developing role, I suspect, than do women spouses. Since at the outset
the various constituencies ackriowledge that a woman president brings a new
perspective, the expectations about role performance for both the president
and spouse are somehow different; specific reLnionships are expected to devel-
op, rather than simply be a continuation of former ones. While expectations
about specific aspects of role performance are uncertain and hence provide an
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opportunity for negotiation (which a male spouse fearful of faculty teas might
view as a blessing), the downside of the situation is that uncertainties about ex-
pectations and the percep_bons of expectations take a considerable amount of
tinie and effort to resolve. StreSS levels tend to be higher until expectations; per-
ceptions; and_ role behavior are in agreement; the opportunity for role negotia-
tion is not without its drawbacks.

At the same time that a WOMan president is affording herself of the op-
portunity_for role negotiation with the_ wotld eiterrial to the marital relation-
ship; there is a reciprocal negotiation, often tinackhoWledged; going on within
the marital relationship. Most often iiidite-ctly, but 8Oinetitnes direcdy; the.ex-
pectations ofconstituencies about the president's tole perforinance have an im-
pact on the spouse's role: Male spouses have a gifeat bppbrnmity for role
negotiation than do female spouses because female pteSidetirS. There are other
factors; though; that contribute more strongly tb a malespOuse's_role than con-
Stituency uncertainty about a female president's tole. The faer _that Male
Spouses tend to be professionals is important AS is the fatt_Eircaitally fdi. Male
SpOiises) that changing societal expectations about women's tole8 hatie a reflec-
tion in changed expectations for men.

Since Male spouses of female community college presidents are likely to
be prOfessionals themselves; there are several consequences pertinent to the
pri-,7eSS Of rOle negotiation and development; The first is simply_histotkal in
natiite. Male professionals married to female professionals have, by necessity,

-Tie a good bit of role negotiation; They are familiar with the process,
i:ie qui !Ira thc -.cceptance of nontraditional solutions to life's _simple
otoo;es. ihé rem qution of their own fears about changes in traditional
getideel, :ted roles._ While change .is always uncomfortable somehow, male
professionals married to kmale professionals are accustomed to it.

_Second; Male professionals tend to be more knowledgeable about and at-
tuned to so-called women's issues than male nonprofessional, at least Intellec-
tually and philosophically; male professionals are more accepting of the conse-
quences reSiilting from*ing married to a female professional;

Finally; Male professionals tend to be in a strong position in role negotia-
dein, in part simply because they are male and in part because, a8 profe88iOnal8
they represent a roughly equal economic force in the marital relationship.

Economic contribution; despite avowals of the great value of contrib-
titibh8 that ire difficiilt to measure in monetary units; is a r iajor factor in tole
negotiation. _EcbifomiC dependence weakens the negotiation stance, _Ptofes=
sionals totittibute a_significant amount to the economic well-being of the fam-
ily and ate attorded a certain status simply because of it: Professionals who ate
male, in a Mticiety that is male dominated and in which there are strong expecta-
tions. about What constitutes male behavior; are strongly motivated to
negotiate roles that approkithate the norm. At the same time, women are well
aware_ of what constitutes expected male behavior.

Women presidents Make significant economic contributions and are
strongly motivated tb hegOtiate roles that free them of onerous tasks in order to
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Obtain the time and energy to perform the role of a president. This stath of af-
fairS produces a tough situation for negotiation. Negotiation, fornmately, i§ a
search for mutually beneficial solutions and not a war.

The women's movement has changed to a great degree the expectations
of many concernmg what constitutes a "proper" role for female SpouSeS of male
presidents. What might constitute a "proper" role for a male spoifse of afemale
president is somehow related: Since roles for female preSidentS and roles for
female spouses of male presidents are less rigid by virtue -of societal changes
described as the women's movement, it seems reasonable that the resulting
loosening in role definition would extend as well tin the male Spouses of female
presidents: I speculate that this line of reasoning could be extended to male
presidents as well; the women's movement of Which the ultimate effects are
only now dimly perceived; will lessen role rigidity for all of us.

When my wife and I were first married, we were bOth new graduate stu-
dents returning to college after several years of teaching in a community col-
lege: While I suppose I had been involVed in role negotiation since I was an in-
fant, it was during this graduate school Cipenence that I consciously engaged in
role negotiation to a significant degree. Since b-cith my wife and I were taking
precisely the same course work, it was clear *hat work was involved in going to
school and what was involved in maintaining home and family. Since my wife
and I had equivalent statue on a number of fronts and enjoyed the tolerant and
liberal ambience of graduate student life, the negotiations were straightfor-
ward and unconstrained by disparate perceptions of workload, economic con-
tribution, and generally unfettered by our ptrceptions of "societal expecta-
tions," I cooked, she cleaned, and together we did the grocery shoppmg and
laurel ry.

I rwntion this experience because it set a pattern, often recreated, though
with varia7:on, for continuing role negotiation. I mention it, too, because it il-

lustrates thdr role negotiation is an ecological prticeSS and its strongly affected
by the context in which it occurS. In the idyllic graduate student context, role
negotiatior u.rhile not completely painleSS, WaS as simple as it could be:

L,titer, the context changed, and the negotiations were more difficult;
new jobs and accoutermentS changed the balance in roles that my wife and I
sought. Each time We haVe ackno*ledged that the roles are out-of-kilter; we
have purposefidly (and SucceSthilly) renegotiated. Sometimes the solution is to
hire someone elie to p-erfOrin the taSk. At other times r, have agreed that it is
simply not that important. At still other times we simply drop one task and re-
place it With Sbmethirig neW. The legSbn in this is that role negotiation; con-
scientiouSly applied, can result in a changing but mutually satisfactory partner-
Ship.

AS I mentiOned At the beginning of this chapter; my role as president's
spouSe iS Still developing. All the foregoing should illustrate that I believe that
being the preSident's spouse is merely one aspect; albeit an important One, of
being 4 Spook. Nevertheless I will try to point out some ofthe wayS that I per:
form the fimctions of a spouse of a preside:tit;
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Maintatning hôi honu, andfann. We recently moved to a new city,
and the process of establishing a new reSidence is a time-consuming and stress-
fuL As everyone knows, thtre is a rnyrjad of mundane tasks to be accom-
plishedopening accounts, fincF, ,tndort, StipplierS and hcfp for hire, and
generally establishing the routim: i'amily commerce. Further, involved in every
move is the loss of a support system, friends, and contacts built overyears. In
order to help accomplish a successfid transition, I have taken a leave-of:absence
from rny professional position and have reduced my activitieS to some writing
and consulting for a two-month period while I tend tb the "start-tip effort."
The decision to take some time out for myself waS not arrived at eaSily, but the
economic loss paled in comparison to the potential family cc&s in what could
be foreseen as a particularly stressful time.

Social events and functions. I participate in the events of a busy social calen-
dar (and it is particularly busy for a new president) and look upcin them aS po-
tentially rewarding to myself, even though I am fully aware that I am attending
as the spouse of the president: It is refreshing to meet people who are Slightly
and briefly discOncerted when introduced to a male spouse. It is my Observa-
tion that even urbane and polished cosmopolites do not know quite how to
handle persCins whose roles do not fit the stereotypes; generally ghb m Soeiar
settingS, they falter just a little. I simply act myself and try to put them at ease
through the confident exercise of time-honored social graces.

It is perhaps in the social uena that male spouses are prone to experience
trepidatiön. It is a complicated fear and one that is not completely groundless.
Upon meeting new people, and particularly those of some status and reputa-
tion=-4.hoSe With whom your spouse's successful presidency to sonic degree
dependS=queStiOnS will arise: What sort ofman do they think I am? Will they
perceive me aS iomelfow less than what I ought to be? One can build a perfect
negative fantaSy baSed on negative answers to questions suchas these. And, in
fact, thoSe queStionS do exist. The answers, however; depend on the male
spor -.. While I have eiperiéncéd some resentment as a result of dealing with
this phenomenon, I have grown to realize that those persons meeting me are
more anxious than I. You cannot deal with the legacy of male roles in western
culture in a five-minute cocktail conversation, but you can reassure yourself
and those who would 5efriend you that your world, and theirs; is not bizarre.

Moral Sapport. Every15ody needs a sympathetic ear and presidents are no
exception. It could go without saying, but I will say it anyway; that the public
and organizational responsibilities are often heavy. Issues and tasks confront-
ing a president are generally Complicated. The work is emotionally and phys:
ically draining. And women preSidents are as susceptible to the rigors of the
position as are the men who 6ctupy the positions. I am not the only person
who provides succor, of tOurSe; preSidentS being who they are have all manner
of advice givers and supporterS. But a Spouse; being a partner and confidante,
often gives some special suppOrt. While thiS Special-support is not always di--
reedy related to the role as a preSidential Sp-OuSe, Sometimes it is. I try to listen
actively about a work-related problem and froth time=to-time ask questions
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that are generally value-neutral. (Since ity profession entails planning and re-
search; those klacIS of questions come easily to me) Seeking some intellectual;
analytical Understanding td what is, in effect; an emotional; visceral problem
usually has some soothing effect.

Sometimes; however; the rational approach is not What is needed. And
here is where a male spouse; I_ believe; may fa short. I suspect that many men
are generally lacking in .the ability to provide;_at the outset, simple empathy and
understanding. It is not that men really lack the ability, it is just that many of us
do not see_problcms from all facets; Most of iirs ate tibt practiced in any other
way than the strong; rational; and linear.

Quasi-formal. There is a partof the male spouse's role, I think, that relates
to that ambiguous "two_for the price of one" phenomenon. Perhaps it is simply
a perception resulting from my own socialization_ in higher education,. but I
suspect that this is also The perception ofothers who have been subject to the
same socialization. At the very least; there_ is the question about my quasi-for-
mal role as a presidential spouse. I was not_the object of the tinie-honored "spou-
sal visit" during the presidential selection_ process; I never had my social
graces or commitment evaluated. I haVe n:it been the happy recipient of invita-
tions to brunches; teas; or charity hencfitS. Brit I have been (I think) subtly as-
sessed as a presidential partner and as a poteutial asset to the college communi-
ty and the community-at-large.

My value as a potential asset to the community accrues hoth from myrole
as a presidential spouse and as a professional in my own right. Arid this duality
suggests a possible conflict: Is my own professional career diminished to the
same extent that emphasis is placed on the spouse's role? Or does some mutual
and reciprocal benefit accumulate so that my career is enhanced_ to the extent
that my spouse's career is enhanced as well' am not a believer in unsubstan-
tiated synergy; simply saying that the whole is greater than the parts does riot
make it so: On balance; though; I thirik that my own career has been enhanced.

On the one hand thy tateet has been negatively affected in that the timing
of career moves haS been diffitrilt. Particular opportunities do not exist forever
and once missed are gone. Taking one opportunity means that others are
foregone. While it_ is impossible to know the consequences of the road not
taken, my sense is that I have experienced delays:

On the other hand; I am sure my professional_competence has been_accel-
crated: My spouse and I have different views of the same wotld and con-
sequently learn from each other. Happily for myself; _I place a higher value on
mastery than promotion and hence view my career as having heeri successftil in
some part as a consequence of being a presidential spouse.

Not only do I sense a heightened professional competence by virtue of
being a preSidential SpOuSe, but I feel more generally competent in dealing
with the ineVitable feats and foibles of the human condition: While this might
have come about by simply growing olderor my observations might be poig-
nant rationalizationI think I have been Involved in a new order of thing.
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Mak spouses of female community college presidents are a phenciniena
in the forefront of a wave of significant change in community college leader:
ship as well as part of a change across our society in general. Negotiating roleS
in a new and changing context means an evolution and proliferation of roleS
that vary greatly depending on the particular context and the unique history
that particular individuals bring to that context. For male spouses, role negoti-
ation in such an environment brings uncertainty and opportunity.
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The_Spouse as
aVolunteer
by Pat Goodpaster

hen my husband accepted the presidency of a community college
25 years ago, tide did I dream we would retire there. However, in
retrospect, we do not regret that we have remained in one location

for a quarter of a century. The challenges for bOth of us have been fulfilling, and
the rewards of living in one community for many years are innumerable. Had
we moved several tinies, my role as a volunteer spouse could not have evolved
as it is today. Much of what I have been able to accomplish has come about be-
cause I know the community, its people, and many of its needs. Another very
important factor in my bting content to do voluntee, work is the encourage-
ment my husband has provided. He makes me feel at what I do is important;
that I don't have to earn a paycheck to be a worthwhile person, and that my ef-
forts contribute to the goals and objectives of the college. Through this work I
get to know and appreciate people from a variety of backgrounds; interests;
and a wide range of ages, which would be impossible were I employed in a full-
time job. I did have full-time employment for several years; yet; i can say that
the volunteer work has been as - nanding and rewarding as the paid posi-
tions.

By concentrating on my role in the community rather than on campus, it
certainly is not my intention to imply that my duties as a spouse have been
neglected within the college community; Without an entertninment budget, I
have had the faculty and staff in my home for small luncheons, dinners, and
buffet parties: On several occasions; the college's advisory board members have
been invited to our home along with the faculty, legislators, and local citizens;
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also included have beeii vz faci.,:lty and staff : c .riai i. campus of t!
University of Kentucky ar. . ,,ther universitie. tiave alwayi en-
joyed planning luncheons, receptiorr. and Yt. ia goups held on
campus, making floral arrangements from my garden, :ing menus; and
overseeing all details as if they were being held in my o

I haVe attended many colkge-related activities and cial functions not
because they were required or expected hut because I ..:terested and
wanted to be Stipp-di-five. These activities have been very rewaiting; and I truly
feel that I am a partner with_my husband by getting to know n7.my of his ac-
quaintances and becdming familiar with many asvas of education. I have
learned a great deal by attending the annual _meeting:: of the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and the American Association of Com-
munit._ ' Ttmior Collegeg(AACJC). I have always participated in activities
plannen ;i_.- sponges, as Well as many of the other scheduled programs. At-
tendance at these meetings has made me aware of tie scope of education; its
challenges and problems, and, in the process, has helped me become a more
understanding and effective spouse.

My volunteer role has developed without any sense of pressure from the
college's board of trustees. Had I hot been free to decide, my perception of vol-
unteerism would have been different. my creativity would have been suppres-
sed and my enthusiasm dampened. It hag been important to me to have the
freedom to choose my role in the community, provided that role does not
create conflict for the president or the college. I needed a fulfilling life and felt
that I would accomplish this by using much ofmy volunteer energy in the corn-_
munity instead of only on the college campus. I was aware that anything I did
could have an impact on the image of the college. So, I have tried to be corn:
plementary, striving to extend into the cOnimunity sbme of the goals estab:.
fished by the colleges. I feel that this has been done becatin of the gracious and
appreciative response of the local people to my contributions. Theyare pledged
that I take pride in the community and that I am willing to work with them for
its betterment.

What advice would I give a spouse who is considering volunteerism? I
Will Share With you why and how I chose to become involved in particular
areas, and the rewards I have enjoyed as a fringe benefit.

Making the Cheiice

It is eaSy to get overimplved in meaningless activities. The criteria used
for my choices of volunteer service were service to the community, hdpfulness
to people, educational value to be received, and personal enrichment. Service
to the comimmity included working for a tennis program building a tennis
center, and preserving a bea...tiful and historic theater. Helping individuals has
been done in many ways: by encouraging people to try something new in the
wa of service, by developing their own education; by discovering a latent tal-
ent, or by trying a new hobby. All of this has been possible through volunteer
services. With reference to rhe edticational value, I feel that many areas of ser-
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vice have given me opportunities not generally found in organized courses.
Personal enrichment has taken place through the many vvondt-rful contacts
with other people and the new ideas presented. I have been ptivileged to serve
on several boards with dedicated, able, and knowledgeable persons who havr
taught me much. With these guidelines, my areas of service have been easy to
select

One of the first boards I enjoyed and benefited from was the Young
Womcn's Christian Association (YWCA). I have served a total of 15 years on
that board, with short intervals between terrns, and am presently serving again
I have served so many years hecatite the positions have been varied and there is
regular turnover of hOard rnemberS, Whith makes the work a constant chal-
lenge. But, most importantly, the purposes and accomplishments of this or-
ganization fit my philoSophy of service. It is comprised of over 500 active

women and children of all ageS, baCkgrounds, and needs. Over the years; my
responsibilitieS haVe included serving on the executive board in various posi-
tions; helping with the development .)f personnel policies; planning and host-
ing social events td demonstrate to the community what we were doing, and
originating and chairing a volunteer awards program; now in its fourth year, to
recognize Scitne -Of the unsung heroes of the area (as well as some of the commu=
nity leaders) for special contributions. My latter role included working with
the newS media and civic and business leaders in providing publicity. It viva§
alSo my responsibility to choose the manner of recognition and to make the
preS-entations. At the first awards 1-icheon one of the recipients in particular
received spontaneous applause for the 20 years she had given Of her time daily

to cook for senior citizcns. She was overwhehned with this unexpected aWard.
Earlier I mentioned the building of a $1 million tennis center. ThiS came

about during my tenure as the YWCA health and education chair, when alltithCr
board member saw the need for such a facility a.: was able to bring the project
to fruition.

So many worthwhile prograrn2 have- been offered through the YWCA
that it is difficult to single out a few. However, some of our most popular have
been:

The preschool drop-off center; with a trained worker in charge, Who
makes the time both enjoyable and educational;
Free tutoring in math and rcading twice a Week for children of low-m-
come families;
Encore; a postmastectomy rehabilitation program eniphasizing group
discussion and support;
55 & Holding; free exercise classes which are Structured to meet the
special needs of older adults;
Children's Activity Program, & program for children living in local
low-income developments, grades 1 through 6, whiLh emphasizes re-
creational and personal development activities;
The free summer day-camp program for children in local low-income
housing areas;
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The latch-key_program, for children who tenith ftOni School to an
emipty home. This program includes a hot-line number to the YWCA
which iS rhohitored by trained volunteers.
Cartiet Alert, an assistance program for the elderly, hahdiCapped, or
those living alone. This program was arranged through the tiOtal ser-
vice and serves as an alarmsystem if the mail is not picked up Oh a daily
basis.
A public affairs group, which meets monthly during school hourS,
and; as the name suggests, diSchsses topics of public interest. GueSt
speakers are invited, including city and schoolofficials; representatiVeS
of the health department, legislators, and others:

These last three programs could be developed in almost any community
through the leadership of one individnal.

The above avenues of service With the YVVCA illustrate why it is a
privilege and a challenge to serve with thiS Organization: Many umes the col=
lege and the YWCA have combined efforts to provide programs; which WaS
important to my involvement. Also, several c011ege faculty and staff have
-served as board members, with one serving presehtly. In addition; the YWCA,
at the suggestion of another board member, gave a reception at the college for
neW Students and parents-,

Another organization that has o:cupied muCh Of rhy time over the past
Several years is the Paramount Woman's Associatioh (PWA). I was first at-
tracted to this association because of its leadership quality. The Organizing in-
diVidnals were very talented and had the financial freeddrii id Spend their time
hciWever they chose. I knew that they were not interested ih friVOlous matters;
thiiS, I joined the group of some 250 women. I became ehgrOSSed in their pri-
Mary gpaltorenovate a beautiful theater, the ParartiOunt. It iS ribW One of the
MIcistrplaces of the community, Its murals were reStored tb their original
beatity; the 1,30 seats were refurbished in leather arid VelVet; neW Sound and
lightihg systems were installed, with a stage extensiOh to actommodate an or-
chestra; mcidern and tastefully decorated restroorns were provided; and a new
marquee was erected through the efforts ofa local industry.

ThiS restoration was so impressive that our Paramount Wbtriaii Board,
representing the ASsociation, was honored with a special State PreSerVation
Aw-Ard given by our governor at the governor's mansion. This theater is now
used for ehtertainment ranging frOm the Atlanta Symphony tO performers
such as Diftah Shore, ballet, childreh's theater; anc, local dratnatit and tnWical
prrscluctions. Visiang artists praise our theater; making us feel that our effOrtS
h:tve been worthwhile.

In tOnjunction with the above, the youth education Oinitinittee of the
PWA sees that the theater is filled With children from area schools for work-
shops provided by members of Many of the performing groups. These work-
shops, which involve working with Sehool officialsand parents, haye been en, .
thusiastically rEceived. 'Vie hard work and planning are all worthwhile when,
following a performance, the children eriferge from the theater with beaming
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faces. For many, thiS iS the first time they have been in the theater, and it is the

only way they would be able to attend. Another educationad function chat takes

place at the theatt iS an annual choral festival; involving approximately 250
students frorn 12 area high schools with a noted conductor: This activity also is

cbordinated and ma;,aged by the PWA:
One of the highlights of my tenure on the board took place during my

very firSt year. To celebrate the Paramount's 50th anniversary, I planned and
arranged a luncheon and style show for the 250 members. Wanting to do
something special, I contacted one of our faculty members at the college who
was the turatOr of the Appalachian Collection. This Collection is made up of
2,200 garments, datMg back to the turn of the century, contributed by local
citizens. We used the movie themes of the past 50 years, complete with appro-
priate posters and music; and asked board members to model the costumes.
This created much enthusiasm from the community,for it displayed clothes
donated by relatives of many persons in the audience. The show brought back
many memories of the good times shared in the theater, it caused the commu-
nity to appreciate what we were doing to preserve the theater, and it demon-
strated cooperation between the college and the general citizenry in working
together for the common good of the- cbMmunity.

These activities represent Only a pOrtion Of the offerings provided by the
theater; much more information cOuld be Shared to illustrate the importance of
the Paramount Theater in our community.

One of my most humbling eiperiences as a volunteer has been serving for
the past ten years on the board of the Gertrude Ramey Home. This home;
which has been in operation fOr 44 yearS, was eStablished throughthe concerns
and efforts of Ms. Gertrude Rarney, When She first saw young children playing
and sleeping on thc streets becanSe their parents were in jail. She took them
into her small apartment One by One until the number reached ten and she was
unable to handle any mOre. At that point, the editor of a local newspaper took
the lead in founding the hotne tci he under her direction; along with a board of
24 persons, ThiS board haS alWays received strong leadership from family

members of the editor, aS Well as dort(irs, lawyers; accountants; finance offi-
cers, busineSS ekecutiveS, social Work: gineers; teachers; housewives, and
others. HoWever, the motiVating forct.: ind the home is Gertrude. Her un7
canny way of "Mothering" has made the children feel her love and they respond
in miraculouS WayS, -overcoming the many scars inflicted on them over the
years. Indeed, Gertrude has been "mother" to over4;000 children during these
z.14 years and has been recognized for her selfless; untiring life by several presi-
dents Of the United States. She and some of the children have been to the
White House at the invitation of President and Mrs. Eisenhower, followed by
similar invitations from Presidents Kennedy ard Johnson. This was recounted
in the August 1968 issue of the Reader's Digest, and is entitled "Gertrude
Ramey and Her 3;000 Children." The honie oriei-ates on an annual budget of
approximately $100;000 with funds coming primarily from local contrib-
lltioilf. Ms. Ramey will not accept a salaty, but wages are paid for additiOnal
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household help and for the necessary staff for licensure, plus routine Openses
of maintaining the home and feeding and clothing the children. The ValueS to
be learned tiom serving on such a board arc many, but the outstanding bhe for
me is thc example of Gertrude's unselfish living day-by-day. She is living proof
that formal training is not necessary to become a great teacher or to work mira-
cles. When doctors say that they have done all they can for a diild and send it to
the hOrne for care, they often sec it respond to her nurturing and become a
healthy, happy child in a short time. When children who had been failing in
Sehocil becdrrie honor students, or when children from the home become con-
tributing arid Well-adjusted citizens, who wouldn't consider it an honor and
priVilege tO be aSsociated with such a pc:on and instimtioW

Another Meaningful volunteer seryice developed through attending; at
my own expenSe, a three-day workshop for each ofthc past four ycars on health
promotion and wellness. This was an outgrowth of my husband's active mem-
bership on the Health Services Advisory Council. In these workshops, we have
been privileged to hear many health providers from throughout the country,
including outstanding scientistS, doctors, nurses; counselors, and nutritionists.
Each year the theme is different so that we arc exposed to many dimensions of
wellness, with various learning opportunities, experiences, and activities.
These programs have emphasized that wellness relates to the total person
mental, physical, and spiritual. As a result of these sessions we have realized
anew the importance of exercise, positive attitudes, the healing effects oflaugh-
ter, the ability to handle stress, feeling good abOut oneself, good nutrition, and
many other aspects of health care. The preSentanOnS Wereziven in such impres-
sionable ways that they will have a lasting impatt bn US. This has caused us to
want to share them with others. Thus as a part of bur Volunteer services, we
have given programs for church groups, senior citizens, and Wbmen's clubS.

A position at the state level which proved gratifying was that of Secret-
ary-Tr( asurcr of the Women's Auxiliary of the Kentucky ASsoCiation OfCbn=
scrvation Districts. During this time a college scholarship fund was established
with one of our own college studencs being accepted: During my tenure, the
anxiliary was officially recognized by the State Department of Revenue as a tax-
eiempt organization. As a result of thc many contributions received (which
necessitated acknowledgment of many letters; investment of the money at top
interest rates, establishment of auditing pc,licics; and presentation of a detailed
report at the state meetings), the fund has now grown to the point where inter-
est alone is being Used to provide a $500 scholarship each year: As of this date,
Sik such Seholarships have been awarded.

My liSt Of Volunteer services would not be complete without including
ehutch invOlVernent. P)i. 35 years I_have served in various capacities; but
primarily as a Sunday School teacher for ages ranging ftom junior Lh school
youth to young married couples. It is 1.,onderftil to see these young people as-
suming responSibilities and to know that the church will continue to grow
under their leadership.
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Rewards

What have been my rewa, (-Ls in voltumerism? After having been gainfully
employed for about ten years, one of 11.( greatest feelings upon "retirement"
was the freedom to choose how sr:end my time: When we moved to Ash-
land; our children were 11 and 14 y ...ars old; so 1 thoroughly enjoyed being at
home when they returned from whool and being available to them in ways that
would have been impossible with full-time employment. I also had the energy
and desire to attend many functions with my husband.

Many concrete rewards already have been reveakd in the preceding
pages; but; in sumniary, I would include the following rewards:

Seeing individuals develop confidence in themselves through the disT
covery of a hidden talent or leadership ability. Another chapter would
be required if I were to tell about the many people who reluctantly ac-
cepted a responsibility, only to emeige a short time later into effective
and enthusiastic leaders. Several volunteers have entered the job mar-
ket after they built up thcir confidence and gained new skills through
their voluntcer service.
Rcceiving satisfaction in knowing that community facilities have been
added or preserved:
Knowing that what has been learned in order to manage many of the
responsibilities; could enable one to receive college credit.
Having the privilege of being with people who have taught me much
and inspired me to do my best.
Havii an opporturnty to further my education. For example, in addi-
tion to some enricltment classes taken at the college, the Three Arts
Cub lias been a challenge becaus e. of the caliber of programs presented
by the members themselves.
Seeing our daughter chosen to take a place on many of the bOards

..re 7 have served. In fact, a memorable moment in my life came
when I retired from the YWCA board after completing_two flail terms
(only to return sometime later). At the annual meeting I was surprised
with a "This is Your I ife presentation. After the awarding of a plaque
in recognition of services rendered; and naming the contributions I
had made, the concluding remark was, wilie greatest contribution this
person has made is that of her daughter on this Bbard."
Being able to travel with my husband to proEssional meetings and or-
ganized travel tours.
Pursuing hobbies such as tennis, where friendships with peoplc of all
ages have been developed.
Havirg time to entertain, from small carefully planned dinner parties,
to large affairs beyond the college community.

In pondering these rewards, I realize anew that my life has Been enriched
through volunteerism. It brings to mind a statement I made to a friend not
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long ago when some form f appreciation was shown tome, I told her that my
husband and had received f.iur roses while living, and that it was a marvelous

Conclusion

I know that each communi, different, and that the spouses' oppor-
tunities and needs arc varied; however, if the desire is there; a meaningful role
can be found by any president's spouse. I hope that the areas of service des-
cribed in these pages will be helpful to others in finding that role and that they
illustrate the diversity, enjoyment, and feeling of achievement to be gained i
volunteerism.

My suggestions for enjoyable and effective volunteerism wouk' include
the following:

Have a positive attitude about the ez-,mmunity and the Loll( tte s role in
the community. This encourages acccKi nee of the sr.,us il(: the col-
lege and enables the spouse to L.'. ')!ish the rxessary rapport before
knowing how and where to devote his or her time and talents.
Be creative and innovative with new projects needed in the communi-
ty. Some of my most satisfying accomplishrnew. ',aye been through
serving in this manner, such as the health prorn,1-.r program. Also,
being creative within an organization can make it more dynamic and
appealing: The organizations discussed in these pages arc what they
arc today because they have had leadership that encouraged and der
veloped new ideas. This has especially been true with the YWCA and
the PWA: In addition to the regular programs, members of these two
organizations have stimulated interest and participation through eleg-
ant fund-raising events: Two such special annual affairs, the Interna-
tional Evening sponsored by the YWCA and the Festival of Trees
sponsored by the PWA arc announced with formal invitations and are
complete with special music and gourmet food presented in attractive
settings. These events have been attended by several hundred persons
and have proved that well-plan .led fund raisers for worthwhile organi-
zatiol . ill be enthusiastically ,ipported by tile public:
Inves-i: ate an organization cap.( Ily before joining; but once commit-
ted, do the best job possible, just as if you were receiving a salary; and
do It enthusiastically. If changes need to lbe made, make them tactfully:
Quite often, serving on a nom.nating committee or executive board
can be an effective way of improving an organization. It has been satis-
fying to see a weak board or program change into a strong and vital
one through these subtle means. I remember one comment, in particu-
lar, from a person who was asked to serve: "Why would anyone want
to serve on that bOard?" Today, the neral Comment is, "Oh, I would
love to accept." Yet, this can be accomplished without special credit
being given to any one person. One of my best moments came recently
when A long-time friend made this statement following a program I
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had presented: "Pat C no one really knows you, and all that
you do. That is the way I prefer a to be.
Know when to move off of a board or relinquish a position. This can
be the key to effective volunteerism, for it prevents burnout and makes
room for new persons with new ideas. Howevcr, ther,: are times when
it is desirable to remain or return in order to have a balan -ed board or
to support the chair whom you may have convinced to :.crve.
Avoid involvement in any activity that could proiAerns for tl-c
college president, for it should be the iole of any spouse to be suppor-
five.

As I review my past years, it is a pleasure to think about all th.,t I have
been privileged to experience. I hope that my sharing this will give encourage-
ment to ail pouses who choose the rnle of a volunteer: It has been my intention
to illustrate that it can be fulfilling and rewarding, and that it does not need to
be just "a cup of ;ea" and a "how do you do?". Volunteer activities can have
educational value; can give one feelings of accomplishment, cPri promote the
goals of the college; yet; can allow time for personal enrichment.

In discussing my role with my husband we agreed that my involvern-ra
with these many worthwhile activities and my association with so many inter-
esting and diverse individuals has strengthened our marriage, because in all our
undertakings we have shared and worked as a team. My freedom ,:o participate
in so many activities with him, both professional and social, has gready en-
riched our lives. Also, I have had the time to grow with him and ha., e chosen to
do so. He; in turn, has always encouraged Ine in this; never resenting paying
my registration fees and travel expenses to his professional meetings. As a re7
sult, I have been conscientious in participating and in learning. Quite often, I
have rcrurncd to the community with a new idea for a program or used the in-
formation it some rneaningfiil way. Presidents should encourage spouses in
the development of their own roles, ahd spouses shou!.; accept responsibility
for their personal groWth.

In conclusion; it is important to ernph- Az( that oi o learn does
not have to decrease with age; it is only from lisuse of our mental iaculties that
we become dull and lose our confidence. Twenty-five years ago I would not
have dared attempt much of what I do today; I can do it now only because I
have gradually matured by accepting and rneet :ng each challenge: Otherwise; I
would not have agreed to write a chapter in this book.



ovin
Experience
by Ginger Crawford

oving from one location to another is necessary if a person is to
advance in an administrative position in education; Those of us i 3

ro le of thz: spouse accept this early in our relationship in orde
to be a successful; compatible team; No move is an easy move and each one is
unique. I do find; however; that all moves are inherently exciting and none
more so than the current one.

In sharing the "moving experience," I must revicw the decision process
that led tv the actual eveo,. My husband and I had moved from the East to die
Midwest eight years ag, when he became die chancellor of a mukicarnpus
community college distna At diat time, one of our children was in elementary
school and the other was just beginning her junior high school years Wi had
moved from place to place as opporturiides osé, but we decided that our
priority now was our children's education pod their sense of stability and well-
being throughout their teen years. We concluded that this commitment meant
not moving until our youngest child had graduated from high school. Even
though many unknow,n factors can force one to change decisions, we were for-
ranate and, happily, remained in control of our destiny. Many opportunities
that were more than a little appealing did come along dunng this time. We
managed to resist such "temptations" and gained much strength from watch-
ing our children succeed in the most positive ways during those years. Staying
in one location certainly does not assure the forming of good, solid character
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for one's children; but, for us, it was an important factor. I believe that our chil-
dren arc appreciative of any "sacrifice" we made for them and will, perh
have the courage to make similar family-first decisions in their own lives

Since we were in this "no-move mode," we nearly missed an impor it
opportunity. My husband was nominated for a position in a rekively
midwestern city; we discussed it in terms o2"being proud to have been n(
=eel " Since our youngest child would be graduating from high school bet,
it would be necessary to move, it occurred to us that we could accept this post-
tion. I must say it was a relevation; we could consider the possibility of a nc,%
position with no guilt: It was an ideal time for me to make a change since I an a
full-time homemaker, and my "nest" was about to be empty.

Having determined that we were free to make such a decision; we began
to consider all of the ramifications of moving: We had already satisfied our con-
cern for our children; they would be going to college, remaining in their home
state: It is interesting to note that the children, who were once our main con-
cern; now became the easiest to satisfy. Instead; we had to be concer-ed about
elderly parents and; in our case; elderly pets!

Our parents arc at an age when involvement with their children takes on a
special emphasis. My husband and I each have one living parent; my father and
his mother. Both arc in their mid-to-late seventies and live in the state that wc
were considering leaving. Our discussion revolved und issues of how de-
pendent they might be on us, how quickly we cc.A !d get to them in an
emergency, how willing they would be to travel and other issues of that sort.
Obviously; we arrived at satisfacto- conclusions in this area.

Next we had to dá1 with th . roblem of changing the environment of a
15-year-old dog and an 18-year-old Cat. I know this sounds ridiculous, but one
does not dismiss lighlly this long, ongoing relationship with trusting animals.
Remember, I said every move is unique. We were concerned abbut these ani-_
mals now because they could no longer or hear well. The combination of
adjusting to new surrounding§ and e.:- .c of our children would present
problems for them and, thus, for us

After considering all these coriL , . explored the new position, and
became very enthusiastic about pursuing it. My husband visited the area and
came back very excited about both the college and the community. At that
point, we decided to share the possibility of a move with our children. We
planned a lovely dinner when our oldest daughter was in town on tour with her
college orchestra. This was not a kitchen-table dinner, but an elegant dining
room dinnera special occasion. We related the facts as we knew them; they
hnmediately gave us their full support and were enthusiastic about the possibil-
ity of our move: With that accomplished; we decided to "go for it."

My husband applied for the position in February and was selected to be
the new chancellor in May: Now, from my perspective; many community pro-
jects had to be finished or phased out: Since I had a few months to accomplish
this, I was able to either complete each or leave it in the hands of someone who
would see that it would be completed:
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As with any move, the house you arc living in must be sold. Our house
was in wonderful condition, in a very desit d-le arca, and should normally sell
rather quickly. However, the community we Yvere leaving in a depressed
economic slump and would be for sometime. Since we had always sold our
homes quickly and for a profit, this was new to us.

This situation was easier to tolerate because a home is provided for us by
the community college district that appointed my husband as their new chan-
cellor. In addition, the trystees were willing to redecorate it for us. ThiS, I dig:
covered, was a mixed blessing. By nature I move rather slowly and deliberately
when making decorating decisions. But when one is given the opportunity to
make changes in a home to fit one's particular needs, one does it more quickly to fit
many other people's schedules and does it long-distance without having spent
any time in the home. I decided that it would be a good idea to use the commu-
nity college's interior design program in some way so that the house could be-
come an example of the quality programs offered there. This would take a little
long to complete the interior and would require having many students
scrutinize the house and our possessions; but the result should prove to be
worth the effort.

Since this is my first experience with a college-owned home; I have many
ideas that may or may not be practical; or even beneficial; to the college. I
would like to consult with the horticulture program on the garden and land-
scaping, use student and staff art pieces in the house; have the restaurant and
food management program do some of the catering for college-related gather-
ings, ask the music department to provide some small groups to entertain
guests, etc. Big ideas, I'll have to sec if they work in this community. I envision
using this house to help sell the community college as the quality institution it
truly is.

Once my husband accepted the new position and his acceptance became
public knowledge. life became hectic. My husband was very active in the com-
munity, and it seemed every group had its own way of 3.-.Lying good-bye. This
all coincided with the year-end school activities of our daughter and our for-
eign exchange student. One of my projects was to coordinate the foreign-ex-
change program for our community and surrounding towns; plans had to
niade for 38 exchange students to gather together, tour this country for a
couple of weeks, and return to home countries. Well, 'oclieve it or not, they arc
all home now, their trip went without a hitch, and my husband and I did not
miss one farewell dinner or reception.

EYtytime wc have moved, my husband has gone to the new location be-
fore the rest of the family. Such was the case this time as well. He moved into
the home, which was being remodeled, and "lived" in the bedroom and
kitchen. I remained behind to sell :he house and to continue to provide a homc
for our children until they were able to pack up their possessions and go off to
college.

Perhaps I would be remiss if I did not share some of the burdens of the
one "lefr behind" while the person with the new position enjoys the excitement
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of meeting new people and iicw challenges. The person left behind gets to take
care of all those little repair jobs that need to be donc before thc housc can be
sold. Those chores that rny husband usually did became rny isibiIity.Li
the process I became more appreciative of all that he does do amund our home
and; I believe; he would say thc same thing about mc from his vantage point in
our new home.

During this timc I kept the house "ready to show" at all times. Believe
me, with three teenagers in the house, this is not easily accomplished. At a time
like this, one's home is no longer truly homc. The momcnt onc allows somc
carelessness the door bell or the phone rings, and all must be put in ordcr in a
hurry so that a rcaltor can bring someone through the housc.

Well; finally, the girls were off to college, moving day arrived, and if all
had gone according to plan, the new house would have been painted, papered,
and carpeted when our furniture arrive& But things did not go according to
plan. As is quite naturi:i; thcrc were delays on the arrival of materials that had ;0
be ordered; and consequendy; our furniture had to be stored in two rooms of
thc house until various jobs wcrc completed: Regardless, it was wonderful to
be living undcr the same roof again with my husband: It is much more benefi-
cial for us to sharc our actiVities and conccrns face-to-face than by phone:

Wc arc now putting some ordcr back into .ar lives. Thc house is be-
ginning to reflect our taste as cach day passes; our aged animals are adapting to
thcir new surroundings; and our chil;;ren arc planning to visit (how strange to
be saying "Visit") at the first opportunity. Another of life's major ew-nts has
been survived or; more accurately stated; conquered. Such is thc life of the
spouse of a prcsidcnt of the move.
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Presidential
Team: President
iffleciar§PEMe

ith time znd energy a peetnium, the productive community col.
lege president needs to dtaikr bh all available resources: Yet; in this
writer's opinion, the presidential spouse has been an underutilized

resource. If used tO advantage, the spouse's -ole as a team member; as opposed
to an adjunct positiOn, tOhld be beneficial to all parties involvedthe presi-
dent, the spouse; and the college.

Research on the rOle Of the presidential spouse is emerging; but the r=e-

sults arc priniatily al-et-dotal. With the exception of The Parmers (Croban,
1977), mO§t WorkS &Scribe the roles of the president and spouse as -ate
and distinct. The literature is rillete with illustrations ofproblems eiwr
tered by preSidents and spouses relative to a change in locations, uproot

conflicting expectations; role confusion; and absence Of usclUl
niddeL Obviously, this stress spills over into the ho life. There is little to
identify the positive factors and teamwork that enable the StrOng executive
family tb remain fimctional within the stressful and often_ itinely lifestyle as-
sociated with the presidency: Little research has been COndtieted 6n the posi7
tive asptcts of presidential families and the strengths eichibited by preSidential
families or teams (Stinnett et al; 1985).

The specific factors that have been considered_relative to presidential ef-

fectiveness have been the ability to provide clear and appropriate direction for
the college, board; institutional; and community Stiptiott; StreSs and time man-
agement skills; physical fitness; emotional health; and only peripherally, family
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relationships. In most cases, spouses have not been pereeived as a part of presi-
dential teams.

Any mention of the community college preSidential team composed of
anyone othlr than the president and upper-16,d adininiStratOrs mightelicit re-
sponses ranging from disbelief to indifference. One Might gpeculate that the
performance of a president in most co :nnunity collegeS iS enhanced by a sup-
portive and cOntributing spouse. Beyond that the pregurription Could be made
that what makeS the achievement of the president's office Aiperior is teamwork
between the preSident and spouse: The inclusion ofthe sponge ag an important
part of the tearn cOUld bring an added dimension to the per-eel:kit:in of the role.
But, "by choosing thignore the role of the spouse; those interested in the com-
munity college preSidency have been denied an important insight intb the pres-
idency, especially if One vieWs the job as cxtending beyond the president's of:
flee" (Vaughan 1986, p. 143).

Several assumptions Underlie Vaughan's statement; One, ignoring the
role of the spouse iS Often chOice, not simple omission: Two, the inclusion of a
broad perspective on the SpOuSe'S role would provide a more comprehensive
look at the presidency. Three, the jOb Of president encompasses more than the. . .

activities of the office. The assuMptiOn is that the president cannot do the job
alone, that outside support iS deSirable, and in fact critical for success in the per-
formance of the role. The spouse can be wed as a resource to provide the neces-
sary support.

The President Spouse Team: Necessary or Desirable
The purpose -of this chapter is to explore the contept Of the presidential

team. Most commUnitY c011ege presidents are men; and generically, the role of
the spouse has traditionally been neld by a woman. Despite the reality of
changing women' 6:316 that have resulted in more women becoming thief ad-,
ministrators, the picijection is that "there will not be an equal number of
women and men presidents U.S. colleges and univeisities until 2070."
However, the number Cif WOriien college presidents is increamng and

n by 93 perccnt froth 148 tO 2a6berween 1975 and 1984, f.,r an aver-
at,e net gain of nerlv 14 positiOns per year' (Watkins 1985; p: I).

The theses rela;cd to the Concept ofa presidential team is as la:lows: (1)
when a president lvs a supporti;e and contributing spouse as a part of the
t,-; ar pw,:tuctivity is :ncreased; and (2) a fully functioning; effective team,
tIlizitgL1 tateni7: of bOdi am MeinberS under optimal conditions makes a. .
contribunc a in geoineLric 1 -npornons tb the welfare of the college and the:-
community in contram .s.o the contributiOn that the president could make
alone. Is a presideni-spouse team necesgar? Prbbably not. Many single presi-
dents assume their role and diseharge their reSp-OnSibilitics admirably: Is the
team desirable? Most defmitely, yes!

I arn the wife of a communitv college leader Whin has been a president for
nine years. During my re_ture as th-e gptiiik Of a preSidefit, I have fimctioned in
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a team role, assumed the responsibilities consistent with the traditionally per-
ceived role, and in addition have sought out appropriate opportunities to be a
resource for the college by utilizing skills and abilities that were beneficial:
Some examples are serving as a workshop presenter at "Women's Festival
Day," conducting training and personal development seminars through the
continuing education division of the college; researching and compiling a his-
tory of all of the college's presidents; assessing the learning needs of the seni, ).
citizens at the college; and frequently 7-- .enting the presid:rt orricc at
functions when the president had other .. 31 )n his time. I believe that my
role as a team player in tandem wit' ;e:crit has contributed to his suc-
cessful tenure and to my own fulfill n 'he spouse's role.

C,-,ntcmporary Concepts ofTeams

tlecause little has been written on lc role of the community college pres-
,... ti, chat includes the complementary role of the spouse as a member of the

mere does not appear to be an educational model that could be used to
ue the concept, roles, and fimctions of an efti ctive president-spouse

team. For that reason, I selected a business model, and used a systems approach
found in organizational development theory to explain the concept of teams
and how they function. French and Bell (-J-scribe a systems approach as follows:

A systems orientation views and emphasizes organizational
phenomena and dynamics in their interrdatedness, their con-
nectedness, their interdependence, and their interaction. Issues,
events, forces, and incidew s are not viewed as isolated phenomena.
A systems approadu encourages analysis ofevents in terms ofmulti-
ple causation rather than single causation. One cannot c'nange one
part of a system without influencing other parts in some ways. The
final point is that if one wants to change a system, one changes the
.systern, not just its comptonent parts (1978, pp. 77-78).

Parallels will 1::e shown between a systems approach and the groWth, de-
velopment, and operation of the presidential team.

The president-spouse team is a small group. Tubbs (1984) has described
the interaction of a small group as complicated and in a continual state of flux.
Rubin, Plovnick, and Fry (1978) addressed the ramifications of team building
in an organization. Their thesis is that team building results in increased effi-
ciency, which in turn results in greater productivity, decreased stress, and de-
creased turnover. Mills (1967), among others, has idenfified models for study-
ing and analyzing small groups. These models alternately describe groups as
evolving, developing, goal seeking, balance maintaining, adapting to con-
standy changing demands, self-maintaining, and involving continual learning.

Intimacy is not induded in a systems model; but it is an important part of
president-spouse team building. Presidential -:ouples often have to work
hat.= :ut the marital relationship strained by the responsibilities of the presi-
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dency than othi demanding situations. Oftentimes, the marital re-
lationship has to be subservient Us the team effort. Techniques need to be de-
veloped for setting aside unresolved differences for a higher purpose. The pres-
ident-spouse team needs to set aside time for working on their personal re-
lationship.

Tubbs' inOdel of small group interaction, deterr-qm ,o be appropriate
for analyzing the ftinctioning of a presidl:r uses a systems per-
spective to illustrate the idea of mulUple tplex interaction of
forces that have an impact on thegroup bthavior (1964 ,1. uuilding on the ideas
of Tubbs and of Rubin, Plovnick, and Fry, an interaeUve model of the presi-
dent-spouse team was de. cloid. Figure 1 illustrates these concepts.

Figure 1. Ir.tc.ractive Model
of President-Spouse fearn Functioning
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The Team Approach
Margulies and Wallace have described the team approach to getting the

job done as "commonplace:" There is a critical need for "collaborative and co-
ordinative approaches" that the president-spouse team can provide when
"functions, tasks, and people are interdependent, that is, when the successful
accomplishment of one function, task, or goal depends on how well other func-
tions and tasks are performed" (1973, p.99). The interactive model (figure 1)
illustrates the inwrdependency of the president and spouses as they balance the
impact of internal and external influences and issues against team resources and
contributions.

The Effective President-Spouse Tcann
According to Team Effectiveness Theory, ' sues that generally relate to

the "bottom lire" in management are strategic planning, goal setting, budget-
ing; policy making; staffing, systems development, and _product innovation.
Effectiveness is achieved by planning, controlling, leading, and organizing
these issues (Weish,-)rd 1985, p. 27). Weisbord based his ideas on the theories
of Mike Blansfiel , a consultant who developed a theory of effective ream
members. The rel: ionship of team members is the means by which the results
are achieved, accr ding to Blanfield's theory. The team first workS on issues,
and then on assc ;ng its effectiveness.

President-,!-ouse teams also have "hottorn lines." The expectations and
interpretatior s what it takes to get the job done may differ depending upon
the communi:: 'le hoard of trustees, institutional needs, and the financial and
political climv, . What is accomplished often depends on the relationship of
team member . The results are what matters. The contributions that result
from effective president-spouse team functioning may include an enlarged
power base i-om which to address problems, enhanced service to the college
and the community, augmented articulation between the college and the com-
munity, increased support of the college in the community; extended commit-
ment to the institution and the community, and increased communication
among ;xternal and internal influences such as the board of trustees; the college
"family,' and external cor,ctituents.

Qualities °fan Effective Team
It is said that a successfifl team is made up ofeffective rnernbers Tubbs as-

serted that "compatible individual personalities tended to develop more effec-
tive groups" (1984, p. 108). In their research on executive families; Stirmett
and his colleagues identified five strengths in the teams they observed: (I) the
expression of appreciati,- n to each other; (2) the willingness to spend time and
participate in activities together; (3) good communication patterns; (4) com-
mitment to a religious lifestyle; and, (5) effective crisis management (1985).
They concluded that cohesion in the family unit is the major resource in deal-
ing with crisis.
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In the workplace, effect ive teams appear to be made up of a number of
components. Argyris, in 0 Tanization and Innoratimr, offered this description
or an effective team: (1) the tcam contributions are additive; (2) the team
moves forward as a unit with high involvement and team spirit; (3) decisions
are made by consensus;_(4) ream members have a commitment to the dedsions
made by consensus (5) continual evakiation is takbig place; (6) each team
member understands the unit goals; (7) team members effectively use conflict
management skillS; (8) the tcam utilizes problcm-solving skills that result in al-
ternate ways of addressing problems; (9) leadership is given to the team mem-
ber best qualified; and, (10) there is open communication between the team
members (1965). The parallelS betWeen systems management and the effective
president-spouse team appear obvious.

External and Internal Influences

There -te at leaSt three categories of external and internal influences that
have an rp Act ptTsident-spousc team productivity. Thcy are: (1) the board

i:rustect , (2 ) the college "family" composed of the administration, faculty,
an( stutlents; and, (3) the community at large.

The Board of Trustees

Members of the boards of trustees may or may not have "expert" power.
However, they do exercise legitimate and_ coercive power and influence the
selection and hiring, the functioning, and the continued suct....::z (or failure)_of
the president. But the board's infIucce extend beyond the president to in-
clude the spouse. The influence is sometimes overt, but more often covert in its
nature. Its purpose is aften a genuine attempt t:.; help the team "fit in," conform
to community standards, or to fulfiil exprc, J. and unexpressed trustee expec-
tations of team role and performance. S-Nt e. examples or board influence are
telling the presidential team (and especially the vouse) wnich clubs to Join,
which organizations to become involved with, which people to court, include,
or exclude, and where to be sem

Covertly; board control is exercised in where ai V often the presiden-
tial team, the president; or the spouse are invited a5 guests, aild how they art
marli.. to feel welcome: A powerful means of influence -, also exercised ih board
members' attitudes and opinions exprzssed in the community. Existing corn-
mimic; groups quickly determine whether board members support the presi-
dent-spouse team and respond accordingly:

The dark side of trustee influence is self-serving; ego-enhancing control
of-the team at the expense of the team and often the institution: Some examples
are ,-,:pecting personal services; demanding excessive attention, requiring tick-
et selling for their preferred project:, ; promoting college programs or budget
allocations designed 'CD b: al interests; or seeking to promote the
emploment of friends o:
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Thc expectations of boards have been considered in other chapters in this
book, but w thoughts about unexpressed expz-ctations are pertinent here.
During the interviewing process board members arc frequently asked what
they foresee as being thc rok of the tcam, and especially of the spouse. Thc
usual answcr is that there arc few or no cxpcctations. To the contrary, there are
several unexpressed expectations of the team.

With thc bcst of intentions many 5oard members expect that both mem-
bers of the tcam will bc of "good" moral charactcr, that the team members will
bc supportive of cach othcr and of thc college, especially that the spousc will bc
supportive of thc president and of thc instirution, that thc team has a solid mar-
riagc, that the tcam mcmbcrs eXhibit warmth, personality, and sufficient social
skills to carry on the social functions of the college, that the team members arc
interdependent but have a quality of indcpcndcncc and the ability to manage
their own lives, that thc spouse has a sufficient level of education to understand
and apprcciatc the complexity of the learning enterprise, and that the spouse
will not play an active role nor intcrfcrc in thc daily operation of the college (as
onc trustee put it, "We don't need two bosses here").

The College Family

Mcmbcrs of thc college family exercise a number of influences on thc
prcsidcnt-spousc tcam. Likc board members, they have the capacity to bc sup-
portive of the executive couple for their own benefit, for the benefit of the pres-
ident-spouse team, or as a contribution to the college. The college community
can exclude the president-spouse team or make it feel a part of the community:
Many faculty members circumvent what is often an adversarial relationship
with the president and spouse by inviting thcm to social functions: However
well their intentions; based on this writer's experience; it does not appear to be
realistic to expect the president and spouse to have a lasting intimate relation-
ship with faculty or staff members:

In their enthusiasm for special interests members of thc college family
frequently solicit the spouse as a sounding board or a source of influcnce when
attempting to gain consideration for special projects or promotions. In addi-
tion; expectations including financial contributions to college organizations,
personal funding to support special events, buying and selling tickets, and at-
tendance at a widc range of college activities are perceived to be the official re-
sponsibilities of the team.

Privacy is a precious commodity because presidential couples symbbh-
cally reprcsent the college wherever they appear, on campus or in thc commu7
nity. Members of the college family often attempt to conduct business at social
functions or at activities not related to the college. Also; therc is an unspoken
cxpectation that the president-spouse tcam will be present at weddings, make
hospital calls, and attend funerals. Phone calls on evenings and weekends inter-
rupt family and social gatherings and detract from quiet time together. Proba-
bly that is why many presidential couples have elected to spend their weekends
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and_"spare time" out of town. Although being known and respected is one of
the bonuses associated with a college presidency; being lobbied and otherwise
solicited is often burdensome to the president-spouse team.

The Community Constituency

The expectations and demands from the community on the team are not
unlike those of the board and college family. It is assumed that the president and
spouse will support the community in tandem and individually. It is antici-
pated that the team will be visible and active and will share their talents and re-
sources by serving on boards and committees and by assuming leadership roles
in social, civic, and cultural organizations. In addition, there is frequently an
expectation that the presidential couple will contribute personal resources, and
those of the college to all community functions in which they arc engaged.

It is often assumed that the president's spouse is fully informed concern
ing all programs, policies, procedures and current events at the college. Fre-
quently; there is a presumption in the community that the spouse has the au-
thority; knowledge; and ability to resolve; or refer to the appropriate source;
any and all problems presented: Most presidents handle the majority of these
challenges alone; however; if the responsibility can be divided between the
couple working as a team; the burden on the president is lessened.

The "Unteam"

It could be argued that the presidential team is not a team at all, that the
members are yoked together for a common purpose, but are in fact, an "un-
team." Marg flies and Wallace provided insight into this issue when they des-
cribed some of the operating problems of teams: the problem of die member-
ship; the satisfaction of individual needs; the tendency toward parochialism;
the tendency toward losing differentiation; the task-process gestalt; and the
problems of control (1973; pp. 107-109). The existence or development of an
"unworn" may be the result of internal or exte: nal influences or of issues that
the team has not resolved. Such a condition places additional stress on an al-
ready tension-producing situation.

The Problem of Membership

A problem of membership is the degree to which team members feel that
they are part of the team. A successful team permits members to feel that they
are making a contribution and adding value to the team effort. An "unworn"
may occur when the spouse chooses not to be an integral part of the team, is ig-
nored, is made to feel that the contribution is unneeded or unwanted, or re-
ceives no recognition for expended efforts.

Today, spouses do not always have the luxury of positioning themselves
apart from the team. Those who elect to be non-participants in a team role pay
dearly for their noMnvolvement. The consequences include signifkantly more
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preSStire and stretgs Oh the couple, greater tension paced on the president be=
cause of the lack of support, a greater burden assumed h, the president because
of the Imeliness of the role, and ultimately the risk of the disintegration of the
couple's relationship.

Neither can spouses realistically separate their personal lives and career
aspirations from the work of the team: This issue may become critical as
spouses pursue individual careers and interests more actively. However, pursu-
ing one's own role does not relieve the spouse of team responsibiliticS. If the
team concept is to bc retained; tasks may have to bc delegated to otherS._The
critical issue is whether the spouse will contribute to the team effort effectively
or create a setting for an "unteam".

The Satisfaction of Individttal Member Needs
There is evidence to suggest that the spouse who chooses to be a team

player is happier. It appears, however, that presidents receive rewards from
their role far in excess of the recognition or compensation given to the spouse,
regardless of the contribution of the team members. These rewards include in-
come, perks, position, preStige, power, recognition, and a sense of personal
satisfaction and accomplishment. Granted, presidents normally have greater
burdens, preSSures and stresses in their role than the spouse; but presidents are
compenSated for their efforts in a variety of wa s. One might argue that the reT
wardS are commensurate with responsibility, that spouses should not expect to
bc compensated for "doing their job." Since nearly_every other worker is com-
pensated for doing the job, should it be different for spouses; especially when
there are expectations of the presidential spouse beyond what is required of the
spouses of other employees at the college?

The problem of satisfaction or the degree to which team members receive
recognition for their efforts "is often taken for granted and can inadvertently
affect the way the group proceeds with its activities" (Margulies and Wallace
1973; p: 107). Some sensitivc community college boards have acknowledged
the contribution of the spouse nd have provided additional remuneration as a
way to recognize the team effort. Such benefits have included travel and meet-
ing expenses; secretarial services, and public relations costs. The development
of the "unteam" may relate to the degree to which there is a lack of tangible
recognition of thc spouse's efforts on behalfof the institution, especially on the
part of the trustees.

The Tendency Toward Parochialism
Parochialism is defined as restricted, narrow thinking. A fact of living is

that individuals view problemS frcm their own perspecti, e. Ideally, in a team
approach, members with diverse Points of view work together to solve prob-
lems creatively, while rccognizin; their individual differences. The "unteam"
may occur when there iS no recogr ition of the importance of different perspec-
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dyes; or where absolute power is placed on the wisdom, experience, or position
-Of one or the other team members:

Obviously; decision making is hierarchal and frequently authoritarian.
Authority to make decisions for the college is entrusted to the president by the
board of trustees. However; there needs to be open sharing of viewpoints by
team members to avoid parochialism and give added value to the expertise of
both tearn members in the performance of their common tasks.

The Task-Process Gestalt

The purpose of the team development and team building process is to
maximize skills, pmmtial. aid ability. When meShed into a collective whole,
teams are able to complete a -isignments more effectively. Further benefits of a
task-process gestalt arc the a')ilit v to perceive more clearly the task to be ad-
dressed; the importance of the tasks to be addreSsed, the importance of the
task; and necessary changes ir the team building proceSS. "Unteam" behavior.-
will be evidenced when the team members collectively cannot define the task,
when they do not recognize the urgency of the task, when the presSure oftime
does not allow for team members to work in tandem, and when the elements of
the task-process do not unify team members.

The Problem of Control

Team members need to have a sense of their ability tb influence each
other and members of the college and community. Tearti inernberS have three
issues that determine whether they are a team or an "untearn": Am I in Or btit Of
the team? Do I have any power; influence or control? Will I have a chance to
develop and use needed skills and resources? (Weisbord 1985). Presidents and
spouses, if they are fianctioning as a team; need to feel that the power making
decisions, though unbalanced; are shared; that each has a voice, especially AS
the decision effects both of them: To paraphrase Cartwright and Zander, there
arc at least six factors that destroy the cohesiveness of the team and result in Ah
"unteam": (1) unreasonable or disagreeable demands on individual CC=
mernb ;I's; (2) disagreement o-cr procedures; activities; and rules; (3) unpleas-
ant eXperiences_between team members; (4) competition berween team de-
mandS and preferred outside interests; (5) unfavorable public image of the
tearri (Or individual team members); and (6) competition for membership by
Other groups (1960, pp. 78-86). Unresolved conflicts; arguments; and man-
ipidation by external and internal influences, unresolved issues and difficulties
in the tedin member relationship, and inadequate resources often result in an
"un team".

The Issues

In addition to the internal and external influences that have an impact
upon the functioningof the president-spouse team; the couple must deal with
Significant and complex issues within their own relationship. Because of the
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demands of the presidency, the marriage is often left to look after itself. Team
members may become involved in the challenges ofdaily living and tend to skip
sharing and spending time with each other.

Rubin, Plovnick, and Fry (1978) described a number of problems with
teams and a series of questions about team relationships that tend to develop
around the following four issues: goal Issues, role Issues, procedural issues, and
interpersonal issues. (1) Goal i3sucs: Do team members understand their "mis-
sion"? Arc their individual needs included in team objectives? Arc the objec-
tives achievable, and arc they consistent with team members' personal goals?
(2) Rolc issues: What do Individual team member:: see as their responsibility to
the college? Do team members understand how they "fit" together? How has
the superordinate-subordinate, leadership-followership issue been resolved?
"One frequent source of conflict is the leadership struggle between superior
and subordinate in decision making" (Tubbs 1984; p. 296): The best match
appears to be a democratic leader and an independent follower (Tubbs 1984;
pp. 167-176). Do team members understand not only the needs that each
brings to the relationship, but how the needs change over time? Do the mem-
bers recognize that the relationship is an exchange? Does each team member
clearly understand and communicate role expectations? Does each spouse
specify what kind of help is needed from the other to function as a team? Do the
team members understand thc constraints under which the president func-
tions? (Baird and Krarn 1983): (3) Proce-dural issues: Do the team members un-
derstand how they will solve problems; resolve conflicts, and make decisions?
Do team members understand how they will operatc as a tcam, and how each
member will be involved? (4) Interpersonal issues: Do team members respect,
trust, and support each other? Do they recognize their interdependence? Arc
they committed to the relationship and to working together as a team? The
quality and harmony found in relationships do not just happen. They arc nur-
tured and developed; based on each team member attending to the relation-
ship.

Some of the related issues may be as follows: Individual values; goals, as-
pirations, ambitions; expectations of the team and task roles; strengths and
weaknesses of team members; conflict management styles; commitment to the
institutional and presidential team roles; and commitment to the team re-
lationship. How the president and spouse resolve these issues determines to a
great extent their effectiveness as a team.

Team Resources
An inference can be made that the more similar the background of the

team members in terms of socioeconomic level, and in social, cultural, and re-
ligious values, the greater the strength of the relationship. In addition, it ap-
pears that the more similar the educational level, the more similar the values.
Tubbs' research indicated that "educational differences would generate severe
value differences" (1984, p. 71). Tubbs also reported that the more similar the
age, the easier it is for team members to communicate.
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Other resources that may prornote uniry and teamwork include physical
and psychological health; a growthEprOducing, satisfying personal relation-
ship; fulfillment of task and team rOleS; the prOblem solving, consensus deci-
sion making ability of the team; conflkt teStolution Skills; and open communi-
cation.

Working_together, team members often have greater knowledge and in-
formation with which to confront iSSUeS. Problerhs that _require information
arc more easily addressed since one team member hiay fill in the knowledge
gaps Of the othcr. Working together frequently createS_a greater number of ap-
proaches to problem solving-. Team members tehd to be rtfore open to varied
apprOaches, given the input of another member. In addition, team members
tend_ to take more risks than they might if they were reathing a deciSicin alone
(Maier 1986, pp. 418-430). Given these skills and abilities, the president-
spOnSe teamiS bCtter able to confront effctively thc external and internalnflu-
ericeS aS Well as the goal, role, procedural, and interpersonal issues ancrirtilize
them as resdurceS tri Make significant contributions to the strength of the team,
to the college, and to the community.

Team Contributions

By functioning as a team the president and spouse tAh make a contrib-
ution ta thC e of the college and the community that is gredtet by geo-
metric prOpOrtion than the contribution the president could Make alone.
Mit-king aS a team, the mcmbers may contribute an enlarged power baSe to aid
in the Sbliition_df problerns; enhance service to the community in eiVie, social,
and culniral affairS; augment articulation between the college arid the ecittithu-
nity so that the cbmmunity becomes aware of the availability of the community
college as a pciteritial reSOUrce and as a community problem solver; and increase
support ih the cOrnmunity, which may result in greater local tax millage and
bond approval far the c011ege. The C011ege and the community benefit from Ck-
tended president:SpOuSe cbminitment to the role as team members and from
increased communication With external and internal influences:

Conclusions and Recommendations

What has been discussed in this chapter is the functioning and develop-
ment -of an ideal president-spouse tearn Several assurtiptionS were made: that
the tWci Wduld Want to work together for the benefit bftie tedth, the college,
and the tomimmity; that the couple were able to work in tahderh; that the pres7
ident arid SpOUSe both had skills and abilities that could and ShOUld bC Utilized
to e.thance the c011ege and the community; and that the pres/cient-SpouSe team
effort would result in increased prouuctivity:

In Tire PriSidenti Sponse : Volunteer or Volunteered; Clodius outliner hree
predictionS for die funire role of the spouse: They were that the spouse would
receive inered§ed recOgnitiOn for the role; that the s2ouse's role would be better
defined, and that the Spouse would receive compensation for at least that part
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of the total effort that would be paid for in the absence of a spouse (1984; p:
147).

To date, little has changed in regard to the role of the spouse: Spouse rec-
ognition has not increased appreciably. Few people have any idea of how to de-
fine the spouse's role exclusive of hostess and caretaker; which probably ex-
cludes most male spouses. It i. only an especially sensitive board of trustees that
rewards a spouse with appreciation for efforts as a team member.

Based on the experience and observations of this author, there are several
recommendations that may be useful to those couples attempting to under-
stand and develop the president-sponse team role:

1. Work out priorities in terms of your work demands, values, needs,
hobbies, interests, and habits: The objective is to spend the most time on what
you value most:

2: Plan the most efficient use of your time, energy, and resources. For ex-
ample, if the sponse will cover certain functions, it leaves time for other things,
especially time together. You may want to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of both team members and assign responsibilities according to individual abil-
ity; talent; and interest. The key is that it will create greater productivity for
both team members and increased personal time for the president-spouse re-
lationship.

3. Understand the difference between work and play. The team plays a
heavy price if it assumes work time is play time. Some examples of work which
might appear to be play are an evening on the town with the board of trustees;
attending a faculty barbecue, or attending a play at the college. These acuvi ties
preclude relaxation.

4. Determine ways to promote sharing. To compensate for a clear imbal-
ance ofpower, team members should clearly understand their roles. Spouses
sholild have tasks or roles in which they clearly have more power than the presi-
dent, e.g., the spouse may have a more authoritative role in family or in social
decisions, or in the allocation of free time.

5. Promote communication within the team structure and within the col-
lege. Survival as an individual and as a team may depend on the linkages you es-
tabliSh. The spouse may need to recruit or enlist support from members of the
adthinistrative team, especially the assistant to the president; who can assist the
spouse by providing warning when the president has had an especially difficult
day (or an unusually rewarding one), keeping calendars coordinated, mailing
the spouse notices of meetings and board minutes, sharing perceptions and
rumors of impending trouble at the college; helping keep a sense of prospec-
tive, and providing a sense of team sharing and effort.

6. The administrative team normally evaluates predetermined goals and
objectives annually. The presidential temn might consider a similar exercise.
This procedure would assist the team in setting priorities and in planning the
efficient use of their time; energy; and resources.

7. Set a high priority on time together. Involved in acquiring a sense of
role definition; harmony; and team effort is the willingness of president-spouse
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team members to support and affirm one another. Team members need to
create and promote a social network where support is given and received. Pres-
ident-spouse teams can provide continuity in growth and help to mediate loss.
They can act as a buffer against the demands and problems they Koth en-
counter.

Prior to serving in their roles, presidents and spouses may observe others
in that capacity and believe that they understand the responsibilities and bene-
fits; when in fact, they cannot fully understand the position until they have
been in them: It is impossible to comprehend the demands of the presidential
or teuri role until it is experienced, even if onc has come up through the
academic ranks:

The ability to deal with responsibility will allow for greater efficiency in
thc utilization of institutional arid team resources. Under the best conditions,
resources will always be insufficient to meet the demands. The expectations
and demands on the team will always exceed the time; energy; and resources of
the team. Therefore, the relationship between the president and the spouse
needs to be periodically examined and realistically managed to maximize indi-
vidual and team productivity.
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Observations and
Recommendations
by George B. Vaughan

he most important observations one can make based on the fore-
going chapters is that the role of the community college president's
spouse is a complex one requiring tremendous amounts of energy; time

devotion, patience; and sheer perseverance. Indeed; few positions in society
demand so much and offer so little help in terms of supporting resources. For
examples, the presidential spouse at a university may have a more demanding
role but has many more resources with which to accomplish the tasks at hand.

A second observation offers no surprises; each spouse approaches the
role in a different manner, depending upon her or his value system, the loca-
tions of the wllege, and, in sorne cases, the traditions associated with the
spouse's role at a particular college. The case for the last statement is somewhat
weakened by the fact that there is little historical precedence associated with the
role of the spouse at most commuMty wlleges because most community col-
leges are relatively new. This _situation may change, however, as today's
spouses set the patterns for the future.

A third observation is that the study of the role of the presidential spouse
is still relatively unexplored, There is much to be learned ahout the role and its
impact on the presidency, the college, and the community. AS further study is
undertaken on the role, a certain amount of tension will exist between and
among those Mdividuals and groups who see the role in different lights. AS
suggested in chapter one, some polarization between the various groups will
take place, a healthy and necessary situation if one is ever to understand the
complexities of the spouses role.
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A final observation is that the contributors to this volume have given
much thought to the spouse's role. The_result is a better understanding of the
role,_ an understanding that is now public knowledge. By their willingness to
speak out on the spouse's role, the contributorsand especially the spouses
have called attention to the role and have provided a starting point for other
spouses who wish to engage in the introspection that is so vital to the mental
health and well being of the individual and society.

Recommendations

The following recommendations arc offered in no partkular order of
priority. Nor are they blanket recommendations to be picked up and carried
forward; regardless of local circumstances. Indeed, many of the recommenda-
dons are not only not new but are borrowed from existing practices at some of
the nation's community colleges:

1. Spouses, presidents, trustees, and society in general should separate
those fiinctions that emanate from being married to a community college presi-
dent from those that arc inherent in most marriages. Once the spouse's func7
tions arc identified, they can be discussed, and some sense of order and
priorities can bc established. This recommendation will be extremely difficult
to carry out for obvious reasons. Most people simply do not think in terms of
their reasons for doing what they do; most simply plow ahead "doing until
they can do no more," the exact situation the carrying out of this recommenda-
tion will help to avoid:

2: Related to the above recommendation, feminist leader Gloria Steinem
recently urged women to deal with the "superwomae role thrust upon many
women who try to juggle job and home: Her recommendation and mine is that
husbands should take on more of the household chores. If the team approach
to the presidency as advocated in this volume is to work; both members of the
team must share in household work; especially when one considers that most
presidential spouses arc women and most work outside the home: The "eternal
triangle" for most spouses consists not of lover, husband, and wife, but rather
ofjob, home, and college.

3. Some spouses like "living in a fishbowl" and getting their "20 minutes
in die spodight" (or is it 20 seconds in this electronk age?), and others do not:
Spouses, trustees, and presidents should work to give maximum exposure to
those spouses who enjoy publicity and minimum exposure to those who shun
it.

4. Governing boards should include spouses as part of the presidential
selection process when the candidate is married. The spouse's involvement
shOuld consist of a formal interview and not simply a bit of chitchat at the eve-
ning's cocktail party and dinner. In recent years some boards have shied away
from interviewing the sponse for fear that the impression would be given that
they expect "two for the price of one." This need not be the case. The interview
provides an opportunity for the board to discuss its expectations of the spouse
and for thc spouse to discuss her or his expectations of the board. If much is ex-
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pected; this should be made known during the interview. On the other hand, if
the board expects little or nothing of thc spouse; this should be clearly under-
stood during the interview. Many new spouses assume the role of presidential
spouse with a sense of "rising expectations," only to find that the spouse has no
role in relationship to the board and to the college. The interview should also
provide the opportunity for the spouse to "interview the board," as one spouse
advocates. It is important that the board agree on the purpose of the interview
prior to its taking place, including agreeing on questions that are important the
that board at that college at that time.

5. While no one position description or role description would be right
for all spouses at all colleges, It is nevertheless desirable that some houndaries
be drawn regarding the role the spouse is to play. Does the spouse do what she
or he desires or what is expected? There is a big difference. For example, if the
spouse is expected to host the annual board cocktail party in her home, this
should be made known at the time of the interview. If this is not acceptable to
the spouse, this too should be made known.

6. In regard to establishing rdationships with the board and the college
community, presidents must realize that most spouses do not have a forum
from which to make their views known; therefore, the president must serve as
the spouse's advocate until the time when some guidelines are developed
whereby the spouse can speak for herself or himsdf

7. Spouses want to have their expenses paid to professional meetings. If
the presidential team is to function as effectively as desired; spouses must keep
up with developments in higher education that extend beyond the local cam-
pus. One way of doing this is to attend professional meetings either with their
presidential spouses or alone. Funds should be available to pay the spouses' ex-
penses to professional meetings.

8. In line with the above; those who plan professional meetings must as-
sure that the activities planned for spouses go beyond "the rose garden tour."
As Katha Pollitt writes in the December 5; 1985; issue of the New York Times,
society is doing women a disservice if they are viewed as "tagalongs" at busi-
ness parties and professional meetings. There is much to be discussed regarding
the role of the presidential spouse; the professional meeting is an excellent
place to start the discussion. Recently the American Association of Communi-
ty and Junior Colleges, under the leadership of Beverly Parnell, has begun a
series of discussions on the role of the spouse. This practice needs to be con-
tinued and expanded. The American Association ofCommunity College This-
tees should assume a leading role in interpreting the role of the spouse, espe-
cially as that role relates to the governing board.

9. If spouses are expected to entertain, funds must be available to pay for
the entertainment. Resources should be made available for sending invitations,
readying the house for the reception, and other activities that go well beyond
simply having the food catered.

10. Boards should establish a "Welcome wagon" committee whereby in-
dividualstnistees, the spouses of trustees, college employeeswill welcorne
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the new spouse to the area. Ideally, the welcoming should begin tidbit the
presidential family moves to the area, for the committee :;houl-cl offer A tOtie Of
neighborhoods; schools; etc. Also, the committee can go A long way toward
making the children (assuming children are Involved in the move) feel good
about their new location:

I I The American Association of Community and Junior College should
establish a Spouses' Council similar to the other councils currently in existence.
A Spouses' Council would provide SpOUSCS with a voice at the national level
and would make it possible for a spouse to be elected to the Association's board
Of directors. In addition; the Spouses' Council would add understanding; preT
Stige; and visibility to the spouses' role in much the same way that the standing
C-6iii-mittee of Presidents' and Chancellors' Spouses of the National Associa-
tion of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges has added understanding;
prestige; and visibility to the spouses associated with its member institutions;
Or;_in the same way that the work done_by the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities on the role of the spouse has added understandim,
prestige; and visibility to the role the spouses play in regard to its mant 111-

stituuuns. Ainerica's community_ colleges arc important enough; mature
enough; and interested enough to bring thc spouse into the mainstream of the
community college movement. A Spouses' _Council would be a major step in
the right direction and inform the rest of higher education that the spouse of
the community college president is important and worthy of recognition.

This volume is_ only a beginning in_ understanding the spouse's role;
much additional work needs to be undertaken; published; and discussed. On
the other hand, the authors who contributed to this volume have opened_the
door for fururc discussions on this important subject. Until the spouse's role is
more fully defined, understood, and appreciated; the edmmuniry College can
never reach its full potential. To ignore the spouse'S rOle iS to fail to understand
the complexities and potential of the presidential leadership team.
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